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Foreword

In the News

We keep saying it but it is just true - St. Petersburg is truly one
of the most stunning cities in the world and we want you to
see it with your own eyes! Welcome summer with a glass of
champagne on one of the rooftop terraces (check the page
26) and start enjoying the magical midnight sun and the famous white nights.
As always there is a lot to do in the city during the hottest
time of the year. You can lie on the beach in the heart of the
city (we are talking about the Peter and Paul Fortress beach,
find more on page 44-47), visit new exhibitions and open-air
festivals (page 12-17), have a cocktail (or two) on one of the
city’s many terraces, watch the bridges open (see the schedule on page 8), get wet in the famous fountains of Peterhof
(page 18-23) or devour a perfect Russian shashlik at a streetside café. You’ve made a good choice because summer is the
best time to be here.
So, what are you waiting for? Join the crowd of happy tourists
and locals and have fun! Happy summer!
Ksenia Elzes, Russia In Your Pocket
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Russia day
June 12 is another opportunity to relax and enjoy
the Russian lifestyle. The
day officially celebrates the
Russian Federation declaring independence from the
Soviet Union back in 1990
but most Russians seem to
agree that this is more a pretext for enjoying summer rather
bearing a deeper, political meaning. Concerts and fireworks
are the order of the day, accompanied by good friends and
the obligatory toasts. Government awards are also given
out on this day as Russians celebrate what it means to be
Russian. Russia day falls on a Sunday this year, that’s why
Monday, June 13 is also considered to be a national holiday.
This is how it works in Russia. There is no logic in it but at
least you have a long weekend!
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St. Petersburg In Your Pocket

In Your Pocket, the world‘s leading publisher of locally-produced city guides since 1992, recently launched a brand new smartphone app: In Your Pocket City
Essentials. Featuring only hand-picked venues and
sights alongside essential travel information, these
city guides have been carefully crafted by our local
editors and include only the places they are happy
to recommend. The app - available on both iOS and
Android - is free, and works offline. Go to iyp.me/app
on your smartphone to download it.
To keep up with all that’s new at In Your Pocket, follow us on Facebook (facebook.com/inyourpocket)
or Twitter (twitter.com/inyourpocket).
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

The annual golf tournament is returning to St. Petersburg for the third time to unite golfers and fans all over
the world. The marathon is open for those who wish to
test their strength and represent their team. The marathon put on by Gorki Gold Club is unique, lasting for 24
hours in the midst of the white nights of St. Petersburg
(11-12 June). The white nights are the most romantic
and atmospheric time of year, making this tournament
one of a kind. The marathon is open to members of the
club and guests, so if you’re a fan of golf, don’t miss out!
See the full schedule of all the tournaments and cups
on page 14. www.gorkigolf.ru

UEFA Euro 2016
It’s the event football fans all over Europe have been waiting for, the UEFA Euro Championship is starting on 10th
June. You may not be in France but you don’t need to get
on a plane to watch the matches. St. Petersburg is home
to a number of bars that offer a fantastic view of the football from one of their wide screen TVs. Euro 2016 promises
to be more exciting than ever, as this will be the first time
the final tournament will be contested by 24 teams rather
than 16. So find a bar, grab a beer, and join the atmosphere.
www.uefa.com/uefaeuro/

Dostoevsky Day

About IYP
ESTONIA

Gorki Golf Club White
Nights Tournament

This year the city celebrates the 195th birthday of its most
famous novelist Fyodor Dostoevsky. The traditional Dostoevsky Day will be organized on July 2. Special events centre
around the Dostoesvky museum and the surrounding area.
Outside the Dostoevsky museum well-wishers will be laying flowers at his monument near the metro station, while
special events will be going on inside the museum and
the whole of the street will be re-made to look like a scene
straight out of one of his novels, complete with actors in
costume. We hope you have read “Crime and Punishment”,
haven’t you? Anyway, check out our special feature on page
51 dedicated to one of the greatest Russian writers of all
time and prepare to celebrate his day! www.facebook.
com/dostoevskyday
www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket

Oda! Eda!
Food, glorious food - and all in one place! That’s right,
“Oda! Eda!” is back in town. It’s Eastern Europe’s largest
gastronomical festival taking place in Moscow (11-12 June)
and St. Petersburg (23-24 July), Ekaterinburg (18-19 July),
Nizhny Novgorod (2-3 July) and even in Abrau-Dyurso
(20-21 August) in Krasnodar oblast, the Russia’s most important wine-growing region. Last year over 50,000 people turned up to sample delicacies from over 200 different
gastronomical projects and restaurants. This year’s theme is
‘Made in Russia’, but that doesn’t mean it’s all going to be
borshch and bliny. Exquisite Russian will be re-interpreted
according to contemporary tastes and techniques to create culinary delights. If that weren’t enough, check out the
master-classes, lectures from food bloggers and a series of
battles with restaurateurs vs critics and professional chefs
vs babushkas! www.odaeda.me

June - July 2016
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Arriving & Getting Around
St. Petersburg has excellent public transport. The metro system is amazing - both attractive and efficient - and is the
fastest way to get across town or into the centre of the city.
If you find Cyrillic a bit of a squiggle, you’ll love the metro
as it has transliterations for all the stations. To navigate your
way from the metro station to your destination you have a
choice of buses, minibuses (marshrutky), trolleybuses and
trams - these are less user friendly but once you know the
routes and when to get off, they make getting around the
city a breeze. If you want to hop into something a little
more comfortable, you can always take a taxi.

Arriving in town
Arriving by bus
St. Petersburg has several bus stations, so make sure you
know where you are going before you leave.
The central bus station (www.avokzal.ru) is a bit out of
the way at Naberezhnaya Obvodnogo kanala 36, which is
a short taxi-ride (around 200-300Rbl) to the centre of town
and about a 15-minute walk to metro Ligovsky pr.
Eurolines buses (www.eurolines.ru) arrive at Baltiskaya
metro station where you can take a taxi or just enter into
the metro system. To find your way into the city centre
make a bee-line for Nevsky Prospekt. Some bus companies
have stops at the city’s main hotels. The proliferation of bus
companies operating out of St. Petersburg means that you
could be dropped off at a number of different bus stops.
The main rule of thumb is to find your way to the nearest
metro station or take a taxi.
Arriving by car
Are you driving your car all the way to Russia? Remember the following: your National and International Driver’s
licence, registration and insurance documents for the car
and, of course, your passport with a valid Russian visa. At
the border, ask for an Immigration Card and make sure it is
stamped! Stay on the main roads, as you might get pulled
over for accidentally straying into a military zone (no, that is
not a joke). Traffic police (recognizable by ДПС or ГИБДД or

BRIDGES
Bridges going up…
Bridge
Al. Nevskogo
Blagoveshchensky
Birzhevoy
Bolsheokhtinsky
Dvortsovy
Liteiny
Troitsky
Tutchkov
Volodarsky
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Arriving & Getting Around
ГАИ) might also fine you for not having a fire extinguisher,
a first-aid kit, or for exceeding the speed limit, which on
the highway varies between 80 and 110 km/h. The normal
procedure for pumping gas is that you first pay for a certain
amount and then start filling up your tank.
The Traffic Police have stops when you enter a new zone of
jurisdiction. You are required to proceed slowly and there is
a chance you might get pulled off. Don’t overpay the traffic police: the official penalty for driving 20-40km too fast
is 500Rbl, for 60km over the limit, it costs between 1000
and 1,500Rbl. Driving through a red light will cost 1000Rbl
and not wearing a seatbelt will cost 1000Rbl. Most of the
policemen do not speak English, which might make things
difficult, or perhaps very easy. In towns the speed limit is
around 60 km/h, but road conditions often force you to
drive more carefully and thus more slowly.
Arriving by plane
St. Petersburg’s international
terminal Pulkovo is located
in the south of the city (metro
Moskovskaya). The airport offers the usual shops and restaurants within the terminal
building and hotels nearby.
Keep your eyes open for ATM
machines and money exchanges (obmen valyuty) if you urgently need some roubles.
If you want to relax with a coffee and cake before being collected or trying to find your way into the city, be aware that
the airport prices have been known to cause heart failure!
Getting into town: To get into the city centre you can take
Bus №39 or mini-bus (marshrutka) №39 to Moskovskaya
Metro Station (seven stops – it will take 15-25 minutes
depending on traffic) and then take the metro into town
(another seven stops in the metro – about 15-20 minutes).
Once you are in the metro system you can get to most parts
of town quickly. Keep you eyes open for maps of the metro
system if you need to find a particular station.
If you choose to take a taxi, beware of the airport taxi drivers! They are notorious for overcharging, asking 1500Rbl
and up for the 18-km ride to the city centre. Always agree
on a fare before getting in, keeping in mind that a reasonable price shouldn’t exceed 700-800Rbl.

arrive and depart from Moskovsky and Ladozhsky stations.
There are taxi stands outside every station and the drivers
there usually charge less than the ones waiting to pounce
on the station platforms. If you are arriving from midnight
onwards be prepared for city transport difficulties. The metro system will be closed for the night, so better take a taxi.
Departing St. Petersburg by train: If you’d just like to get
out of the city for the day, local trains (electrichky) cheaply connect the villages and suburbs to St. Petersburg. Electrichky to
Gatchina, Lomonosov and Peterhof depart from Baltiisky station, from Finlyandsky you can visit Viborg, and Pushkin and
Pavlovsk are covered by Vitebsky. There may be no toilets, but if
you forgot to bring ice cream, band-aids or knife sharpeners a
vendor might be wandering the aisle with just what you need.
Baltisky station
QC-4, Nab. Obvodnogo kan. 120, MBaltiskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 457 28 59, www.ozd.rzd.ru.
Finlyandsky station
QE-1, Pl. Lenina 6, MPl. Lenina, tel. (+7) 812 436 67 46,
www.ozd.rzd.ru.
Ladozhsky station
QZanevsky pr. 73, MLadozhskaya, tel. (+7) 812 436 53
10, www.ozd.rzd.ru.
Moskovsky station
QE-3, Nevsky pr. 85, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. (+7) 812 457
44 28, www.ozd.rzd.ru.
Vitebsky station
QD-4, Zagorodny pr. 52, MPushkinskaya, tel. (+7) 812
457 59 39, www.ozd.rzd.ru.

Public transport

All the train stations are located next to metro stations,
so you simply need to step
off the train and enter into
the bowels of St. Petersburg’s
underground system and find
your way to the metro station
nearest your destination.
Vitebsky station is the destination for trains from the Baltic States and Eastern Europe.
Trains from Finland arrive at the Finlyandksy station and
Ladozhsky station, while Moskovsky station is the hub for
Moscow bound trains. Long distance trains within Russia

Petersburg residents get around the city using a variety of
transport options. The fastest and most efficient is the metro.
On above-ground transportation you can buy tickets from the
conductor or driver (30Rbl for bus, tram, trolleybus) and up
to 40Rbl for a marshrutka (mini-bus). All forms of transport
work from around 06:00 to just after midnight. Official taxis are
inexpensive by European standards and there is also the possibility of getting an ‘independent’ driver.
St. Petersburg’s metro is one of the deepest in the world and
one of the most beautiful. Central stations and those on the
red line are particularly impressive, featuring tons of Soviet
symbology in bronze, glass and stone. It’s also fast and efficient and, during peak time, you won’t need to wait more
than three minutes for a ride. The metro runs from 06:00
till around 00:30. First, you’ll need to buy a token (zheton).
Zhetons cost 35Rbl and can be bought from the window
labelled kassa. There are five different metro lines, and to
change lines, you usually need to change stations. There are
underground passageways linking adjacent stations like Sadovaya/Sennaya Pl. and Nevsky pr./Gostiny Dvor. When you
arrive at a station, it can be difficult to see the name of where
you are. You will hear the arrival station announced, followed
by the name of the next stop. This can be confusing, so it’s
best to count your stops. In rush hour, the metro can get a bit
hectic and it’s at this time you can see Petersburgers at their
very worst: pushing, shoving and queue-cutting.

st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket

Arriving by train

Buses and trolleybuses are another option and they have
the advantage of allowing you to take in the architecture of
the city, sometimes very slowly and often over the leathercovered shoulders of a local commuter. Scrolling banners
above the driver’s cabin will list the next destination. Many
also feature pre-recorded announcements for the current
and following stop. Routes are indicated on window placards positioned on the side of each bus and trolley.
The marshrutka is a mini-bus taxi which follows a fixed
route. The marshrutka concept emerged in the 90s as a
reaction to overcrowded public transport. These days,
they go just about everywhere within the city and out to
the suburbs. Sadly, they no longer run on Nevsky, which
disconnects them from much of the centre. They have set
departure points, but otherwise, when you see the number
you want, just hail it down like a taxi. To pay, hand your fare
(up to 40Rbl) to the driver or to the person in front of you.
When you want to get off, yell out loudly, ostanovite pozhaluista, and the driver will come to a screeching halt.

TaxiS
Taxis in St. Petersburg are relatively cheap. If you phone a legitimate taxi company, you’ll be quoted an exact price for the
journey. In many big companies you can book a taxi online:
Troika Cars, tel. (+7) 812 333 83 33, www.troikacars.ru
Taxovichkof, tel. (+7) 812 333 00 00, www.taxovichkof.ru
Taxi White Nights, (+7) 812 333 36 33, www.whitenights.spb.ru
June - July 2016
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City Basics

Language

Troika CARS taxi

Be on guard!

Get where you want to go in style with Troika Cars, St.
Petersburg’s largest VIP taxi and chauffeur service. The
largest Mercedes Benz fleet in St. Petersburg and top
notch service makes Troika Cars one of the leaders of VIP
transfers in the Northern Capital. In addition to chauffeur service and VIP transfers, Troika Cars offers services
such as sober driver, taxi excursions, car nanny, courier
delivery service and more. Clients such as Trezzini Palace Hotel, MacKinsey CIS, Sberbank, Belmond Grand
Hotel Europe and many others were not disappointed!
QTel. (+7) 812 333 8 333, www.troikacars.ru.

Avoid attracting unwanted attention by not speaking
loudly in your mother tongue, or walking the streets
if you have been drinking. If you are of African, Arab,
or Asian descent exercise caution, particularly at night.
02 - Emergency hotline. If you have problems and
don’t speak Russian it may be better to call the English language tourist helpine 8 800 303 05 55 and
(+7) 812 303 05 55.
The Tourist Information office, Ul. Sadovaya 14, can
help you file a police report. Your consulate can help
you if your passport has been stolen. The police here
generally look for any excuse to fine you, so photocopy
your passport and visa. Make sure that you always carry
a few photocopies; if the police stop you (they check
Russians all the time too) then show them the photocopy rather than the original.

Money
The national currency is the rouble (Rbl). Banknotes come
in denominations of 50, 100, 500, 1,000 and 5,000. Rouble
coins come in 1, 2, 5 and 10Rbl. There are 100 kopeks to a
rouble and kopek coins come in 5, 10 and 50. It’s illegal to
pay in dollars or euros. Find ATMs at most metro stations,
banks and large hotels.

Registration
Remember that you must be registered within 7 days
of your arrival in Russia (excluding weekends and public holidays). Hotels are legally obliged to register you
within 24 hours of arrival. Many travel agencies can also
register you. If you don’t get registered on time, you can
expect serious problems when leaving, ranging from
paying a fee, to missing your flight while officials interrogate you.

Climate

Temparature, oC Rainfall, mm

In June and July, during St. Petersburg’s glorious White
Nights, the city’s weather is usually at its best. Temperatures range from the low to mid teens at night (what
little of it the city sees anyway) to warm and pleasant
temperatures in the mid 20s during the day. Sudden
storms and the occasional cloudy and windy day mean
it’s best to be prepared – think layers, an umbrella and
a folding paper fan.

Foreigner Prices
The ‘foreigner price’ is a hangover from the good old days of
Intourist-organised Soviet travel. At some theatres and museums, foreigners are required to pay two to five times more
than the Russian price. Ouch! These institutions insist that
Russian tickets are subsidised with foreigners paying the
‘real price.’ If you have a document (propusk), which says
you work or study in Russia, you can usually get the local
price.

Alcohol
The traditional Russian alcoholic drink is of course vodka. The
most traditional way to drink it is straight as a shot, followed
by a salty snack. Beer (pivo) is now the most popular alcoholic drink in Russia and Sovetskoe shampanskoe (Soviet champagne) is the national party drink. Take note that you cannot
buy alcohol above 0,5% in shops between 22:00 and 11:00.

Health and Safety

Rain (max)
Highest recorded temperature (oC)

Average temperature (oC)
Lowest recorded temperature (oC)
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Russian drivers are your biggest danger, so cross roads
carefully. In the winter icy streets and huge icicles can also
pose a danger so watch where you walk. The city’s water is
chlorine treated due to parasites and heavy metals, so you
can use it to brush your teeth or wash fruit. For drinking or
making tea, it is better to stick to bottled water, or clean the
tap water with a filter and give it a good boil first.
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

useful phrases

pocket dictionary:
Belye Nochi
Eternal daylight comes to St. Petersburg at the end of May
when the White Nights (belye nochi) begin. During the
belye nochi many locals begin to suffer from bessonitsa
(insomnia) and the desire to stay out and have fun gets
stronger. At its peak (usually during the first weeks of
June) St. Petersburg, which is positioned on the 59thb
parallel, usually only sees about one or two hours of a
kind half-darkness. So prepare to say ‘do svidaniya’ (goodbye) to your ‘vnutrennie chasy’ (body clock)!

russian names
Lyudmila
Lyudmila has ancient Slavic origins, which translates
literally to “nice to people”. The name was, in fact, forgotten and not used for many centuries, until the Russian poet Vasily Zhukovsky used it. After this, the great
Russian poet Pushkin named one of his characters Lyudmila in “Ruslan and Lyudmila”. However, the name
still did not become popular until much later, the 30s
and 50s of the 20th century.
Miroslav
This is another ancient Slavic name, which is composed
of two parts: Mir, meaning world or peace depending
on context, and Slav, meaning glory. Thus, the name is
often interpreted as “Celebrating Peace” or “Illustrious
Peace”. The name also has a female form: Miroslava.

numbers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

odin
dva
tri
chetyre
pyat
shest
sem
vosem
devyat
desyat

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

odinatsat
dvenatsat
trinatsat
chetyrnatsat
pyatnatsat
shestnatsat
semnatsat
vosemnatsat
devyatnatsat
dvatsat

30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
500
1000

tritsat
sorok
pyatdesyat
shestdesyat
semdesyat
vosemdesyat
devyanosta
sto
pyatsot
tysyacha

www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket

No/Yes
Hello
Goodbye
Thank you
Sorry/excuse me
Please
I don't understand
I don't speak
Russian
Do you speak
English?
Help

Net/da
Zdrastvuite
Dasvidaniya
Spasibo
Izvinite
Pazhalusta
Ya ne panimayu
Ya ne gavaryu
pa-russky
Vy gavaritye
pa-anglisky?
Pomogitye
Mnye (ne)
I (don't) like it
nravitsa
May I?
Mozhno?
Do you have...?
U vas est…?
I don't know
Ya ne znayu
How much is it? Skolko stoit?
It's expensive!
Eta dorogo!
Bolshoy/
Large/small
malenky
Khorosho/
Good/bad
plokho
It hurts!
Bolno!
Today
Sevodnya
Tomorrow
Zaftra
Ostanavite
Stop here please
pazhalusta
When? At what Kogda? Vo
time?
skolko?
How do you say Kak skazat eto
that in Russian? pa-russky?
Of course
Koneshno
Happy Holidays! S Praznikom!

Нет/Да
Здравствуйте
До свидания
Спасибо
Извините
Пожалуйста
Я не понимаю
Я не говорю
по-русски
Вы говорите
по-английски?
Помогите
Мне (не)
нравится
Можно?
У вас есть...?
Я не знаю
Сколько стоит?
Это дорого!
Большой/
маленкий
Хорошо/
плохо
Больно!
Сегодня
Завтра
Остановите,
пожалуйста
Когда? Во
сколько?
Как сказать
это по-русски?
Конечно
С праздником!

alphabet
А
Б
В
Г
Д
Е
Ё
Ж

A
B
V
G
D
E
YO
ZH

З
И
Й
К
Л
М
Н
О

Z
I
Y
K
L
M
N
O

П
Р
С
Т
У
Ф
Х
Ц

P
R
S
T
U
F
KH
TS

Ч
Ш
Щ
Ы
Э
Ю
Я
Ъ, Ь

CH
SH
SHCH
Y
E
YU
YA
no sound

June - July 2016
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Culture & Events

Culture & Events
Welcome to the cultural capital of Russia! After spending
a day walking through the finest museums and historical locations, you can watch a play, ballet, opera, circus
performance, rock or pop concerts any and every night
you choose.

15.06, 20:00 » Bullet For My Valentine

June events
01.06, 20:00 » Panic! at the Disco

theatres
Alexandrinsky Theatre
QE-3, Pl. Ostrovskogo 2, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 312
15 45, www.alexandrinsky.ru
Bolshoy Drama Theatre
QD-3, Nab. reky Fontanky 65, MSennaya pl., tel.(+7)
812 244 10 71, www.bdt.spb.ru
Imperial Hermitage Theater
QC-2, Dvortsovaya nab. 34, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812
710 90 30, www.balet-spb.ru
Maly Drama Theatre
QE-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 18, MDostoevskaya, tel.(+7)
812 713 20 78, www.mdt-dodin.ru
Mariinsky Concert Hall
QC-3, Teatralnaya pl. 1, MSennaya pl., tel. (+7) 812 326
41 41, www.mariinsky.ru
Mariinsky Theatre
QC-3, Teatralnaya pl. 1, MSennaya pl., tel. (+7) 812 326
41 41, www.mariinsky.ru
Mikhailovsky Theatre
QD-2, Pl. Iskusstv 1, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 595 43
19, www.mikhailovsky.ru
Grand Philharmonic Hall
QD-3, Mikhailovskaya ul. 2, MNevsky pr., tel.(+7) 812
710 42 90, www.philharmonia.spb.ru
Saint Petersburg Opera
QC-3, Galernaya ul. 33, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 315
67 69, www.spbopera.ru

04.06, 19:00 » Deep Purple

June will see the return of Panic! At the Disco, the stars
of alternative music and true masters of their craft. Their
concerts, which more resemble circus performances, feature clowns on stilts, glamourous costumes and colourful
décor. Panic! At the Disco, who will be performing songs
from their long-awaited album ‘Death of a Bachelor’ will
dazzle the audience not only with their diverse pop-punk
music but with a visual feast. See them at the A2 Green
Concert hall for an unforgettable opening to St. Petersburg’s concert season.QD‑1, Club A2, Pr. Medikov 3,
MPetrogradskaya, tel. (+7) 812 309 99 22, www.panicatthedisco.com. Tickets 2,600 - 3,600 Rbl.

01.06, 20:00 » Auktyon

concert halls and clubs
Aurora concert hall
QE-1, Pirogovskaya nab. 5/2, MPl. Lenina, tel. (+7)
812 907 19 17, www.aurora-hall.ru
A2 Green Concert club
QD-1, Pr. Medikov 3, MPetrogradskaya, tel. (+7) 812
309 99 22, www.a2.fm
Club Cosmonavt
QD-4, Bronnitskaya ul. 24, MTekhnologichesky Institut, tel. (+7) 812 303 33 33, www.cosmonavt.su
Ledovy Dvorets
QPr. Pyatiletok 1, MPr. Bolshevikov, tel. (+7) 812 718
66 20, www.newarena.spb.ru
Oktyabrsky Grand Concert Hall
QE-3, Ligovsky pr. 6, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. (+7) 812 275
13 00, www.bkz.ru
St. petersburg SCC
QPr. Gagarina 8, MPark Pobedy, tel. (+7) 812 378 17
10, www.spbckk.ru
Yubileiny Sports Palace
QC-2, Pr. Dobrolyubova 18, MSportivnaya, tel. (+7)
812 702 36 22, www.yubi.ru
12 St. Petersburg In Your Pocket

Fans of the legendary Russian band, Auktyon have been
anticipating this moment for 5 years. The band are back
to perform songs from their new album “In the Sun”. The
original Russian rock band, Auktyon have been performing for more than 30 years. Large-scale video screens will
add to the atmosphere in the concert, allowing the audience to submerge fully into the world of Auktyon. The
concert, like all Auktyon concerts, promises to be entirely
unique. If you want to experience the true beginnings
of Russian rock music (with influences of ska, reggae and
even pop) this concert is for you.QE‑1, Aurora concert
hall, Pirogovskaya nab. 5/2, MPl. Lenina, tel. (+7) 812
907 19 17, www.auktyon.ru. Tickets 1,300 - 3,500 Rbl.

For all the latest concert, event and
exhibition news follow us on facebook at
www.facebook.com/
StPetersburgInYourPocket
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

The Ice Palace (Ledovy Dvorets) in St. Petersburg will host
the legendary band Deep Purple this summer. This is a
unique opportunity to experience classical hard rock, listen
to the band’s hits first-hand and see the great musicians in
person. The group, which was born in 1968, is considered
to be the founding father of hard rock, selling in total over a
100 million copies of their CDs. The composition of the band
has changed over the years, but the songs they will perform
on 4th June have not. Listen to the unforgettable tracks in
the stunning Ice Palace, twenty years after Deep Purple first
performed in Russia.QLedovy Dvorets, Pr. Pyatiletok 1,
MPr. Bolshevikov, tel. (+7) 812 718 66 20, www.deeppurple.com. Tickets 1,500 - 5,000 Rbl.

04.06, 23:00 » Trancemission Open Air

Once again, fans will gather
at the open-air trance
concert in St. Petersburg.
Festivalgoers can expect a
colourful show with an incredible atmosphere, with
performances by popular
trance musicians, including
Omnia, Photographer, Feel
and many more. The highlight of the night will be the Trancemission Megamix, a mix
of the top trance hits from recent years.QA‑1, Vozdukh,
Yuzhnaya doroga 6, MKrestovsky ostrov, tel. (+7) 812
988 88 50, www.radiorecord.ru. Tickets 700 - 25,000 Rbl.

08.06, 20:00 » THOMAS ANDERS

Thomas Anders, of the famous duo ‘Modern Talking’
is heading to St. Petersburg.
Anders first came to fame
after the release of his single
‘Judy’ and from there he
joined up with composer Dieter Bohlen- after that their
fame soared. Following the
break-up of Modern Talking, Anders has released a number
of solo albums, and he is currently preparing the new album
‘History’. On 8th June in the Sibur Arena, you can listen to
Anders perform songs from ‘History’. Get your tickets to
what Thomas Anders himself has said will be one of his best
performances in recent years.QA‑1, Sibur Arena, Futbolnaya alleya 8, MKrestovsky Ostrov, tel. (+7) 812 456 08
00, www.thomas-anders.com. Tickets 2,000 - 7,000 Rbl.
www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket

Bullet for my Valentine will be performing in St. Petersburg at
the A2 Green Concert hall, promoting their new album ‘Venom’. When you think of British heavy metal bands, Bullet for
my Valentine is the first band that comes to mind. However, it
could not have happened without lead singer Matt So’s clean
vocals, and his distorted version of thrash, grunge and numetal. The band created their own style of music, bringing a
new generation of heavy metal. QD‑1, Club A2, Pr. Medikov
3, MPetrogradskaya, tel. (+7) 812 309 99 22, www.bulletformyvalentine.com. Tickets 1,800 - 4,000 Rbl.

29.06, 20:00 » Tyler, The Creator

In just seven years, the young Californian has gone from
making his own album covers as a boy, to teaching himself
piano at the age of 14, to becoming the leader and co-founder of the alternative hip-hop collective Odd Future. Despite
receiving criticism for his often shocking and unconventional
lyrics, Tyler, The Creator has risen to fame and is now one of
the most well-known artists in the hip-hop world. Tyler, The
Creator has collaborated with musical greats such as Pharrell
Willams and Erykag Badu, with a team of talented young rappers behind him. The rapper’s performance will not simply
be a performance, it will be a small revolution.QD‑1, Club
A2, Pr. Medikov 3, MPetrogradskaya, tel. (+7) 812 309 99
22, golfwang.com. Tickets 1,800 - 3,500 Rbl.

Buying concert tickets
Tickets for most events can be bought at ticket offices
and kiosks (teatralnaya kassa), of which there are many
in the city centre – they are usually very easy to spot as
they tend to be plastered in posters for concerts and
shows. Of course each venue also sells its own tickets
and some venues such as the Mariinsky Theatre also
sell tickets online. There are also a number of online
services that allow you to reserve and/or buy tickets
online and most of them offer delivery anywhere in the
city for an additional fee.
Kassir.ru The only comprehensive website that offers
their event listings in English. Payment options include
cash (when picking up the tickets or if delivered) or
credit card (MC/V).
Bileter.ru This site has the most comprehensive listings available, but is only in Russian. Payment options
include cash (when picking up the tickets or if delivered) or credit card (MC/V).
June - July 2016
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GOlF
Date
Event
June
3
Fun Tournament
5
GORKI Cup (1st stage)
11, 12 GORKI White Nights 24HRS 2016 Tournament
18
GORKI Golf Club vs Moscow Country Club
25
Kempinski Golf Cup
26
GORKI Kids
July
2
BMW Golf Cup International 2016. Final
3
GORKI Cup (2nd stage)
6
"Midsummer" Tournament
10
The Governor of the Leningrad oblast Cup
16
Family Cup
20
"Golf a` la Russe" Tournament
21
Second Federation Cup
23
Turkish Airlines Open
30
Footgolf Tournament
QGorky village, Lomonosovskiy district, tel. (+7) 812
318 09 90, www.gorkigolf.ru. Golf Club, Academy &
Restaurant open 09:00 - 21:00, Sat, Sun 07:00 - 21:00.

The Human Body
The new exhibition space
“Konyushennaya 2” unveiled its
innovational education project
“The Human Body” for the 2nd
time. More than 500 exclusive
objects dedicated to the way
the human body is built are on
display for both children and adult to see and learn from.
“The Human Body Exhibition” takes us on a life-changing
journey through our most important possession - our
endlessly fascinating body and provides a three dimensional look deep inside those systems - skin to bones,
head to toe - all with a focus on helping us make more
informed decisions about healthcare and lifestyle.QD-2,
Konyushennaya pl. 2 (entrance from the courtyard),
MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 921 364 69 62, www.telocheloveka.ru. Tickets 250 - 1,200Rbl. Closed Mon.

14 St. Petersburg In Your Pocket
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Exhibitions
through 26.06 » Faberge
and Great War

Faberge and the Great War
is an exhibition of some unusual and not well known
pieces of work by the world
famous Carl Faberge and
his workshop. While most
known for his legendary
Faberge eggs, in 1914 his
workshop employed 600
people and began to shift their work towards products for
use on the front lines. The wide variety of products ranged
from syringes, lighters, kettles, samovars, pots, syringes, and
even a massive order of hand grenades!QD‑2, Hermitage,
Dvortsovaya nab. 34 (entrance from Dvortsovaya pl.),
MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 710 90 79, www.hermitagemuseum.org. Tickets 300Rbl. Open 10:30 - 18:00,
Wed, Fri 10:30 - 21:00. Closed Mon.

02.06 - 22.09 » The Circle of
Petrov-Vodkin

Petrov-Vodkin holds a special status in the Russian
art-world. An art teacher
during the first half of the
twentieth century, PetrovVodkin was renowned
for his ability to create
a community of mutual
understanding between
art teachers and students.
Petrov-Vodkin taught over
a hundred first year students at the Zvantsevov School and his training methodology produced a litany of great artists. The exhibition, in
conjunction with institutions including the Russian State
Museum, will display a large reservoir of works by artists
who had the opportunity to study under Petrov-Vodkin.
QD‑2, Benois Wing, Russian Museum, nab. kan. Griboedova 2, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 595 42 48, rusmuseum.ru. Open 10:00 - 18:00, Mon 10:00 - 20:00, Thu
13:00 - 21:00. Closed Tue.

voke new meanings that allow viewers to determine for
themselves the significance of realist art. The exhibition
is being curated in co-ordination with the Gary Tatintsian
Gallery, the Simon Lee Gallery and the Halycon Gallery.
Alongside the artwork, the exhibition will include an educational programme of lectures, workshops and public
discussions.QD‑2, Hermitage, Dvortsovaya nab. 34
(entrance from Dvortsovaya pl.), MAdmiralteiskaya,
tel. (+7) 812 710 90 79, www.hermitagemuseum.org.
Open 10:30 - 18:00, Wed, Fri 10:30 - 21:00. Closed Mon.

lENingrad Center

23.06 - 14.08 » The Leningrad Period.
A Romantic View

10.06, 12.06, 24.06 20:30 »
Favourites of the moon. The kiss.

This exhibition brings together photographs from
38 authors who worked
in Leningrad (which is of
course, now known as St.
Petersburg) from 19701980. The exhibition comprises more than 80 photographs, recreating the
unique atmosphere of the
period. The viewer has the
opportunity to wander leisurely through the familiar
streets of a city that has changed vastly, and imagine a distant life that is no more. Among the authors on display are
Narovlyansky, Mikhalevkin, Antoshchenkov and Bogdanov.
QD‑3, ROSPHOTO The State Museum and Exhibition
Centre for Photography, Bol. Morskaya ul. 35, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 314 12 14, www.rosphoto.org.
Open 11:00 - 19:00, Tue, Thu 12:00 - 21:00.

through 17.07 » “Living America”.
Exhibition of photographs
by Steve Schapiro

Show “The Favourites of the Moon” - a bright mix of acrobatics, gymnastics, music and dance - will be presented
on the stage of Leningrad Centre on March, 25 at 20:30.
The plot of the show revolves around the characters
whose lives are being changed under the influence of the
full moon. All their feelings and moods are transmitted by
the language of modern dance, classical ballet and dizzying acrobatics. The atmosphere of exciting sexuality is
supported by visual effects and sensual music. 18+

03.06, 04.06 20:00 »
Illusio. Lord of the dreams.

Illusio is an extravagant show reviving the fascinating
Broadway musical tradition in St Petersburg. Created
by an international team of producers, choreographers, costume and graphic designers, Illusio features
world champions in acrobatics and pole dance, finalists of popular TV shows and star actors. Illusio is
a unique production of the Leningrad Center, boldly
combining ancient folklore motives with modern
dance, classical ballet, astonishing acrobatics, Russian
lyrical songs and electronic music.
QE‑2, Leningrad Centre, Tavrichesky Sad, Potemkinskaya ul. 4, MChernyshevskaya, tel. (+7) 812
242 99 99, www.leningradcenter.ru. Tickets 3,500
- 5,000Rbl.

An exhibition of realism
is being prepared by the
Department of Contemporary Art of the State
Hermitage, featuring the
work of three contemporary artists, Mitch Griffiths,
Tony Matelli and Jim Shaw.
All three artists portray
the realist art in unique
ways, using different techniques. These works pro-

Steve Sсhapiro travelled
to America from coast to
coast in the 1960s, telling the stories of people’s
lives, through his photographs. Sсhapiro’s photo
essays have been published in magazines from
Time, to Vanity Fair. His
aim was to create a portrait of the era, depicting
both iconic personalities
as well as ordinary people. It was during the socalled ‘golden age of photojournalism’ that Sсhapiro’s
career began, and through his lens he captured events
such as Martin Luther King’s ground breaking ‘I have a
dream’ speech. This not to be missed exhibition will be
held at the Erarta.QB‑3, Erarta Museum and Galleries
of Contemporary Art, VO, 29-ya linya, 2, MPrimorskaya, tel. (+7) 812 324 08 09, www.erarta.com. Open
10:00 - 22:00. Closed Tue.

The State Russian Museum
presents works by the famous Iranian artist Reza Derakshani. It will be the first solo
exhibition of the artist, who
is also a musician and performance artist. Derakshani
is well known in his homeland, in the United States
and across Europe. Derakshani’s work combines traditional
Persian themes fused with influences of Italian colorismo and
American abstract expressionism. With such a multifaceted
cultural background, Derakshani creates works of art with
an almost mythical feel, expressing his own personal experiences and insights.QD‑2, Marble Palace, Millionnaya ul.
5/1, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 595 42 48, rusmuseum.ru.
Open 10:00-18:00, Thu 13:00-21:00. Closed Tue.

st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket
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Sumer Festivals
22.05 - 30.06 » The 11th International
Musical Collection Festival

The St. Petersburg Philarmonic will perform at the end of
this concert season for the eleventh time. Leading Russian
and international performers, among them, the Russian
conductor Yuri Termirkanov, will perform, along with Kent
Nagano from the US and Song Jin Cho from Korea. Traditionally, the programme of the festival focuses on symphonic
masterpieces; the concert will open with Rachmaninov’s
Third Piano Concerto on 22nd May, and 6th May will see
Tchaikovsky’s symphony ‘Pathétique’. The concerts will take
place in the Grand Hall and the Small Hall, check the website
for details.Q Grand Philharmonic Hall, Mikhailovskaya ul.
2; Small Philharmonic Hall, Nevsky pr. 30, MNevsky pr.
www.philharmonia.spb.ru. Tickets 600 - 3,000Rbl.

16.06 - 19.06 » The Cinema and Music
Festival

Soviet and Russian movies screened from dawn to
dusk will be a cultural highlight of the Cinema and Music Festival. Held during the
white nights of St. Petersburg, the festival will see
Palace Square transformed
into an open-air movie theatre. The movie-marathon will cover three cinematic blocks,
the Story of St. Petersburg, Personalities and Characters, and
the Golden Age of Children’s Cinema. On 17th June, the Mariinsky Theatre Choir will perform a concert, conducted by
Valery Gergiev. The festival promises to be a submersion into
Russian culture, made more magical by the lingering light of
the white nights. QDvortsovaya pl. MAmdiralteiskaya,
www.god-kino2016.ru. Admission free.

25.06 » Alye Parusa

In 2005, St. Petersburg revived the year’s old tradition of honouring the graduating classes of high school students in the
city, by parading ships bedecked in crimson sails down the
Neva river. It has become a cultural speciality in St. Petersburg,
and thousands will gather to watch the breathtakiing sight of
the ships, beneath a spectacular firework display. The parade
takes place in Palace square, on the Neva River. There is also a
free concert on Palace Square, but the entrance is by invitation only so if you are not a Russian kid in the 11th grade, you
will miss the chance to hear the Russian pop stars performing.
Qwww.parusaspb.ru. Admission free.
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25.06 - 26.06 » GEEK PICNIC

Geek Picnic is the largest
open-air Eastern European festival dedicated
to science, established in
St Petersburg in 2011. The
theme of this year’s festival
is ‘Myth Busters’, which is a
popular science program
on the Discovery Channel,
hosted by Jamie Hyneman.
At Geek Picnic, you will be able to attend master classes
and lectures by scientists, test drive a variety of gadgets
and participate in the research shows. Geek Picnic has become a truly iconic science festival, and it is certainly not
an event that you want to miss out on. QYelagin Park,
MKrestovsky ostrov, tel. (+7) 812 430 09 11, www.
geek-picnic.me. Tickets 500 - 1,200Rbl.

30.07 » USADBA JAZZ FESTIVAL

For the fifth time this summer, St. Petersburg will
host the International Usadba Jazz Festival on the
Yelagin Island. It is one of
the biggest open-air festivals, so loved by Russians
that many Muscovites travel to St Petersburg to be
there. This year, Usadba Jazz will bring together musicians
from all over the world. One of the main guests will be the
legendary saxophonist Maceo Parker- when you think of
funk you think of Parker. The programme for the festival is
under development so check the website for details.QYelagin Park, MKrestovsky ostrov, www.usadba-jazz.ru.
Tickets 1,300 - 3,500Rbl.

02.07 - 03.07 » STEREOLETO

09.07 » The Night of Music
at Gatchina Palace

30.06 - 10.07 » THE 18TH INTERNATIONAL
OPEN LOOK DANCE FESTIVAL

The annual festival, the Night of Music, is returning to
Gatchina Park Palace for the seventh time for the symphonic orchestra gala concert. The theme of this year’s
concert will be the 250th Jubilee anniversary of Gatchina
Palace. The Night of Music is one of the most memorable
concerts in Russia, taking place on the bank of the White
Lake in the palace park. It has become a landmark festival, attended by more than 15,000 spectators every year.
The performers include the St. Petersburg State Academic Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Peter Feranec.
Qwww.gatchinapalace.ru. Tickets 200 - 1,000Rbl.

Russia’s first independent
music festival Stereoleto
will celebrate its fifteenth
anniversary this year. In
Old Gorky Park, around 30
artists will perform across
three stages. Among the
headliners is the Icelandic
band Sigur Rós, along with
the return of the legendary
Russian group ‘For Frau Müller Knife’ who are back together after a 12-year hiatus. If jazz is more your scene, try out
Guru Groove Foundation or for something completely different visit the contemporary art section. The festival will
also offer a selection of food from the best venues in the
city. QYelagin Park, MKrestovsky ostrov, tel. (+7) 812
430 09 11, www.bestfest.ru. Tickets 2,300 - 4,000Rbl.

The annual festival of contemporary dance ‘Open
Look’ will introduce the
people of St. Petersburg
to new global trends in
choreography and performance art. The programme
includes performances by
famous dancers, master
classes on various forms
of modern dance and the gala concert. Open Look is held
in the House of Dance, on the New Stage of the Alexandrinsky Theatre. It promises to be the perfect festival for
anyone with itchy feet- so grab your dancing shoes and
head down from 30th June to 10th July.QE‑3, The New
Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre, Nab. reky Fontanky
49А, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 401 53 41, www.openlook.ru.
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

09.07 » Urban Culture Festival

The Museum of Street Art
is hosting the first Urban
Culture Festival for lovers
of music, art, food, fashion
and more. The festival is not
just a celebration of music,
but of many aspects of urban culture and life. Expect
performances by musicians
and DJs as well as a graffiti exhibition, a custom motorcycle and car display and
skate-zone competitions and master classes. If that wasn’t
enough, works by the world-famous Banksy will also be
on display. See their website for more details and follow
the hashtag #UCF16 for updates. Q Shosse Revolyutsii
84, MPl. Lenina, www.ucfest.ru. Tickets from 600Rbl.
www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket

Dancing with the sun

Every year, during the magical season of the white
nights, St. Petersburg offers two unmissable treats for
lovers of music and ballet. The Mikhailovsky Theatre
invites guest of the city to the Summer Festival of
Ballet (01.06 - 31.07), where audiences will see some
of the best performances of classical ballet (www.
mikhailovsky.ru). That is not all, the Mariinky Theatre will enthral audiences with the White Nights
International Music Festival (26.05 - 21.07), which
includes over 200 hundred opera and ballet performances (www.mariinsky.ru). These two cultural
events promise to reflect the unique atmosphere of
the white nights, where the music does not end and
the sun does not set.

01.05 - 31.08 » Sand Sculpture Festival

Long a highlight of St. Petersburg, the International Sand
Sculpture festival is found in the heart of the city, on the
beach of the Peter and Paul Fortress. The huge workshop
will receive world-class sculptors from Russia, Europe and
the United States, forming beautiful and intricate works
of art entirely from sand. Thousands will gather to watch
the magic unfold, on the banks of the Neva, surrounded
by the panoramic views of the Hermitage and the Rostral
Columns. QPeter and Paul Fortress, MGorkovskaya.

Stay up-to-date
facebook.com/
StPetersburgInYourPocket
June - July 2016
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Palaces Fit For A Tsar

St. Petersburg‘s
Historical Outskirts
South of the “Venice of the North” and along
the Finnish Gulf surely must be the region
of the world most densely populated with
imperial palaces. These are undeniable symbols
of the decadence and absolute power of the
Tsars. They are each as different as the tastes
and fancies of those who owned them, from
austere palaces and immaculate lawns to
rolling parkland and landscaped gardens full
of surprises.
18 St. Petersburg In Your Pocket

st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

Much as any self-respecting Russian billionaire wouldn‘t be
seen dead without the latest tablet computer and stateof-the-art yacht controlled by smartphone app, Russian
nobility settled for only the best in modern innovation
and wizardry. Built at the start of the 18th century, Peterhof‘s legendary fountains were an engineering marvel of
their time, powered entirely by cleverly manipulated water pressure without the need for pumps. The Alexander
Palace in Pushkin (built 1792-96) was early on electrified
and telephones were installed; there was even an early lift
that went between the children‘s rooms and the Empress’s
suite, and a “home cinema” in the Semicircular Hall came
later.
Another innovation was the first railway in Russia, built in
1837 between Vitebsky Vokzal (then Tsarskoselsky) and
Pushkin. At first carriages were drawn by horses taking
wealthy residents of the capital to their summer homes
in the imperial suburbs. More than just a transfer point,
however, the Vitebsky station pavilion was a destination
in itself and billed as an entertainment centre named the
Vauxhall Pavilion, a title later morphed into the term vokzal
and adopted to mean any significant railway station. Johann Strauss II and Franz Liszt can be counted among the
performers in the late 1830s. The stations at Pavlovsk and
particularly in Pushkin are noteworthy for their beautiful art
nouveau decoration and elegant chandeliers and mosaics.
Life in the palaces around St Petersburg was pretty good for
children too, provided, of course, that you were the children
of nobility. In the Marble Room of the Alexander Palace,
they built a slide that took up over half the room.
An even more daring version of this was to be found in
the park of the Oranienbaum estate (built from 1710 onwards) further along the Finnish gulf and was a bit like an
early rollercoaster. From the elaborate pavilion, one would
be propelled downwards over a series of three hills on a
cart running along wooden tracks. Sadly (or perhaps fortunately, if you‘ve got a liking for health and safety) all that
remains today is one grand pavilion. No expenses were
spared in designing the interiors and exteriors of their
homes, and all passing European fads were catered to.
The Catherine Palace in Pushkin, built in its currently form in
1756 under orders from Empress Elizabeth, used a hundred
kilograms of gold for the facade and was so insanely lavish
that even Catherine the Great thought it was a bit much. And
the most ridiculous and stunning bit of all was the Amber
Room, famed for its beauty and once named “the eighth
wonder of the world” (though that might have been a slight
exaggeration). It was decorated with over six tonnes worth of
amber panels backed with gold leaf and mirrors. After failing
to successfully remove it before German forces arrived they
covered it with wallpaper hoping nobody would notice, but
of course the Germans had heard of it - before being installed
here it lived in Berlin. It only took the Germans 36 hours to
take apart. After being put on show in Königsberg (now
Kaliningrad) nobody knows quite where it went, some say
buried in a mine, others say on a sunken submarine. Whilst
the fate of the original Amber Room remains a mystery, great
www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket

efforts have been made to recreate it with the help of a generous benefactor, and it can now be seen at the palace once
again in all its full glory.
Of course no luxury palace would be complete without immaculate gardens in the latest styles. Peter was inspired by
formal French styles at Peterhof, whilst at Pavlovsk the English landscape garden with sweeping lawns, lakes and pavilions was the flavour of the day. All sorts of exotic cultures
had their moment in high fashion. The Catherine Park is a
testament to this and is brimful of quirky bridges and stylized buildings. One of the largest is the Chinese Village,
originally based on one of Catherine the Great‘s engravings,
consisting of ten tiny houses and a theatre. Fake romanticlooking ruins, Egyptian and Greek temples, Dutch castles,
an entire miniature world tour could be taken around the
palace grounds.
At Pavlovsk (built from 1777 onwards), Maria Fedorovna,
the widow of Tsar Paul I, put a few more practical touches
into the park. Yet another German princess who married
into Russian royalty, Maria Fedorovna often wanted to be
apart from the intrigues of court and built herself a dairy
in the palace gardens. Distinguished guests would be offered simple country fare and dairy products in contrast to
the riches of the palace table. The Empress herself was even
known to milk a cow or two.

The People behind
the Palaces
Our story starts with the man who once stood on a
windswept beach looking out at the Finnish Gulf and announced that here he would build his capital: Peter the
Great, founder of St. Petersburg. His shiny new city was to
be a window onto Europe and a symbol of a new enlightened Russia, and he needed somewhere to watch over it all
from. The Versailles-style palace at Peterhof was the perfect
way to tell the world that Peter was a modern, Europeanstyle leader and could win wars and throw lavish parties
with the best of them.
Oranienbaum, also known as Lomonosov, a palace further
west along the coast from Peterhof, was perhaps most beloved by Peter III, husband of Catherine the Great. Though
he brought in a number of democratic reforms such as disbanding the repressive secret police, making killing peasants
illegal and allowing aristocrats to travel abroad, he remained
unpopular, so much so that after six months on the throne
June - July 2016
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Peterhof Must-Visits
To visit Peterhof is to travel back over three centuries in
time to an era of unchecked ambition, limitless power and
opulent beauty. It is telling that the very first palace to be
built here was named Monplaisir (My Pleasure). The best
known, however, is of course the Great Palace, built on a 16
meter bluff overlooking the lower gardens and out onto
the gulf, and its legendary cascading fountains.
Apparently not ‘great’ enough when originally built, the
Great Palace has been altered and expanded much over
the course of its history and ownership. The exterior is
surprisingly harmonious, given that it was over 200 years
in the making and has been touched by German, Italian, Russian and French architects alike. It goes without
saying that the interiors have to be seen to be believed.
When Peter’s daughter and heir Elizabeth took over she
hired Bartolemeo Francesco Rastrelli, an architect whose
fingerprints are all over St. Petersburg, including no less a
building than the Hermitage. To call the interiors merely
opulent would be a mistake. Rastrelli, it seems, never met
a surface he didn’t want to gild and the ballroom and
grand staircase are the epitome of this idea. Rich furnishings, handsome ornaments and artworks complete the
grandiose royal residence, all lovingly restored following
extensive damage incurred during the Second World
War. Of particular note is the Chesme Hall. Originally
used as a reception area, as it is adjacent to the throne
room, Catherine the Great had the hall redone to showcase 12 massive canvases by German painter Jacob
Philippe Hackaert. Each of the canvases depict sea battles from the Russo-Turkish War of 1768-1774, especially
the Chesme harbour battle. Legend has it, Hackaert’s
initial efforts proved inaccurately tame, without enough
blazing ships and flying timber.
The jewel in Peterhof’s glittering crown has got to
be the monumental Grand Cascade made up of 64
fountains and more than 200 statues, bronze reliefs and
other shiny stuff.. The design was conceived by Peter
the Great himself. The centre piece is giant statue of
Samson fighting a lion, symbolizing Russia’s victory
over Sweden in the Great Northern War (1700-1721).
The twenty metre high jet of water that shoots out of
the lion’s jaws is the highest in the park. Around the
cascade you can challenge your friends to a round of
spot the mythological heroes while you search for Bacchus, Aphrodite, Hermes and Achilles and co. Almost
every Greek god you can think of is up on a pedestal
here. All of the palace’s 173 fountains, jets, water arches,
sprays and tranquil pools are courtesy of the pressure
created by natural elevation and all of the water is from
the natural springs lying just below the upper gardens.
A tour of the grotto, located just behind the grand cascade, includes an explanation of the remarkable technology and also gives a bit of insight as to Peter’s sense
of humor – reaching for the bowl of fruit at the central
table will result in a surprise soaking. Oh, that Peter.
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he was allegedly assassinated. Somehow, people seemed to
like him a bit better after that, and there were several popular
revolts led by people posing as Peter, most notably the Pugachev rebellion. Of all the palaces in the area, Oranienbaum
was the only one to escape capture in World War Two, at
which time it was a school; some say that Peter‘s ghost saved
the children from bombardment.
And so from the early glory days of Peter the First to the
last days of the Romanovs; after abdicating, Tsar Nicholas II
and his family spent their last days at the Alexander Palace chopping and collecting firewood, clearing away snow and
creating a kitchen garden, watched over by revolutionary
soldiers. The palace that had once been their playground
was now their prison. The end of an era for these palaces
and for Russia came on August 1st, 1917, when the Bolsheviks came to take them away, never to return.
Attached onto the side of the Catherine Palace in Tsarskoe
Selo is the Imperial Lyceum, whose most famous pupil,
Alexander Pushkin, went on to become Russia‘s most famous and important poet. At the age of 14 he wrote his
“Recollections at Tsarskoe Selo”, which brought him fame
amongst poetry circles of the day. Even at the time (the
start of the 19th century) he felt that the town had already fallen from its former greatness, writing in the “Recollections”: “Here every step gives birth to recollections in
the soul of years gone by”. Looking around, with a sigh
the Russian proclaims: “All has disappeared, the great is
no more!”, “Those golden times have forever passed by”.
Pushkin‘s poetry was no less beloved in the Soviet Era,
hence the renaming of Tsarskoe Selo - the “Royal Village”
- to Pushkin.
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A much more anonymous but no less important role in the
history of the parks and palaces south of the Northern Capital was played by the employees of Peterhof, Pavlovsk and
Pushkin during the Second World War. As news came of the
arrival of enemy forces on Soviet territory, the workers of
the estates had the monumentous task on their hands of
somehow protecting these historic sites. Some of the important statues were buried and marked on a map so they
could be located again.
At Pavlovsk, Noah‘s Ark-style, one piece of each furniture
set was saved and the rest left behind. They worked by
candlelight, covered the floors with sand, boarded up the
windows, and just as the opposition army approached
the town’s outskirts, the last vehicles of precious goods
set off for soon-to-be-besieged Leningrad. In their absence the stately homes and parks became shells of their
former selves, but at least some of their hidden treasures
remained safe.

Happily Ever After?
Strangely enough, we owe much about the estates‘ current
condition to the Soviets, who uncharacteristically looked
kindly on this part of Tsarist history, starting to rebuild them
straight after the war. Aleksei Shchusev, the architect of the
Lenin Mausoleum, said: „If we do not do this, we who know
and remember these palaces in all their glory as they were,
then the next generation will never be able to reconstruct
them.“ It was quite a hunt to track down where the palaces‘
furniture and other items had got to - some had got as far
as Latvia and even beyond.
Strolling around any of the palaces or parks you can appreciate what a momentous task the restoration of these
historic sites was, especially without the unlimited workforce and bottomless wallets of the Tsars. But it‘s still an
ongoing project; to raise funds to recreate the stupendous
opulence of Catherine Palace in Pushkin, for example, its
grandest rooms have been leased out to stars like Elton
John for a one-off concert. The estates are favourites with
both the local public and tourists, picnics with friends, holiday photo opportunities or family days out. Thanks to the
careful restoration they‘ve undergone, they are a window
onto a vanished world of extremes and one which ended
abruptly with the Revolution. Fittingly, they are now open
to be enjoyed not by a select, wealthy few, but by all.
www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket

Getting There
Pushkin – Pavlovsk
Pushkin and Pavlovsk are located about 20km south of
St. Petersburg.
By bus/marshrutka: From Moskovskaya metro station:
for Pushkin take marshrutka 286, 287, 342, 347, 545 or
take public bus 187; for Pavlovsk take marshrutka 299.
From Kupchino metro station: for Pushkin take bus 186
or marshrutka 286, 287, 347a, 545a, for Pavlovsk take
marshrutka 286.
By train: For Pushkin take a train from Vitebsky train
station (Pushkinskaya metro station) to Detskoe Selo.
From there you can walk to Catherine’s Palace (20min)
or take bus 371, 382 or marshrutka 371, 377, 382.
For Pavlovsk take a train from Vitebsky train station to
Pavlovsk. From there you can take bus 370, 372, 375a,
383, 493 or marshrutka 299, 286, 513, 521. You can also
take a train from Kupchino metro/train station.
Strelna – Peterhof – Oranienbaum
Peterhof is located about 30km west of St. Petersburg
on the Finnish gulf. Oranienbaum is located 40km west
of St. Petersburg and Strelna is located six kilometres
east of Peterhof (about halfway between St. Petersburg
proper and Peterhof ).
By bus/marshrutka: From Avtovo metro station take
marshrutka 224, 300, 424 or 424a. You can also take public buses 200, 210. From Baltisky train station (Baltiskaya
metro station): marshrutka 404 and 401. From Pr. Veteranov metro station: marshrutka 343, 392, 639b and 850.
From Leninsky pr. metro station: marshrutka 103 and 420.
Don’t forget to warn the driver (or passengers - удалить)
that you want to exit next to the fountains, ask for Fontany
or Dvorets (fountains or palace). For Strelna get off at the
Strelna station. For Oranienbaum get off at the Oranienbaum station.
By train: Take a train from Baltisky train station to Novy
Peterhof. These trains leave in the directions of Kalishe,
Oranienbaum or Krasnoflotsk. Once in Novy Peterhof,
take buses 344, 348, 350, 351, 352, 355, 356, warn the
driver that you want to exit next to the fountains.
For Strelna get off at the Strelna station. For Oranienbaum get off at the Oranienbaum station.
To Peterhof you can also take the Meteor speedboat from Admiralteiskaya nab. 2. See more: www.
peterhof-express.ru. The hydrofoil comes directly to
the Lower park of Peterhof.
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Strelna. Four Centuries
of History
Though many of the palaces south of St. Petersburg are
now museums, one at at least has returned to serve its
original purpose - housing the country‘s rulers. The Konstantinovsky Palace in Strelna (originally completed in
1807) is an official residence of President Vladimir Putin,
who in 2001 had it rebuilt after it was largely destroyed by
German occupation, when it was used a naval base.
Peter the Great founded Strelna Palace and Park in 1715. It was
in Strelna, on the picturesque banks of the Gulf of Finland, that
the Tsar wanted to build a magnificent palace and a water park
with fountains and waterfalls. However, the failure to build the
pipeline for the fountain led to the Tsar losing interest in Strelna, and instead he focused his attention on Peterhof Palace.

Opening Times
and Tickets
Oranienbaum
QTel. (+7) 812 423 16 33, www.oranienbaum.org. Park
open daily 09:00 - 20:00. Palaces open 10:30 - 18:00,
closed Mon. Park free entrance. Palaces 500Rbl.
Pavlovsk
QTel. (+7) 812 452 15 36, www.pavlovskmuseum.
ru. Park open daily 06:00 - 24:00. Palace open 10:00
- 18:00. Closed first Mon of the month. Admission
to park 50 - 100Rbl (free entrance 06:00 - 10:00 and
18:00 - 24:00). Admission to palace 200 - 500Rbl.
Peterhof
QTel. (+7) 812 450 52 87, www.peterhofmuseum.
ru. Park open daily 09:00 - 20:00. Great Palace open
10:30 - 19:00, Sat 10:30 - 21:00, closed Mon and last
Tue of the month. Admission to lower park adults
700Rbl and students 350Rbl. The upper park is free.
Admission Great Palace adults 600Rbl. and students 300Rbl. You can also buy tickets online. Tour
booking office (+7) 812 450 58 06.
Pushkin
QTel. (+7) 812 415 76 67, www.tzar.ru. Catherine
Park open 07:00 - 23:00. Catherine’s Palace open
12:00 - 20:00. Closed Tue. Admission: Park 120Rbl,
Catherine Palace 580Rbl.
Strelna
QTel. (+7) 812 438 53 60, www.konstantinpalace.ru.
Open 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Wed. Call before you visit
the palace, to make sure it’s not closed for an official
function. Admission 300 - 350Rbl. A tour guide for a
Russian group is 2,000Rbl and for a foreign language
group is 3,000Rbl (1,5 hour up to 15 people). We recommend booking or buying tickets online in advance.
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The main room in the Palace is the Blue Room, where you can
admire the aesthetically beautiful combination of pale blue,
white and gold decor. The mirrors and the marble wall covering the hall reflect the glow of the crystal and bronze gilded
chandelier, giving the room an air of solemnity, elegance and
grandeur. Belvedere Hall, which is located under the turret
crowning the central part of the palace, is quite different in
appearance. Belvedere Hall’s modern interior is fashioned on
the main cabin of the Russian imperial yacht. The windows
of Belvedere Hall offer beautiful panoramic views of the Gulf
of Finland. The park is decorated with sculptures of ancient
gods, which is traditional for historic parks in St. Petersburg.
In summer, the park blooms in a thousand colours, and water
flows from fountains carved by skilled artisans.
The construction of the Palace ended only in the early
19th century, when ‘Strelna Manor’ became an Imperial
residence. For over a century, its owners were the great
Romanov princes – Konstantin Pavlovich, Konstantin
Nikolaevich, their children and their descendants. During
this time, the residence received its historical name ‘Constantine Palace’.
During the 20th century Strelna palace and park repeatedly
changed owners, and despite surviving the Great War and
multiple bombings, by 1990 it was on the verge of decay
and only a miracle could save it.
In 2001, the Russian government was preparing to celebrate the 300th anniversary of St. Petersburg, and so the
decision was made to revive this unique monument, and
realise Peter the Great’s dream. President Putin ordered
Constantine Palace to be converted into a presidential residence, and it was given the status of the state complex ‘The
Palace of Congress’.
The restoration was completed in time for St. Petersburg’s
300th anniversary in May 2003. The process of restoring
the palace to how it was in the 18th and 19th centuries
involved the help of expert architects such as Nicola Michetti, Francesco Rastrelli, Andrey Voronikhin and Andrey
Stackenschneider. These masters from around the world
used expert scientific and historical knowledge to complete the restoration.
Since 2003, high profile summits have been held at the
Palace, including the European Union summit of 2003, the
G8 summit of 2006, the G20 summit of 2013 and the BRICS
summit of 2015. In 2015, the complex was chosen as the
official venue for the FIFA bid for the 2018 World Cup.

The Rostropovich and Vishnevskaya art
collection at Constantine Palace
In December of 2007, a collection of 17th to 20th century
Russian art was moved to the palace to be stored and displayed. The works of art were from a collection belonging
to the famous Russian musicians Mstislav Rostropovich and
Galina Vishnevskaya. The collection was bought at Sotheby’s by Russian businessman and philanthropist Usamanov.
The exhibition presents a variety of forms of art including
paintings, drawings and craftworks. The most important
part of the collection is the 85 paintings by Russians from
the 18th to the 20th century, including masterpieces from
artists such Bryulloy, Repin, Serov, Roerich and many more.

Gatchina palace
From the outside it may have the austere look of a military
institution, but step inside and you can tell that the Gatchina Palace was home to the Romanov family, though the
rooms are not as luxurious as the palace in Pushkin. The
palace has various temporary and permanent exhibitions
including a weaponry display and the church at the top of
Gatchina’s main pedestrian mall is also worth seeing. But
the big attraction is the underground tunnel running from
the palace to the ornamental lake (how cool!). Gatchina’s
palace was badly damaged during WWII, and restoration
work is still in progress. The nice leafy park with its many
brooks and bridges is a great place to stretch your legs or
have a picnic in the sun!
Getting there: From Moskovskaya metro, in the street
behind the Lenin statue take bus N431 or marshrutka 18
and 18A; from Baltisky station, take a train to Gatchina
station, which is also called Baltisky.Q45km south of
St.Petersburg, Palace: Krasnoarmeisky pr. 1, tel. (+7)
813 719 34 92, www.gatchinapalace.ru. Park open
06:00 - 23:00. Palace open 11:00 - 18:00. Closed 7th
of July. Admission to the park is free. Admission to
palace and pavilions in the park 150 - 300Rbl. Family
ticket (two adults and children) 750Rbl.

The mysteries of St. Petersburg:
The Treasure of Naryshkin
Few people could forget the incredible finds discovered
during the renovation of the Naryshkin mansion on 29
Tchaikovsky Street at the end of March 2012. The ‘Naryshkin
Treasure’, which is stored and displayed at Constantine
Palace, includes more than 2,000 items of silver produced
from the 19th to the early 20th century, as well as jewellery from famous Russian companies. Dinner and tea sets,
artworks, decorations and awards, which were discovered,
have all survived in excellent condition.

The Palace Ceremonial Hall
The Palace of Congress however, is not only a state building, but also a business centre, a museum, a gallery and a
cultural centre.
The main ceremonial halls at Constantine Palace are an
example of the expert restoration. The interior was recreated using samples of specific parts of the palace that date
back to different periods in its history. The ceremonial halls
are equipped with modern technical equipment, making it
suitable for a wide variety of conferences and symphonies.
Concerts, dances, award ceremonies, fashion shows and a
wide range of festive events are held in the hall.

Wine vault
As a revival of a tradition from the times of the Tsarina Elizabeth, on the ground floor of the palace, a cellar has been
reconstructed where some of the most expensive wines
from around the world are stored.
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F.M. Dostoevsky
F.M. Dostoevsky is an elegant restaurant focusing on
home style Russian cuisine. The atmosphere is chic and
comfortable at the same time. Candles on the tables, soft
lighting and crisp tablecloths give this place a warm and
friendly glow. F.M. Dostoevsky serves Russian classics, so
don’t miss their famous Beef Stroganoff and try one of the
beautifully presented deserts.QE‑3, Golden Garden Hotel, Vladimirsky pr. 9, MVladimirskaya, tel. (+7) 812 334
22 44, www.goldengarden.ru. Open 13:00 - 23:00. €€€.
PTAULVSW
Idiot
With numerous rooms filled with comfortable and cosy
antique furniture, eclectic titbits and reading material
in English and Russian, Idiot is worth visiting just for the
atmosphere. Here you can taste a variety of traditional
Russian dishes, with a decent selection of vegetarian food
and a reasonable kids menu. However many people come
to Idiot simply to absorb the atmosphere, and to drink.
Guests are given a complimentary mini-shot of vodka,
while the cordial English speaking staff hand you the
Dostoevsky inspired menu.QC‑3, Nab. reky Moiky 82,
MSadovaya, tel. (+7) 921 946 51 73, www.idiot-spb.
com. Open 11:00 - 01:00. €€. PASW

St. Petersburg is brimming with colourful, innovative and
fun restaurants serving everything from traditional Russian
to nouvelle cuisine. To be sure of getting a table, make sure
to book in advance. Be aware that many restaurants morph
into bars and clubs in the later hours of the evening, so
make early reservations if you want some peace and quiet.
Tip for good service only - 10% is considered fair.
Our price guide is based on the average price of
a main course:
€ - 0 - 600Rbl
€€ 600 - 1000Rbl
€€€ 1000 - 1,500Rbl
€€€€ 1,500Rbl plus

Russian and Ukrainian
Cococo
Founded by Sergey Shnurov, the frontman of the ska-punk
band Leningrad, this restaurant is just a short walk from
the St. Isaac’s Cathedral and worth the small detour. Here
you can try a wide variety of real Russian cuisine, which
is made using local farm products, as well as homemade
fruit drinks (in interesting flavours, such as pumpkin), lemonade, and organic wine. The meals are well presented,
and wholesome, including dishes such acorns tiramisu
and thistle soup. The restaurant generates a cosy and relaxed atmosphere.QD‑3, W St. Petersburg Hotel, Voznesensky pr. 6, MAdmiralteyskaya, tel. (+7) 812 418 20
60, www.kokoko.spb.ru/en/. Open 07:00 - 01:00. €€.
PASW
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Mari Vanna
Making a reservation at this popular restaurant is essential, especially given the idea is that you are eating as if at
a friend’s house - and what kind of guest would turn up
unannounced? With a reservation safely made the door
to the flat will be unlocked for you and you’ll be invited
in to dine on traditional Russian home-cooked food such
as borshch, pelmeni and pirogi in a cute little place designed to look like an old and cosy Russian flat. The food
itself is not mind-blowing, just plain good and filling, but
the service and homely atmosphere, complete with toys
and crayons for the kids, make this a thoroughly enjoyable
experience.QC‑1, Ul. Lenina 18, MPetrogradskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 230 53 59, www.marivanna.ru. Open 12:00 until the last guest. €€. PAVESW
NEP
NEP is a delightful cabaret den which pays glorious homage to the sultry swinging 1920s. The atmosphere is cosy
and warm, softly lit with candles so you can settle back,
order your meal and be enthralled by the music, often

SYMBOL key
P Air conditioning

A Credit cards accepted

E Live music

S Take away

T Child-friendly

W Wifi

V Home delivery

L Guarded parking

G Take note that it is not allowed to smoke

in the restaurants and cafes in Russia
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featuring a charming, personality-packed star singer. They
offer an array of delicious fish and meat dishes, all exquisitely presented and served. If you’re sitting close to the
performers, it is likely you’ll find yourself part of the night’s
entertainment.QD‑3, Nab. reky Moiky 37, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 571 75 91, www.neprestoran.ru.
Open 12:00 - 01:00, Mon, Tue 12:00 - 23:00. €€. PT
ALESW
Russkaya Ryumochnaya No.1
Typically, a ryumochnaya is a stand-up, spit-and-sawdust kind of a place where working men wash down
cheap vodka with salty snacks. This sophisticated finde-siècle inspired place is as far away from that kind of
establishment as you can imagine. This is Russian food fit
for tsars, complete with black caviar and reindeer meat.
The historic dishes are rich and well made, making this
a very recommended introduction to Russian cuisine.
They also have possibly the biggest vodka list we’ve ever
seen, as well as a vodka museum!QC‑3, Konnogvardeisky bul. 4, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 570 64 20,
www.vodkaroom.ru. Open 12:00 - 24:00. €€. PA
UE S W
Sadko
“Sadko” is the name of a figure in a medieval Russian tale,
so it’s no surprise that this restaurant will give you a taste
of all that’s traditional and local. The menu includes beloved specialties like blini with caviar, borsch with fritters,
and beef Stroganoff with mushrooms and meat cooked
over hot coals. Yet the classic Russian elements here are
balanced by other influences. The interior is designed in
a modernist style, and European dishes can be ordered
as well. There’s also a children’s room staffed by a nanny,
making Sadko a good choice for family-friendly date
nights.QC‑3, Ul. Glinki 2, MSennaya pl., tel. (+7) 812
903 23 73, www.sadko-rst.ru. Open 12:00 - 01:00. €€.
PTAESW

Asian and Indian
Azia
The AZIA is located in the Belmond Grand Hotel Europe
where St. Petersburg’s oldest prestige hotel looks out
onto Nevsky prospekt. This is pan-Asian cuisine in its truest sense, taking in the “3 Asias”: Southern, South-Eastern
and Central. Given the arsenal of over 150 spices at its
command, expect a varied menu, which in spite of its
geographical reach is organised not by where the dish is
from, but rather how it is prepared. Specialities include
Singapore-style crab with chilli peppers, Peking Duck with
pancakes and Crispy Eggplant Salad. AZIA also boasts a
bewildering range of desserts and, naturally, a separate
sushi zone. In AZIA Vinoteka one can enjoy over 20 superior wines by the glass with elegant Asian-style tapas.
QD‑3, Belmond Grand Hotel Europe, Mikhailovskaya
ul. 1/7, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 329 62 00, belmond.
com/grandhoteleurope. Open 12:00 - 24:00, Thu - Sat
12:00 - 01:00. €€€€. PALSW
www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket
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WE PAY FOR YOUR TAXI AFTER DINNER

GASTRONOMIC VOYAGE
“MICROCOSM OF RUSSIAN CUISINE”
BY CHEF VLADIMIR REVVA
TRY ALL RUSSIAN CUISINE FOR THE ONE EVE

IN

F.M.DOSTOEVSKIY
THE RESTAURANT
TEL. +7 (812) 334-22-33

ST. Petersburg, Vladimirskiy pr. 9, www.goldengarden.ru

ROOF TOP TERRACES
Summer is here! And lucky you - there are literally hundreds of places to hang out al fresco and enjoy the sun.
Here we’ve picked out what we think are some of the city’s
best roof top terraces and bars where you can not only enjoy fantastic views and the unbridled sunshine but also try
some very delicious food and fresh summer drinks!
Bellevue Brasserie
QD-2, Hotel Kempinski Moika 22, Nab. Reky Moiky
22, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 335 91 11, www.
kempinski.com/stpetersburg. Open 12:00 - 01:00. €€€€.
Makaronniki
QC-2, Pr. Dobrolyubova 16, MSportivnaya, tel.
(+7) 812 677 60 88, www.makaronniki.ru. Open
12:00 - 24:00. €€.
Terrassa
QD-3, Kazanskaya ul. 3, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812
937 68 37, www.terrassa.ru. Open 11:00 until last
guest, Sat, Sun 12:00 until last guest. €€€.
Gastronomika
QE‑3, Stremyannaya ul. 21/5A, MMayakovskaya,
tel. (+7) 812 640 16 16, www.ginza.ru. Open 11:00 23:00, Thu - Sat 11:00 - 01:00. €€.
Moskva
QE‑3, Nevsky Centre Shopping Centre, Nevsky pr. 114,
MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. (+7) 812 640 16 16/(+7) 812 937 64
97, www.moskvavpitere.ru. Open 10:00 - 01:00. €€€.
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Buddha-Bar
There are branches of the glamorous Buddha-Bar brand in
numerous cities around the world such as Paris, London,
Monte Carlo and Dubai, all of which are frequented by an
A-list celebrity crowd. The Buddha-Bar restaurant brings
the finest elements of the lounge-restaurant brand to Russia with a wide-ranging menu of pan-Asian cuisine with
French accents, an inimitable lounge music soundtrack
and ultra-chic surroundings. Flashy, but tasteful, and a
little bit exotic, Buddha-Bar proves popular with the cocktails crowd and fans of pan-Asian cuisine.QF‑2, Sinopskaya nab. 78, MPl. Aleksandra Nevskogo, tel. (+7) 812 318
07 07, www.buddha-bar.ru. Open 12:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat
12:00 - 05:00. €€€. PALESW

Beer Restaurants

Dve Palochki
This chain of superior Japanese food restaurants is practically ubiquitous around the city, especially in the centre.
Luckily, the restaurant’s high level of service and comfort is
also standard across the board. In the menu you will find not
only traditional sushi rolls, soups and teas, but also delicious
classic Panasian, Italian and American dishes. The unique restrooms are still a bit of a mystery: two toilets in one cubicle
- what’s that about? With more than 25 locations in the city,
including Italianskaya ul. 6, Nevsky pr. 47 and 96, it’s almost
difficult not to conveniently run across one during your stay
in St.Petersburg.QD‑3, Nevsky pr. 22, MNevsky pr., tel.
(+7) 800 220 20 20, www.dvepalochki.ru. Open 11:00 06:00. €. PTAVSW

BRUGGE
Is there anything better than sitting with friends over a
pint of icy cold beer? With six dozen varieties of excellent
beer accompanied by Italian and Flemish cuisine, Brugge
is the perfect place for a relaxed dinner with friends. The
interior is typically Belgian; picture massive wooden tables
and leather seats. The menu was crafted so that each dish
emphasises a particular flavour of beer, try seafood stew
with Belgian ales or lamb stew with Flemish beer. Brugge
also offers beer themed evenings, where guests can learn
about beer production and consumption, or you can
simply relax in front of the wide screen TVs.QC‑2, Nab.
Makarova 22, MSportivnaya, tel. (+7) 812 600 23 90,
www.inbrugge.ru. Open 12:00 - 02:00. PAW

Tandoor
Situated mere steps from St. Isaac’s cathedral, Tandoor is
about as far away from bland Russian food as you can get.
For more than 20 years now they’ve been serving up real, authentic Indian fare and have won numerous “best restaurant”
prizes for their efforts. They have all the usual favourites so
you can try a couple and share amongst your buddies, whilst
mopping up every last dollop of sauce with the thick naan
bread. With two spacious rooms, this place is ideal for dining
in large groups.QD‑3, Admiralteisky pr. 10, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 312 38 86, www.tandoor-spb.ru. Open
12:00 - 23:00. €€€. PTALESW

Bruxelles
If you’re looking for delicious European food and drink,
Bruxelles should be on the top of your list. The restaurant
doesn’t exactly offer a fine dinning experience, but the
food is delicious and reasonably priced and the service
fast and efficient. The music is a bit loud, which may be
off-putting for some, but there is plenty of space for patrons and it is still comfortable to talk in small groups. The
bar has a solid wine list and offers a wide variety of beers,
including trappist and craft beers - just the thing to wash
down a fantastic meal!QE‑2, Ul. Vosstaniya 20, MPl.
Vosstaniya, tel. (+7) 812 944 03 36, www.italy-group.ru.
Open 12:00 - 02:00. €€. PASW

Tse Fung
Tse Fung is not your average New York take-out shop. This
high-class restaurant’s name translates into the Chinese
word for “pheonix”, and the interior here takes some inspiration from a firebird, with tasteful gold accents, rich
upholstered red chairs, and feather-thin wallpaper prints.
Tse Fung is modeled on its Swiss forerunner in Geneva, and
chef Chan Yiu So received his training there. His extensive
experience working in Chinese cuisine yields a strong menu
of iduck, beef, pork and chicken dishes.QE‑3, Ul. Rubinshteina 13, MDostoevskaya, tel. (+7) 921 932 33 33, www.
tsefung.ru. Open 12:00 - 24:00. €€€. PASW

Shchyot budte dobry – Check please!
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

Birreria
Located on the second floor of the Vladimirsky Passazh
shopping complex, Birreria offers an excellent view of the
beautiful Our Lady of Vladimir Cathedral. It’s a great place
to stop by with friends, watch a game or drink a few beers
and unwind after a week of hard labour. The menu offers
classic Italian favourites that are worth every rouble. Service
is good and unobtrusive and the beer selection is enough
to put anyone in a good mood, so you’re bound to have a
good time regardless of your company!QE‑3, Vladimirsky
pr. 19, MVladimirskaya, tel. (+7) 812 943 60 04, www.
birreria.ru. Open 12:00 - 02:00. €€. PTASW

Waterloo
Waterloo is a typical Belgian pub in all senses, with its dark
vaulted ceilings, the heavy gleaming chandelier and the
leather furniture. There is also a heated veranda with huge
panoramic windows, where you can enjoy views of the city
all year round with a traditional Belgian beer in hand, chosen from Waterloo’s extensive list. The menu is packed with
flavoursome dishes including smoked pork ribs, smoked
chicken broth and baked potatoes. Aside from the rich
menu, Waterloo shows sports events on its wide screen
TVs to keep sporting fans happy! Waterloo is perfect for
celebrating a birthday with friends, or just a cozy evening
with good company. QE‑3, Ul. Rubinshteina 12, MDostoevskaya, tel. (+7) 812 910 19 11, www.italy-group.ru/
waterloo/. Open 12:00 - 02:00. €€. PAW
www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket
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Where to eat
Caucasian
Baklazhan
The open kitchen concept combined with beige rusticism
seems to be the mode du jour for Ginza Project. The twist
at Baklazhan (Aubergine) is in the touches of deep purple,
the wine bottles lining the walls and a sort of market stall
selling fruits and nuts near the entrance. The food itself
is standard Georgian fare sprinkled with a few innovative
dishes. Stick with baked goods, such as their stuffed samsas, khachapuri and the like and you’ll be treated to piping hot goodness that’ll stick to your bones.QE‑3, Galeria
Shopping Centre, Ligovsky pr. 30, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel.
+7 (812) 677 73 72, www.baklazhan.net. Open 10:00
until last guest. €. PTAULVESW

Where to eat
Mamalyga
Just a stones throw from Nevsky, this restaurant offers you
an assortment of food from the Caucasus region, including Georgian, Imeretian, Armenian, Adzharian, Megrelian,
and the cuisine of Swaneti and Guria. Authenticity is a
word that the owners use quite often to describe their
food and it comes through in the food that is prepared
by local (to the region) cooks. The menu features a mix of
well-spiced (the food is not watered down for local consumption) shashliks, salads, khachapuri, and pretty much
anything else you could want from the South Caucasus.
QD‑3, Kazanskaya ul. 2, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 571
82 87, www.mamaliga-mamaliga.com. Open 10:00 01:00, Sat, Sun 12:00 - 01:00. €€. PTAVESW

European

Khachapuri & Vino
This Georgian cafe on a quiet corner of Sotsialisticheskaya
ul. executes its chic concept well while remaining laid-back
and warm. Bleached walls, bronze accents and woven
patterns hit all the right cultural notes, and the menu also
doesn’t make any compromises, offering exclusively classic
Georgian fare (except for a mysterious “Georgian Snickers”).
Here you can try everything from the salty mineral water
Borjomi, a range of leavened khachapuri, and pomegranate
wine, and get a solid dose of the spice adzhiki, fresh herbs
and beans in this cuisine. The prices and atmosphere make
this a great place for students.QE‑3, Sotsialisticheskaya ul.
10/9, MZvenigorodskaya, tel. (+7) 952 232 25 43. Open
11:30 - 24:00, Fri, Sat 11:30 - 01:00. €. PASW
Khochu Kharcho
“Khochu Kharcho!” is Russian for “I want Kharcho”! - kharcho being a traditional Georgian stew with mutton/lamb,
vegetables, rice in a highly spiced broth. Here they serve
three different types of the dish and it is definitely worth
trying as a warm and filling main course. This is not just a
Georgian restaurant, it’s a Megrelian restaurant and there
is a big difference. Megrelia is a historic province in the
western part of Georgia where walnuts feature prominently in the cooking and they like their food spicy. Other
must-try dishes include the rich and cheesy Megrelian
khachapuri and the fragrant chakhokhbili (spicy chicken
stew).QD‑3, Sadovaya ul. 39/41, MSadovaya, tel. (+7)
812 640 16 16/(+7) 812 310 32 36, www.hochuharcho.
com. Open 24hrs. €€. PTALVESW
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Cafe Berlin
A cosy café located on the charming little Italyanskaya ulitsa
in the city centre, Cafe Berlin recreates the lively and energetic atmosphere that the world’s capital of modern art is
known for. Specialising in cuisines from different countries
all over the world, the café uniquely presents global trends
in dining. The freshest oysters and mussels, homemade pasta, burgers, homemade pastries, along with the democratic
pricing policy are certain to impress visitors. Cafe Berlin offers classic cocktails with a twist: each drink is made with an
individual approach: rum is poured on the leaves of kaffir
lime, gin - on fresh raspberries, bourbon - on cherry. In the
morning you can have breakfast or grab a take-away coffee
and in the evenings, there is often live music. Cafe Berlin is a
meeting place for people who appreciate quality in everything: food, interior design and music.QD‑2, Italyanskaya
ul. 2, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 942 32 23. Open 08:30
- 06:00. €€. PTAESW

Vinostudia
Vinostudia derives its concept from the German writer, artist
and politician Johann Wolfgang von Goethe: life is too short
to drink bad wine! And right he is, although we would like
to add to that: life is too short to drink bad, overpriced wine,
which is often the case in Russia, but not in this gastrobar!
We liked this place so much that we hurried back to check
it out a second time. The wine list is good and reasonably
priced. So if you are looking for a modern, relaxed atmosphere to sip great wine, this is a good choice. As you might
expect from a gastrobar, there is a nice selection of zakuski:
pinchetos, olive plate, cheeses - all of which complement
your drink. Enjoy the friendly atmosphere and service.QE‑3,
Ul. Rubinshteina 38, MDostoevskaya, tel. (+7) 812 380
78 38, www.vinostudia.com. Open 12:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat
12:00 - 05:00. €€. PTASW

Fine dining
L’Europe
Eating in this historic restaurant, the sparkling diamond in
the sumptuous Belmond Grand Hotel Europe’s crown, is an
experience to be savoured. The service is in a class of its own,
the interiors are stunning, especially the original Art Deco
stained glass windows and ceiling, and all the dishes are
made with the absolute finest ingredients available. Of the
luxurious Russian dishes on offer the “egg in an egg” (a kind
of posh scrambled quails egg with black sturgeon caviar on
top) is an expensive one of a kind treat and the wild mush-

room dishes likewise will be a pleasant surprise for the taste
buds. We especially recommend visiting on Fridays, when a
chamber orchestra and ballet dancers perform Tchaikovsky.
Sunday brunch is also magnifique!QD‑3, Belmond Grand
Hotel Europe, Mikhailovskaya ul. 1/7, MNevsky pr., tel.
(+7) 812 329 66 30, www.europe-restaurant.net. Open
07:00 - 23:00. Breakfast: 7:00 - 10:30. Tchaikovsky Evenings on Fri 19:30 - 23:00. Jazz Evenings on Sat 19:30
- 23:00. Sunday Jazz Brunch 13:00 - 16:30. €€€€. PT
AULVESW
Palkin
Palkin is as historic as they come, dating all the way back to
1785. Although restoration did take place, the interior is as
sophisticated and tasteful as it was in Imperial times, which
adds to the feeling that you are being treated to a meal in
some rich aristocrat’s home. The menu is bursting with
luxurious foie gras, angus beef, truffles, black caviar and
game moulded into historic French/Russian recipes from
a bygone era. They also offer a seasonal five-course special menu with specially selected wines, themed around
a different wine-growing region of the world. Booking in
advance is recommended.QE‑3, Nevsky pr. 47, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 703 53 71, www.palkin.ru. Open
12:00 - 23:00. €€€€. PTAVESW

Stopka - Small vodka glass

Sunduk
Sunduk is a restaurant with a style of its own. Tightly
packed into two small chambers, the restaurant is crowded with memorabilia of the weird, the wacky and the wonderful. The bizarre collection creates a quirky and lively
atmosphere. Live music aids digestion while this smoothly
running restaurant is overseen by the resident cat who ensures everything is in order. This quaint restaurant offers a
great atmosphere and stands out as being something different on the St. Petersburg scene. A dinner at Sunduk can
turn into an entire evening of good company, and good
music.QE‑2, Furshtatskaya ul. 42, MChernyshevskaya,
tel. (+7) 812 272 31 00, www.cafesunduk.ru. Open 10:00
- 24:00, Sat, Sun 11:00 - 24:00. €€. PTAESW
Vincent
Great place for theatre and food lovers. Brilliant location right next to the Mariinsky Theatre makes Vincent a
popular restaurant to come in for a glass of wine before
the performance, and enjoy a nice dinning afterwards.
QC‑3, Teatralnaya pl. 16/11, MSadovaya, tel. (+7)
812 997 90 07, www.vin-cent.ru. Open 12:00 - 24:00.
€€. PA W
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com
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Where to eat
Rubinshteina Street
Bekitzer
QE-3, Ul. Rubinshteina
40/11, MDostoevskaya,
tel. (+7) 812 926 43 42.
Open 12:00 - 06:00. €.
PASW
Chainy Dom
QE-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 24, MDostoevskaya, (+7) 812 571 27
84, www.chainiydom.
ru/cafe/grand-caferubinsteina.
Open
11:00 - 24:00. €€. PASW
Fartuk
QE‑3, Ul. Rubinshteina 15/17, MDostoevskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 764 52 56. Open 11:00 until last guest, Fri,
Sat 10:00 - 24:00. €. PTASW
Marcellis
QE‑3, Nevsky pr. 43, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7)
812 984 41 44, www.marcellis.ru. Open 24hrs. €€.
PTAKSW
Mollie’s Irish Pub
QE-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 36, MVladimirskaya, tel. (+7)
812 570 37 68, www.molly.su. Open 12:00 - 02:00, Fri,
Sat 12:00 - 03:00, Sun 12:00 - 01:00. PASW
Pedro&Gomez
QE-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 29, MDostoevskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 903 44 90. Open 12:00 - 24:00, Fri, Sat
12:00 - 02:00.
Schastye (Happiness)
QE-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 15/17, MDostoevskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 572 26 75, www.schaste-est.com. Open
09:00 - 24:00, Sat 10:00 - 06:00, Sun 10:00 - 24:00. €€.
PTASW
Tse Fung
QE‑3, Ul. Rubinshteina 13, MDostoevskaya, tel.
(+7) 921 932 33 33, www.tsefung.ru. Open 12:00 24:00. €€€. PASW
Vinny Shkaf
QE-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 9/3, MDostoevskaya,
tel. (+7) 921 310 80 51, www.alldaywine.ru.
Open 17:00 until last guest, Sat, Sun 14:00 until
last guest.
Vinostudia
QE‑3, Ul. Rubinshteina 38, MDostoevskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 380 78 38. Open 16:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 16:00
- 05:00. €€. PTASW
Waterloo
QE-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 12, MDostoevskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 245 32 16. Open 12:00 - 02:00
Zhirobas
QE-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 28, MDostoevskaya, tel.
(+7) 325-65-56. Open 15:00 - 23:00, Fri, Sat 14:00
- 01:00, Sun 14:00 - 23:00.
32 St. Petersburg In Your Pocket

Where to eat
International
Arka
The soft lighting, exposed brick and sky-lights create a chic,
yet cosy ambience where you can sit and forget about life for
a while. A 13-meter bar and an impressive selection of unusual
cocktails make it an ideal place to meet up with friends or business partners for after-work, or pre-going out drinks. The menu
includes a grill section with sets that are meant to be shared, as
well as other traditional dishes prepared in an untraditional way,
like the cappuccino mushroom cream soup. And their kitchen
is open until 06:00 in the morning! QD‑2, Bol. Konyushennaya ul. 27, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 339 89 39, www.arka.
spb.ru/en/. Open 09:00 - 06:00. €€. PAESW
Belka
A worthy addition to the family of glamorous restaurants
by Ginza Project. Secular and épatage “Belka” on Petrogradskaya Storona focuses on clear though unusual food
supply. Russian soup borsch here is made of yellow beets
with purple sour cream, while pizza is brought on a frying pan with hidden alder chips at the bottom. Avantgarde is expressed in lots of eyes-catching interior details
like chandeliers made of graters or the whole in the wall,
through which, as on TV, a bartender’s work is visible.
QC‑1, Rybatskaya ul. 2, MChkalovskaya, tel. (+7) 812
640 16 16, www.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/belkarest.
Open 08:00 - 23:00, Thu, Fri 08:00 - 01:00, Sat 10:00 01:00, Sun 10:00 - 23:00. €€€. PASW
Food Park
Right in the center of the Alexandrovsky park you will find
a quiet place to enjoy the food from different continents.
They have literally everything and it tastes just great! Your
kids will love the ice cream from a colorful food truck.
QD‑1, Aleksandrovsky park 4/3, MGorkovskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 640 16 16, www.ginza.ru. Open 12:00 - 01:00.
€€. PTAESW
FRANK
If you are a big fan of "House of Cards" and if good, honest
street food is your vibe, then Frank: Ribs and Rolls bar is
made for you. Founded by four friends who wanted to create a menu based on good quality meat that is quick and
delicious. Sample the juicy ribs, beef, lamb and pork or one
of the fresh salads or try the colourful shwarma wraps, prepared just as you like them. The interior resembles a typical American backyard, with a big barbeque roasting meat
24 hours a day. Come along for tasty food and creative
cocktails - it will be right up your street. QC‑1, Bolshoy pr.
PS 35A, MChkalovskaya, tel. (+7) 921 925 65 25. Open
12:00 - 01:00, Fri, Sat 12:00 - 03:00. €. PASW

Warhol-inspired theme, but with an additional infusion of
warm lighting, patches of exposed brick, family-size wooden tables and plenty of half-booth couches and cushioned
chairs. The restaurant boasts authentic, ristorante-worthy
cuisine, made from carefully-selected, seasonal ingredients
and fine-dining level service. We recommend ordering a
seasonal special, which is sure to showcase head chef Valentino Bontempi’s renowned gastronomic creativity and skill.
Be sure to call in advance and reserve a table for a party of
any size.QD‑2, Bol. Konyushennaya ul. 27, MNevsky pr.,
tel. (+7) 812 928 37 27, italy-group.ru. Open 12:00 - 00:00,
Fri, Sat 12:00 - 02:00. €€€. PALSW
Koryushka
Koryushka is a Georgian restaurant on Zayachy Island located in the oldest part of the city - the Peter and Paul Fortress,
also a main tourist hotspot. The location affords great views
of landmarks across the river, including the Winter Palace,
and the restaurant makes the most of this fact, with lots
of windows and terraces, giving the place a spacious feel.
The staff are helpful, and although the menu highlights fish
dishes, there are also shashlik and salads available, as well as
a decent range of drinks. It’s the perfect spot to sit and enjoy the view after visiting this historic area of the city.QD‑2,
Peter and Paul Fortress 3, MGorkovskaya, tel. (+7) 812
917 90 10, www.ginzaproject.ru. Open 12:00 - 01:00. €€.
PTALVESW
MarketPlace
This democratic self-service chain on the main street of the
city has a view overlooking Kazan Cathedral. The menu features dishes created in various corners of the world, which is
prepared before your eyes and using only the freshest ingredients. The owner’s idea was create a place that would resemble a market where one could find anything from Asian
specialties to Russian classics, from Olivye salad to French
dishes. This location is spread out over three floors and yet it
is almost always busy. This restaurant format is quite popular
in Europe: affordable prices, quick preparation, fresh ingredients, and an open kitchen. It is now becoming popular in
Russian too it seems, as there are now nine Marketplace locations throughout the city. Central locations are: Ligovsky
pr. 30A (Galeria shopping centre), Nevsky pr. 92, 7-ya liniya
34/2 and Moskovsky pr. 21.QD‑3, Nevsky pr. 24, MNevsky
pr., tel. (+7) 981 854 48 33, www.market-place.me. Open
08:00 - 05:30. €. PTASW

Goose Goose
GooseGoose Ristorante and Bistro offer an oasis of traditional Italian food and drink with a modern flare. The restaurant
and Bistro occupy two floors of the same building and feature distinct but pleasantly complementary atmospheres.
The restaurant décor is a variation on the bar’s Mondrian and

Ryba
We’re not sure why Ryba (which means “fish”) has chosen
this name in particular, but pay no attention to that. This
place is a sort of modern and stylish grand cafe restaurant
in the top of a business centre with a sublime view of the
city (the Petrograd Side). The food is international, but in
the Russian way, meaning mostly Italian and Asian (wok).
Popular among both wealthy and middle class Russians,
the prices are pretty reasonable and the staff are efficient
and friendly.QD‑1, Ul. Akademika Pavlova 5, MPetrogradskaya, tel. (+7) 812 918 69 69, www.probka.org.
Open 11:00 - 24:00. €€. PTALSW

st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com
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Stroganoff Steakhouse
If steak is your thing, a visit to this deluxe ranchhouse,
perfect for the modern sophisticated cattleman, is sure
to satisfy. The rich leather upholstery, the green bankers
lamps, the sepia pictures from the bygone era are nothing
compared to the delicious food. The steaks are the main
attraction, but the buffalo wings and everything else on
the menu are also worthy support acts to the main steak
event.QC‑3, Konnogvardeisky bul. 4, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 314 55 14, www.stroganoffsteakhouse.
ru. Open 08:00 - 24:00. €€€€. PTAUVESW
Teplo
In essence, this is a place that lives up to its name. As far as
eateries go, Teplo, meaning “warmth” in Russian, is truly a
winner. Things are done here subtly and well. The understated homey decor, the thoroughly intelligent menu and
the delightful service all make coming here feel like dropping by your best friend’s house and having a bite to eat in
their living room or on their patio or in their kitchen, full of
freshly baked pies and breads. Indeed wherever you end up
eating, you’ll linger, eat, drink and put off leaving.QC‑3, Bol.
Morskaya ul. 45, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 570 19
74, www.v-teple.ru. Open 09:00 - 24:00, Fri 09:00 - 01:00,
Sat 11:00 - 01:00, Sun 13:00 - 24:00. €€. PTASW

Sukhoe - Dry
Sladkoe - Sweet
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Where to eat
interview with the chef

Tell us a bit about yourself. My name is Fabrizio Fatucci, I’m a chef from Italy. I came to Russia because I had
a real passion for cooking and I had the urge to share it.
Do you like Russian cuisine? Which meals from the
summer menu would you recommend to tourists?
Yes, I really like Russian cuisine! From our summer
menu, I would definitely recommend our famous gazpacho with crab.
Italian food has become very popular in Russia and
as far as we know the restaurant “Gusto” adds a
Russian twist to traditional Italian cuisine. What’s it
like? It’s true, there are Russian influences on the food
because we are based in Russia and it’s impossible to
avoid the influence. Classic Italian restaurants are only
found in Italy. Here, we are surrounded by Russian flavours, Russian traditions and Russian products.
If you were about to write a book about Russia,
which nuances of the county’s lifestyle you would
reveal in it? You can read my post about Russia in my
blog on the Gusto website – I think it would be a good
start for a book! First of all I want to say, that Russia is
not the place for everybody. It’s a country with strict
rules and traditions. To come to live in Russia you have
to really want it! Only then can you truly become a part
of this beautiful community.
What makes you smile, surprises you or scares you
the most about living in St. Petersburg? Let me tell
you about my experience of first coming to Russia.
What really surprised me was the weather, because I
came in winter and it was one of the coldest winters.
What made me smile were the Soviet references, but
that was 10 years ago. What scared me back then and
continues to scare me is vodka and the effect it has on
people.
What is your advice to those who want to become
a chef? Don’t do it. Choose normal job – if you want to
have a normal life :) But if we are talking seriously, my
advice is to put all the passion you have into it, because
only then can you achieve good results. You also have to
stay humble and not become overwhelmed with pride.
36 St. Petersburg In Your Pocket

Where to eat
Italian
Borsalino
For years Borsalino’s Italian head chef has made this restaurant a destination for tourists and residents alike. Their
menu features simple Italian fare, exactingly prepared
and plated and infused with rich, authentic flavours from
regions all over Italy. An exemplary wine list, professional service and a regularly changing seasonal menu
would be more than enough to satisfy even without the
amazing views of St. Isaac’s square. Their buffet business
lunch is also a bargain, as is their breakfast menu.QD‑3,
Angleterre Hotel, Mal. Morskaya ul. 24, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 494 51 15, www.angleterrehotel.com.
Open 07:00 - 24:00. €€€. PTALESW
Gusto
Gusto is a hip little place where local businessmen and
gastrophiles come regularly to feast on excellent Italian
food and good wines. In fact, many of the patrons seem
to just sit down and are immediately served their favourite bottle, followed by a selection of dishes from the chef
without a word being spoken to the waiters. Expect that
kind of attention, atmosphere and food. The menu looks
basic but all the dishes are complex, mouth-watering
masterpieces that benefit from a light hand and subtle
tastes. Be sure to order the bread basket, a selection of
freshly baked, in-house rolls and loaves that are perfect
for mopping up every last drop of sauce. But don’t forget
to save some space for one of the homemade desserts, if
possible.QF‑3, Degtyarnaya ul. 1a, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel.
(+7) 812 941 17 44/Culinary School: (+7) 812 903 37 32,
www.gusto-spb.ru/eng/. Open 12:00 - 23:00, Thu, Fri,
Sat 12:00 - 01:00. €€. PTALESW
Italy
The chef at this restaurant spent many years in Italy learning the secrets of Italian cooking - and his experience is
felt in every dish. The pasta is prepared fresh for each individual diner, a process you can observe with your very own
eyes, courtesy of the open kitchen. In addition to traditional Italian dishes like pizza and pasta, they have surprisingly
well done stir-fries as well as grilled fish and meat. Wash it
all down with their sublime home-style lemonade. Downstairs is the Dolci Italy bakery where, if you’ve made the
mistake of coming on an empty stomach or simply want
to top off a meal, you can enjoy classic Italian desserts with
a cup of hot coffee or tea. Also at Pl. Chernyshevskogo 11
(metro Park Pobedy).QC‑1, Bolshoy pr. PS, 58, MPetrogradskaya, tel. (+7) 812 900 63 33, www.italy-group.ru.
Open 12:00 - 24:00. €€. PALVSW

prepared right before your eyes, while the rustic bread is
made according to original recipes and is baked in special ovens. The wine list is mainly Italian, and almost every
wine is available by the glass. Lovers of a festive Italian atmosphere are exactly the type of people this place has in
mind - it is quite noisy, with a lot of visitors, a large team of
servers, and cooks hard at work in the open kitchen.QD‑2,
Konyushennaya pl. 2, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 600 25
70, www.jamieoliver.com/italian/russia/st-petersburg.
Open 09:30 until last guest. Sat 12:00 until last guest. €€.
PTALVSW
Jerome
Want to eat at a place that’s on the map? Whether you
were just at the Hermitage, Admiralty Square or St. Isaac’s,
you won’t have any trouble navigating to Jerome on Bolshaya Morskaya ul. Many of St. Petersburg’s facades were
designed to resemble the Italian originals, and this restaurant, too, is infused with Italian flavors. The menu features
some Roman Holiday classics like Penne siciliana, salmon
carpaccio and pizza with aubergines and Scamoza cheese.
And if you like to pair your wines with cheese and such,
Jerome will do it for you: any wine bottle order comes with
a complimentary platter of hummus, romesco sauce and
bruschetta.QD‑3, Bol. Morskaya ul. 25, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 918 69 20, www.probka.org. Open
12:00 - 24:00. €€. PTASW

Mozzarella bar
This sprawling, fresh and airy restaurant makes a nice
venue for a speedy and unpretentious Italian breakfast,
lunch or dinner. As you arrive you’ll find that every table
already has a menu on it, so no need to wait around
for one of the hip waitresses to come and bring you
one. And what’s on the menu here? Well, mozzarella
of course! The pizzas and salad caprese naturally are
good choices and we also enjoyed the grilled tuna with
vegetables. As is becoming the norm here they also do
sushi - seemingly Russians can’t live without it. Also at
Moskovsky pr. 153 (Metro Park Pobedy).QC‑1, Bolshoy
pr. PS 13/4, MSportivnaya, tel. (+7) 812 955 10 97,
www.probka.org. Open 10:00 - 24:00. €€. PT A
ES W
Palermo
Palermo is a cosy restaurant a stone’s throw from Nevsky
pr. and ul. Rubinshteina. The restaurant is decorated in Italian style with frescoes giving you views of Italian beaches
below. The muted, pale blue lighting is reminiscent of
dusk. The soundtrack of classic movies plays softly in the
background, putting you instantly into a relaxed frame of
mind. In keeping with the Italian décor, Palermo offers a
Mediterranean menu with healthy salads, plenty of olives
and lean meat. Business lunch 12:00 - 16:00, 260Rbl.QE‑3,
Nab. reky Fontanky 50, MDostoevskaya, tel. (+7) 812
764 37 64, www.palermo-spb.ru. Open 12:00 - 24:00.
€€. PAESW

Jamie’s Italian
There are restaurants which carry this name in more than 30
cities around the world. Admirers of the legendary chef Jamie Oliver should except the usual high standards of cuisine
and service: the menu offers traditional Italian dishes using
recipes made by Jamie and his mentor Gennaro Сontaldo.
The pasta is made from Italian flour and farm eggs and is

Marcellis
Marcellis is a chain of welcoming Italian restaurants with
a simple style that reflects the usual images of Italy - jars
of condiments and olives here, an Italian meat and cheese
case there - although it’s the tables full of noisy dinners
that really make the atmosphere authentic. The pareddown menu tends towards pastas and risottos in marathon-runner-sized portions. The dishes pop with garlic
and the delicious sauces are infused to the bursting point
with tomato, chili and basil. Featuring an open kitchen,
Marcellis offers diners yet another great opportunity to eat
quality Italian food in the heart of the centre. Also at ul.
Vosstaniya 15 (metro Pl. Vosstaniya), Nevsky pr. 21 (metro
Nevsky pr.) and Alexandrovsky park 4/3 (metro Gorkovskaya).QE‑3, Nevsky pr. 43, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7)
812 984 41 44, www.marcellis.ru. Open 24hrs. €€. Pi
TAKSW

Probka
Probka is known for its large, open kitchen, designed so
that diners can see how their food is being prepared from
any location in the restaurant. The restaurant offers a traditional Italian menu and a carefully chosen wine list with
over 100 wines from around the world. The building also
houses the Probka Café, with its own kitchen and a separate entrance directly onto the street. The café offers prices
significantly lower than those at the restaurant and in addition Italian cuisine it also has some sound Russian favourites. There is also the “Kvartira” (translated as “apartment”)
space here where you can celebrate any special occasion.
QC‑2, Pr. Dobrolyubova 6, MSportivnaya, tel. (+7) 812
918 69 10, www.probka.org. Open 12:00 - 01:00. €€€.
PTAW
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HOTEL NEWS
Crowne Plaza St. Petersburg Airport
If you are looking for somewhere to watch the muchanticipated UEFA Euro
2016 then look no further.
Russian Standard Signature
Bar at the Crowne Plaza
St. Petersburg Airport will
not only be screening the
football, but they have the
perfect snack menu to accompany the games. From
nachos to chicken wings or spare ribs in BBQ sauce, to a
more Russian option of crispy lavash served with guacamole, there is plenty to graze on as you watch. If that wasn’t
enough, there will be a special offer of 3 for 2 on beer (just
ask the barman) available until 10th July 2016! QStartovaya
ul. 6, bldg. A, MMoskovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 240 42 00,
www.cpairport.ru.
Hotel Kempinski Moika 22
The famous Bellevue Brasserie terrace is open! With a glass
of bubbles in your hand from the outdoor Ruinart Champagne Bar, admire the panoramic views of St. Petersburg
from the Palace Square to the Hermitage Museum to the
Peter and Paul Fortress. Bellevue Brasserie also offers a tantalising menu of French cuisine with a contemporary twist
by chef Christophe Laplaza. Located on the 9th floor of the
Hotel Kempinski Moika 22, the terrace is open from 12:00
until 02:30. Not only that, but the hotel offers private boat
tours on the rivers and canals on the ‘Venice of the North’
to see the city sights in style. QD-2, Nab. Reky Moiky
22, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 335 91 11, www.
kempinski.com/stpetersburg.

Nightlife
ing films by young and talented Russians. All in the Renaissance theme of ‘discovery’ of new places and cultures, this
event promises to be unforgettable! Follow their social
networks for more information: www.facebook.com/
RenaissanceStPetersburgBaltic/ QC-3, Pochtamtskaya
ul. 4, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 380 40 00, www.
renaissancesaintpetersburg.ru.

Belmond Grand Hotel Europe
The new Caviar Bar is coming to St. Petersburg! Caviar
is a hallmark in Russian gastronomic culture, yet this is
the only restaurant dedicated to the unique speciality.
Boasting a dozen types of
caviar and more than fifty
kinds of vodka, the Caviar
Bar will ignite the taste buds. Not forgetting the perfect
accompaniment to caviar- champagne, the bar has collaborated with Dom Perignon to keep the bubbles flowing.
Enjoy a caviar tasting in the minimalist restaurant with some
of Russia’s best vodka from an extensive collection of fifty
varieties and experience Russian culinary culture at its most
elegant. QD-3, Mikhailovskaya ul. 1/7, MNevsky pr., tel.
(+7) 812 329 60 00, www.grandhoteleurope.com.
Taleon Imperial Hotel
After an extensive period of restoration, the Victoria restaurant in the Taleon Imperial Hotel has reopened its doors.
Once again you can enjoy the exquisite menu of European
cuisine whilst taking in the breath-taking views of St. Petersburg’s historic city centre. For something even more special,
dine on Sunday for the weekly Gala dinner. The five course
menu takes you on a gastronomic journey, accompanied by
sparkling wine, homemade wine and Russian vodka, all for
just 4200Rbl per person. Lunch is served from 13:00 – 17:00,
bon appétit! QD-3, Nevsky pr. 15, MAdmiralteiskaya,
tel. (+7) 812 324 99 11, www.taleonimperialhotel.com.

Renaissance St. Petersburg Baltic Hotel
As 150 hotels worldwide celebrate the #GlobalDayofDiscovery on 16h June, the Hotel Renaissance will be no exception.
The Renaissance St. Petersburg is preparing a rich and varied programme of events for its guests, including a rooftop
party with views of St. Isaac’s Cathedral as the sun sets and a
DJ plays. At the same time, the hotel Ballroom will transform
into a movie theatre with a laidback atmosphere, screen38 St. Petersburg In Your Pocket

St. Petersburg’s nightlife scene is going from strength to
strength and is now generally considered to be the most
varied and friendly in the country. Classic old pubs, new
gastro-bars and quirky artistic bars can be found on every
other corner.

Bars and Pubs
Dead Poets
This is a European style whiskey bar for those who want
a more relaxed atmosphere. Dead Poets markets itself at
the discerning connoisseur who would rather spend the
evening sipping whiskey or wine and playing chess or
backgammon than running riot in a bar. The choice of
whiskey is impressive and accompanied by a delicious
range of snacks. The bar plays soft background music
and has an art nouveau interior.QE‑3, Ul. Zhukovskogo
12, MMayakovskogo, tel. (+7) 812 449 46 56, www.
dpoets.ru. Open 14:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 14:00 - 08:00. €€.
PASW
Liverpool
If Beatles covers are your thing, you’ll enjoy Liverpool - a
pub with local bands playing British retro pop. Liverpool
serves great food in large portions, has screens for sport
events and quite a few beers on offer. Located just a short
walk from Nevsky Prospekt it serves as a good place to relax, play pool and have beers with friends, while humming
or singing along with your favorite songs.QE‑3, Ul. Mayakovskogo 16, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 579 20 54,
www.liverpool.ru. Open 12:00 - 01:00, Fri 12:00 - 03:00.
Sat, Sun 16:00 - 01:00. €€. PAESW
Svoi
Fontanka got a fun new addition to its bar scene and
this one is St. Petersburger through and through! Svoi (or
loosely translated into English “Our guys”) is the perfect
name for this place because here everyone feels like at
home. The first thing that catches your attention is the
super long table that is ideal for getting together in a really big group of friends and also facilitates making new
friends if you come on your own. Although Svoi opened
not long ago, the wine-based cocktails and those made
with polugar (a traditionally Russian product) have already
become legendary around town. If you start feeling peckish the chef will gladly prepare some delectable nibbles or
a full blown dinner made out of fresh local produce.QD‑3,
Nab. reky Fontanky, 66, MSennaya pl., tel. (+7) 812 991
12 66, barsvoi.com. Open 18:00 - 24:00, Fri from 18:00
until last guest, Sat, Sun from 14:00 until last guest.
PAW
Terminal Bar
Behind a long smooth bar stretching almost the whole
length of the place, the wall reveals shelves groaning under the weight of just about any spirit you might fancy.
Fortunately without the reputation of the infamous New
York City Terminal bar appearing in Martin Scorsese’s
“Taxi Driver”, the space is popular with the trendy folk of
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the city spread across the bar stools peppered across the
room. There is even a piano here for those who feel like
entertaining. The bar staff with be sure to whip you up a
cocktail, a simple glass of wine or a beer on tap, and excellent sandwiches are on offer if you get peckish.QE‑2,
Ul. Belinskogo 11, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 939 61
23. Open 14:00 until last guest. €. PW
The Basement
Fancy a night out on the town that will also prove to be
both cerebrally stimulating and mentally enriching? Are
you looking for somewhere where you can simultaneously imbibe alcohol and learning? If so, you are in luck.
The Basement is a bar, cafe and lecture hall all rolled into
one. The multipurpose venue offers food throughout the
day including sandwiches, European and Eastern dishes,
and serves a wide range of cocktails during the evening
(both classics and original mixes) along with wine, beer
and cider. So if the combination of inebriation and education sounds appealing to you, head down to The Basement.QE‑3, Sadovaya ul. 13-15, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7)
812 903 64 10, www.facebook.com/thebasementspb?_
rdr=p. Open until the last guest. €€. PAW

nightlife - keeping safe
A night out in St. Petersburg is an experience not to be missed.
However, to keep it
fun and safe, there are
a few things to keep
in mind. Always keep
an eye on your jacket,
your wallet and any
documents you have with you – getting a new passport
really ruins a holiday, especially if you’ve lost your wallet as well. Go out with friends, it’s more fun and means
you can look after each other, and makes you a harder
target. Take registered taxis and don’t just jump into any
car. And although it might seem like a great way to finish
the night, be careful whom you bring home – there are
cases of people waking up at home without their wallet,
laptop and that cute girl/guy they met last night. Have a
great night out but keep your wits about you.
June - July 2016
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Nightlife
The Hat Bar
If you add whiskey and jazz together you get The Hat. The
Hat boasts 30 different types of whiskey and nine different
types of bourbon. However, if you aren’t a huge whiskey fan,
the expert barmen can create any drink or cocktail you desire. The bar is designed to look like an old-time American
bar that you would see in classic Hollywood road movies.
There is live music everyday and when the live music stops,
jazz plays continuously in the background. The soothing jazz
rhythms are accompanied by the clanking of drink glasses
and lively chatter, which creates a vibrant atmosphere that
is sure to brighten anyone’s mood. So, if you are looking for
good drinks, good music and good company, The Hat is the
place to be!QE‑2, Ul. Belinskogo 9, MChernyshevskaya,
tel. (+7) 812 328 33 02. Open 19:00 - 03:00. PEW

Clubs
Eden Club
Charming ladies and rousing music - in Eden Club gentlemen can forget about the worries and succumb to the
sense of beauty. Visitors can expect a great dance floor,
a rich menu , professional bartenders and waiters . Gorgeous parties, musical drive, bar and erotic dances - all
in one to relax and get recharged with positive energy .
Pleasant addition like a free taxi to the club and the personal service will make each guest feel special. 18+QD‑3,
Pr. Rimskogo-Korsakova 2, MSadovaya, tel. (+7) 812
980 97 60, www.edenclub.ru/en/. Open 21:00 - 06:00.

Nightlife
Fidel
Fidel - can get packed so if you want a seat you need to
work faster than a babushka on the metro. Either that or
get there early. But who comes to a bar to sit down? The
music is too loud to have conversations anyway. They do
have a dancefloor where you can come away with a head
injury if you are not careful. If you’re in any way squeamish
avoid the toilets - let’s just say they’re not the cleanest
we’ve ever seen...QD‑3, Dumskaya ul. 9, MNevsky pr.
Open 20:00 - 06:00. PW
Mishka
Named after the youtube celebrity, Mishka the talking
husky, this tiny basement bar is well done up in grey with
pink accents. All the hipsters are here, with their oversized
glasses and handmade accessories. They’re smoking Belomorkanals ironically and tapping their feet to the DJ
who’s sharing space with the friendly bartenders. As a
bonus, the toilet rules are interestingly translated - who
flushes their wallet down the bowl?QE‑3, Nab. reky Fontanky 40, MNevksky pr., tel. (+7) 812 643 25 50, www.
mishkabar.ru. Open 12:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 12:00 - 06:00.
PAEW

Dva Mohito pozhalusta! –
Two Mojitos please!

Cocktail bars

Maximus
If the Roman interior doesn’t impress you, then the catwalk down the middle, with dancers flying around the
iron bars, certainly will. Aside from great shows, Maximus
has a wide range of cuisine and an extensive wine list. You
can get a private dance, and for an additional fee, you can
shower with your dancer. 18+. QD‑3, Kirpichny per. 8,
MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 312 05 88. Open 19:00
- 06:00. PALW
Music Bar 11
Showing off on stage and performing karaoke in front of
friends and strangers is hugely popular in Russia and here
at Music Bar 11 they claim to have the city’s best karaoke
equipment with a high-tech professional sound system
and snazzy light effects. If you prefer to see professionals performing then you are in luck as everyday at 23:00
there’s a musical show on the bar’s stage often featuring
well-known Russian bands, which is followed up by DJs
doing their thing. The bar card is filled with classic cocktails as well as modern favourites and there’s also a kitchen
serving fancy European and Japanese cuisine.QD‑3, Mal.
Morskaya ul. 11, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 571
11 11, www.musicbar11.ru. Open 21:00 - 06:00, Fri, Sat,
21:00 - 07:00. PALEW
Zavist. chain of nightclubs for men
If you’re having a long day and want to escape your routine, let
someone else dance your worries away. In Zavist clubs (translated from Russian as Envy), that someone else will be one of
St. Petersburg’s sexiest and most sensual ladies, who will take
you away to a world of champagne and pleasure and ignite
your senses. The bar and non-stop striptease show is on seven
days a week, from 20:00 until the last guest. All the clubs of the
chain have central location, heightened security and no hidden costs. Liteiny pr. 57, Bol. Konyushennaya ul. 29, Vladimirsky
pr. 8, Itaianskaya ul. 5, Nab. Kan. Griboedova 17, Sadovaya ul.
11. 18+. Find more on page 34.QD‑3, Bol. Konyushennaya ul.
29, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 701 03 88, www.zavistbar.
com. Open 20:00 until last guest. PAW
Zazhigalka
Uncensored Relaxation! Descending to the basement, we
find ourselves in a dark, intimate room. The black walls, and
the red decorations and lighting complete the scene. In the
centre of the room there is of course a pole, where enchanting girls show off their skills in exotic dance. There are also
VIP rooms and a private cabin. 18+.QE‑3, Shcherbakov
per. 17A, MDostoevskaya, tel. (+7) 812 572 17 22, spb.
russtriptease.com. Open 20:00 - 06:00. PAL
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Bar 812
Weeknights this narrow bar seems like a quiet, unassuming place to sip a cocktail and chat with a date or a friendly
fellow patron. At the weekend, however, the beautiful
people come out to glide past face control and play Carrie
Bradshaw with their cosmos in hand and dance stillettos at
the ready. No beer, just (expertly) mixed drinks.QE‑3, Ul.
Zhukovskogo 11, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 956 81
29, www.bar812.ru. Open 18:00 - 01:00, Fri, Sat 18:00 04:00. PAEW
Daiquiri Bar
Sexy girls in racy outfits and handsome men in suits
cover the walls in this red, white and chrome homage
to Sex and the City. The staff are extremely friendly and
the cocktails professionally made - the house daiquiris are particularly good. With more than 300 exotic
yet reasonably priced cocktails on the list it can be a
good place to start the weekend. Also at Gorokhovaya
ul. 49.QD‑2, Bol. Konyushennaya ul. 1, MNevsky pr.,
tel. (+7) 812 943 81 14, www.dbar.ru. Open 16:00 04:00. PA S W
Sky Bar
Sky Bar claims to offer the highest panoramic views in St.
Petersburg. It is located 69 metres above sea level on the
18th storey of the AZIMUT Hotel and provides guests with
breathtaking views of the historic city - notably because
it is significantly higher than most other buildings in the
area. The minimalistic style of the bar is accentuated by
the sharp contrast of the interior design, with dark walls
against the white marble of the bar. The lighting is provided by muted lights and tall panoramic windows. The
bar’s menu includes items from Scandinavian, Asian and
Russian cuisine.QC‑4, AZIMUT Hotel Saint Petersburg,
Lermontovsky pr. 43/1, MBaltiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 740
29 99, www.azimuthotels.com. Open 17:00 - 01:00. €€.
PTAULSW
Tsvetochki
A café-bar in the true sense of the word. Guests are seated
around a handful of small wooden tables alternatively
drinking pots of tea or complicated cocktails and the music is a mash of country, jazz, soul and nostalgic pop. Décor
is minimal brick walls and the odd splash of colour with
the trendy good-looking staff an added bonus. Tsvetochki
attracts a young, intelligent set looking to start the night
in a laidback fashion so leave your bling at home.QE‑3, Ul.
Rubinshteina 36, MDostoevskaya, tel. (+7) 812 942 07
54. Open 09:00 - 05:00. PAW

To read about even more bars, pubs and clubs
in St. Peterburg and find out about all the
latest gigs check out our website
st_petersburg.inyourpocket.com
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What to see

What to see
Kunstkamera (Peter the Great Museum
of Anthropology and Ethnography)
St. Petersburg’s oldest museum is also its strangest. Kunstkamera (which translates as art house) was founded by Peter the
Great in 1714. It is also known as the Peter the Great Museum
of Anthropology and Ethnography. It has anthropological and
ethnographic collections on the cultures of people around
the world as well as an eclectic mix of random items that
Peter and Russian explorers collected on their worldly travels. Peter’s Anatomical Collection, with its severed hands and
malformed babies in jars, still draws crowds.QC-2, Universitetskaya nab. 3, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 328 14
12, www.kunstkamera.ru. Open 11:00 - 19:00. Closed Mon
and last Tue of the month. Admission 50 - 250Rbl.

St. Petersburg’s World-Heritage-Listed city centre is one
of the most awe-inspiring in Europe. Designed by Europe’s greatest architects, it was virtually untouched during Soviet times. They did however add a few hundred
apartment monstrosities outside of town. The city has an
enormous amount of individual tourist attractions which
remain enchantingly beautiful and steeped in fascinating
history.

The Essentials
HERMITAGE
The director of the Hermitage once said, “I can’t say that
the Hermitage is the number one museum in the world,
but it’s certainly not number two.” With over three million
works of art and treasures housed in five connected buildings along the Neva, the museum can’t fail to impress. Give
yourself plenty of time and try to go on a weekday to avoid
the crowds. Four hours is probably an absolute minimum
of time to spend there if you want to see the main state
rooms and some of the most popular artworks. The museum’s art collection covers all of the greatest European
movements. Lovers of the renaissance shouldn’t miss the
Da Vincis, Canalettos, Michaelangelos and Raphaels of the
Italian rooms. The Rembrandt room filled with works by
the old master is another must as are the nearby El Grecos.
The great impressionists like Gaugin, Van Gogh, Degas,
Matisse, Picasso and the gang are all up on the top floor
where there is also a very large selection of Oriental and
Middle Eastern art. The ground floor houses the museum’s
treasures of ancient Greece, Rome, Egypt and Persia as
well as antiquities from the near and central east.There
is also a number of cafes and shops on the ground floor
just to the right of the main staircase after the entrance
to the museum.QD-2, Dvortsovaya nab. 34 (entrance
from Dvortsovaya pl.), MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812
710 90 79, www.hermitagemuseum.org. Open 10:30 18:00, Wed and Fri 10:30 - 21:00. Closed Mon. Admission 300 - 600Rbl. Free entrance 1st Thu of month. You
can buy tickets at the ticket offices inside the museum
and via special terminals at the entracne to the Great
Courtyard. Excursion bureau (+7) 812 571 84 46.
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Aleksander Nevsky Monastery
Founded by Peter the Great in 1710, this orthodox monastery
is the most important in St. Petersburg. The St. Trinity cathedral is worth a visit and so is the cemetery, where you can
visit the graves of Russia’s greatest composers and writers,
including Tchaikovsky, Mussorgsky, Glinka and Dostoevsky.
You can buy fresh holy bread in the monastery’s bakery in the
afternoon (on your left as you approach the Trinity cathedral
from the entrance).QF-3, Nab. reky Monastyrky 1, MPl.
Aleksandra Nevskogo, tel. (+7) 812 274 17 02, www.lavra.
spb.ru. Open daily 06:00 - 20:00. Admission free.
Church of the Saviour on the Spilt Blood
This Moscow-style church
with richly coloured onion
domes looks a bit out of
place in the European centre of St. Petersburg, but
it’s one of the city’s most
beautiful and memorable
landmarks. It got its awkward name because it was
built on the spot where Tsar
Alexander II was murdered in 1881. Locals call it ‘the mosaic
church’ because the interior is covered with magnificent
mosaics, each wall featuring a particular Biblical theme. It
was renovated in the early 1990s and reopened as a museum in 1997.QD-2, Nab. kan. Griboedova 2b, MNevsky
pr., tel. (+7) 812 315 16 36, www.cathedral.ru. Open 10:30
- 17:30. Since May evening program 18:00 - 22:30. Closed
Wed. Admission 50 - 400Rbl.
Kazan Cathedral
This cathedral, which was modelled on St. Peter’s in Rome, is
one of the city’s most majestic. It was built from 1801 to 1811
to house the miracle-working Icon Our Lady of Kazan. The
dome is 80-metres high and the colonnade facing Nevsky has
96 columns. Be warned, it’s a quiet place and they don’t like
you to talk a lot in here, it’s place of prayer and contemplation.
QD-3, Kazanskaya pl. 2, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 314 46
63, www.kazansky-spb.ru. Open 07:00 - 20:00. Daily Services 07:00, 10:00 and 18:00. Admission free.
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

Russian Museum
A dazzling journey from thirteenth century icons to the cream
of Russian avant-garde, the Russian Museum is housed in
various buildings and palaces. With a maze of beautifully
decorated rooms, the main Mikhailovsky Palace is a delight
for art-lovers, whatever their favoured medium. It is widely
acclaimed for containing the most outstanding collection
of icons from ancient Rus. The Benois Wing has an especially
strong display of work from the turn of the twentieth century.
Tickets can include entrance to the Stroganov Palace, Marble
Palace and Mikhailovsky Castle which host temporary exhibitions.QD-2, Inzhenernaya ul. 4, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812
595 42 48, www.rusmuseum.ru. Open 10:00 - 18:00, Mon
10:00 - 20:00, Thu 13:00 - 21:00. Closed Tue. Admission 150
- 450Rbl. All inclusive ticket 300 - 600Rbl.

St. Isaac’s Cathedral
Fully restored inside and out, St. Isaac’s is one of the world’s
largest and most ornate cathedrals. The interior is adorned
with gold trim, mosaics and paintings. Designed by Auguste de Montferrand and built between 1818 and 1858
the church was named in tribute to Peter the Great, who
was born on the day of St. Isaac of Dalmatia. If it is a clear
day we recommend climbing to the dome’s top; the panoramic view is absolutely worth the effort.QD-3, Isaakievskaya pl. 4, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 315 97 32,
www.cathedral.ru. Open 10:30 - 18:00. CloseEvening
Colonnade since May 1st until October 31 18:00 - 04:30,
Wed. 18:00 - 22:30. Tickets for the Cathedral and the
Colonnade are sold separately. Admission in the daytime (10:30 - 18:00) Cathedral 50 - 250Rbl, Colonnade
150Rbl. Admission in the evening time (18:00 - 22:30) Cathedral 400Rbl, Colonnade 400Rbl. Audioguide 100Rbl.
www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket

Summer Garden
Tsar Peter the Great created the Summer Garden, surrounded by beautiful iron fences, in 1704. Most of the
trees and all 250 statues were imported from Italy. For
a century, it was the exclusive domain of people of
the highest rank. Tsar Nicholas I opened it up to „welldressed people“, but these days they don‘t care what
you wear. These statues have seen it all. There‘s a display
of twelve funky handturned iron chairs positioned in a
circle, each one made by different blacksmiths. QD-2,
MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 314 34 48. Open 10:00 20:00. Admission free.

CITY CARD
Get the most out of your
trip to St. Petersburg
with the Petersburg
Card. This convenient sightseeing card gives you access to
a hop-on hop-off bus trip around the city and a free river
cruise, free entry to more than 40 museums around the city
and a free boat trip to Peterhof. It also gives you discounts for
a number of tourist services and restaurants. Whether you
are a visitor to the city with only a couple of days here or an
expat wanting to get to know the ins and outs of this amazing city, the Petersburg Card is a great investment. The card
is available in 2, 3, 5 and 7 day options for your convenience.
More information at www.petersburgcard.com.
June - July 2016
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Peter and Paul Fortress

Peter and Paul Fortress
4 Imperial Rooms

Dress appropriately and head on over to Hare’s island–the
small piece of land situated at the mouth of the Neva and
the heart of St. Petersburg, on which rests the foundation
and first building of the city: Peter and Paul’s Fortress. Officially labelled as a “Museum of the History of the City”, the
island in fact hosts a multitude of various buildings, museums, and exhibitions both permanent and private which
are not always connected to the specific history of the
fortress itself. The fortress, and all that lie within the walls
and on the island is unique and central to the identity of St.
Petersburg, and can justly be called a point of intellectual
and active recreation.QD-2, MGorkovskaya, tel. (+7)
812 230 64 31, www.spbmuseum.ru.
1 Monument to the Hare
Upon crossing over Ioannovsky
Bridge, you will see a log erecting vertically from the water, and
perched atop it a small sculpture
of a Hare, the namesake of the
Island. Legend has it that during
a flood, a hare leapt into the boot
of Peter the Great, and the hare
was then saved, and this is how
the island received its name. The
small figure on the log was carved by the sculptor Petrovich. At
some point, a tradition appeared which remains to this day: to
attempt to throw a coin onto the top of the log where the hare
stands. If the coin remains–your wish will be granted!

2 Peter and Paul’s Cathedral
3 and Grand Ducal Burial Vault
In the middle of the fortress stands the most impressive and
visible of all the structures–Peter and Paul’s Cathedral. This
is the burial place of all of the Russian Emperors from Peter
the Great to Nicholas the Second. The Cathedral became
the first one of the city that was built out of stone, and was
built from 1712 to 1733. On top of the Cathedral is a gilded
spire, and on the peak is a figure of a flying angel holding
a cross. This is one of the main symbols of St. Petersburg
and is the tallest building in the city with a height of 122.5
meters. The spire is visible from quite far away locations
around the city. The interior of the cathedral reminds one of
the inside of a palace and is completely authentic and pristinely preserved. Inside you will find antique paintings and
icons, carved iconoclasts in the form of a triumphal arc and
an altar canopy, in front of which is situated a magnificent
gilded chair adorned with two statues of the apostles Peter
and Paul. The royal seat is carved and decorated with gold
and crimson velvet. Several of the valuables of the Cathedral were lost after the revolution of 1917. QOpen 10:00
- 18:00. Tickets 200 - 350Rbl.
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7 Trubetsky Bastion Prison
This was the main political
prison of Tsarist Russia which
was built in 1872, and prior
to this political prisoners (including the son of Peter the
Great, Princess Tarakanova,
and the Decembrists) were
held in various locations
on the island. To isolate the
prisoners, architects designed a two-storey, pentagonal building with 72 individual cells placed in a circle. The cells were
measured out by 10 steps diagonally, and 6 steps long. Wallpaper, iron bed, table, toilet, wash basin, kerosene lamp, pea
soup–almost VIP conditions, so long as you ignore the constant dark, wet walls and dampness, and the terrible and harsh
punishments for offenders. It some cases were recorded 8000
lashes, or 400 blows and weeks of solitary confinement and
only water and bread of sustenance. Some famous inhabitants
of this prison are Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Maxim Gorky, Leon Trotsky, and Lenin’s brother. QOpen 10:00 -18:00 Closed Wed.
Tickets 100Rbl.

5 The Bell Tower
Visitors to the Cathedral are
now allowed to ascend the
bell tower of the Cathedral,
climbing stairs to a height
of 43 meters to enjoy a
panoramic views and perhaps get acquainted with
Orthodox music. Here one
can look at the church bells
and chimes–instruments
which are connected to a clock mechanism and a Carillon,
an instrument connected to a keyboard and a system of 51
bells, from which any music can be played with this specific
and unique sound. For history buffs, along the tiers of the
tower are drawing and photographs connected with the history and construction of the building, drawing of the metal
spire and of the rotating angel weathervane.

Getting There
Peter and Paul’s Fortress is located on Hare’s island, about
a 5-7 minute walk from the Gorkovskaya metro. The
easiest way to get there would be to take the metro to
Gorkovskaya, and walk through Alexander Park to the
entrance to the fortress, Ioannovsky Bridge, one of
two small wooden bridges used to cross over onto the
Island and enter the fortress. If following the instructions
above, you will reach Ioannovksy Bridge. The other, Kronversky Bridge, is located a bit further and connects to
Vasilevsky Island and is near the Sportivnaya metro.

6 Commandant’s House
In the Commandant’s house
is located opposite to the
Cathedral, to the left of the
alley from the Sovereign
Gate, and has red walls with
a white base. This building
was once inhabited by the
overseers of the fortress
and prison. Every artefact
and detail within the walls of this building displays the everyday life of the city’s inhabitants from 1703-1918. Here you
can find costumes and clothes, porcelain, house crafts and a
layout of a typical apartment of an inhabitant of St. Petersburg during this time. In another room of the Commandant
house is a memorial to the Decembrists revolt, as the fate of
the participants was read out and decreed in this very room.
QOpen 11:00 - 18:00. Closed Wed. Tickets 100 - 150Rbl.

The Imperial Rooms are
located within the Gallery
which connects Peter and
Paul’s Cathedral with the
Grand Ducal Burial Vault. In
the early 20th century, they
served as the resting place
of the Imperial Family in the
days they still visited the
Cathedral. In that time, the
architect L.N. Benoit created a reception room, a lounge, ladies
room and smoking room–all decorated in the style of Louis XV.
Unfortunately, none of this atmosphere or decor remains in tact
to this day, but restorers have recreated the marble fireplaces
and wall sconces. Today, tourists can see two rooms with scenic
portraits of the Imperial Russian Monarchs: Peter I, Catherine I,
Elizabeth I , Paul I, Alexander I, Nicholas I, Alexander II, and Nicholas II. Another noteworthy points of interest in the exposition
are the relics: regalia of the deacon and details of the clothes of
the priests, the sacred altar cross; the icon on the fabric of midnineteenth century “the Savior in a crown of thorns”.

5
11

7
The church has never held such ceremonies as a baptism
or a wedding–on the funeral rites and burial services of of
the dead of the Imperial family, or of the commanders of the
fortress. In 1896, next to the cathedral, another location was
built, the Grand Ducal Shrine. In the summer of 1998, on the
80th anniversary of the execution of the last Tsar, Nicholas
the 2nd, and his family, their remains were laid to rest here.
In September 2006, the remains of Maria Fyodorovna were
reburied next to the grave of her husband, Alexander III.
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com
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Peter and Paul Fortress
10 Secret Passage and Casemate
of Gosudarev Bastion
This is a secret tunnel with a length of almost 100 meters
and width of about 2, constructed in the wall of the Bastion when the fortress was rebuilt from wood and earth
into stone. Restoration of the gallery and Casemates was
a gift from the Kingdom of the Netherlands for the 300th
birthday of St. Petersburg.
8 Neva Panorama and Foundation Stone
This is a walking route along the top of the fortress wall from
Naryshkin to Gosudarev Bastion, which opens gorgeous panoramic views of the other Bank of the Neva river and historical
center of St. Petersburg. Here you can view the Hermitage,
Marble Palace, spit of Vasilevsky Island, the Admiralty, the
Dome of St. Isaac’s Cathedral and the bridges of St. Petersburg.
The pathway is made of wood and goes on for 300 meters,
fenced on both sides with handrails, and from here you can
also view the foundation stone, which symbolizes the moment when Peter the Great laid down and crossed two pieces
of turf, and declared that here will be placed his city. QOpen
11:00 – 18:00. Tickets 50Rbl.

11 Mint
Within the Fortress works the oldest industrial enterprise
in the city, which is only a few years younger than the
city itself: The St. Petersburg Mint, founded by a decree
of Peter the Great in 1724. In fact, it is one of the largest
in the world and mints coins, medals, and orders of merit.
Visitors to such a secure and important location are not
permitted, but nearby in the St Nicholas Wall of the fortress a company store is open where mint collectors and
fans can purchase souvenirs.

Tickets for Admissions can be purchased directly at the
entry points of all the major museums and exhibitions.
However, if you already know exactly which museums
or exhibitions you wish to see, and which to leave out,
you can go directly to one of the central information
desks and there purchase the required tickets all at
once, and here one can pay with credit card. There are
two of these locations on the island, one at Ioannovsky
Ravelin and one at the Boat House, a small, single story
building near Peter and Paul’s Cathedral. Guided tour
450Rbl. (including visit to the Peter and Paul Cathedral, Grand Ducal Burial Chapel and Trubetskoy Bastion
Prison and all other expositions of the Peter and Paul
fortress). www.spbmuseum.ru
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13 Statue of Peter the Great
A very unexpected and controversial statue lies in the heart
of the fortress compound, which was created by Mikhail
Shemyakin. The bronze statue sits atop the throne of the
Tsar and was put in place in 1991 and remains controversial to this day, due to the massive body of Peter being
crowned by an abnormally small, bald head. The sculptor
used the death mask of the Tsar to create the head, the
original having been created by Carlo Rastrelli. Rastrelli
added a moustache, wig, and dignified expression to the
mask, but the modern sculptor left it bare, and we’re left
with quite an unnatural and creepy feeling whilst gazing upon the statue. The knees and fingers appear highly
polished, as it is common for tourists to take photographs
while sitting in the lap of the statue.

15 Sun Dial and 12 Chairs
Surreal wrought iron chairs located in the square of Peter and
Paul’s Fortress is truly nothing else but a sun dial. They are
located in a circular fashion, but how exactly to tell the time
seems to be a well kept secret.

16 Neva Curtain Wall
The exhibition of the history of the fortress lays within this
wall, including archaelogoical finds, drawings, Russian and
Swedish plans and maps, engravings, and photographs. Here
is a private exhibition of “The Secrets of Da Vinci” which contains instruments of Torture and an exhibition of wax figures.

The Beach

9 The Midday Shot
Everyday at 12.00 a shot is fired from a cannon at the Naryshin
Bastion. This custom was introduced under Peter the Great,
only in that time it was fired from the Monarch Bastion and
signified the beginning or ending of a work shift, or reported
the risk of a flood. In 2000 a new tradition appeared to fire a
shot for guests of honor, such as Prince Charles, for example.

Tickets

Peter and Paul Fortress

12 museum of Cosmonautics and Rocket
Technology
It is situated in the Ioannovsky Ravelin. In the early 1930s
this room housed a gas dynamics laboratory under the
supervision of the engineer V. P. Glushko which studied
rocket science. Now visitors can view reconstructions of offices and work-stations of Soviet scientists, archival photos
and documents, and unique rocket designs for liquid rocket
engines and thrust engines of space rockets. Here you can
also find models of the first space satellites, and the lander
craft “Soyuz 16” which flew in space and returned to Earth
in 1974. QOpen 11:00 - 18:00. Closed Wed.

14 Engineering house
This building has been preserved since its original construction and is almost unchanged, save for one small restoration in the middle of the 20th century, which adapted
the building to be suitable for museum exhibitions. Today
there is an exhibition of vintage packaging and advertising, which will continue until the 1st of November, 2016.
Over 1000 items are here displaying the typical fashion
and style of products one might find in the 19th and 20th
centuries, including billboards, posters, postcards, signs,
photographs, sketches, shop window designs and advertising trademarks of legendary St. Petersburg and Leningrad brands.QOpen 11:00 - 18:00. Closed Wed. Tickets
100 - 150Rbl.

Not many know this actually exists, but just outside the
walls on the banks of the Neva, you can relax on a nice
sandy beach right in the heart of St. Petersburg! If you’re
granted with good weather, of course. Even in the winter
time, however, it gives a nice opportunity to get some
sun, as the corners of the walls protect visitors from the
cold winds. Although the sand goes right into the water,
bathing here is not recommended due to water pollution. Many from the city come here just to relax, lie on the
beach, read a book, and perhaps do a bit of tanning. 17

Where to eat
There is unfortunately not many good options here,
just small locations for tea, coffee, hot dogs, and
corn. On the main alley there is there “Leningrad Cafe”
which has traditional russian foods and salads, at the
Ioannovsky Revelin there is a luxury restaurant called
“Austeria”, and just outside the Kronversky bridge is a
restaurant called “Koryushka” (find our review on page
33), which has excellent food, style, a genuine feel of St.
Petersburg with a gorgeous view of the Neva.
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com
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What to see
City Sightseeing
St.Petersburg

Bright red double-decker tour buses are prowling St.
Petersburg’s streets, giving visitors a great view of the
city centre. The Hop On-Hop Off tour offers excursions
around town in twelve languages, and you can buy a a
2-day ticket and jump on and off the buses as often as
you like. The tour includes the “greatest hits” of St. Petersburg’s unique and unforgettable city centre, with its
distinctive architecture, intriguing museums and exciting
cultural life. Buses usually run at 20-minute intervals, depending on the traffic situation. There are also boat tours
that cruise along the most famous canals bringing you
to St. Petersburg’s major museums. The system here is
the same - your ticket allows you to hop-on and off as
often as you like. Check the route on page 64-65.QBuses
leave from Isaakievskaya pl., city-sightseeing.ru/led.
Open 10:00 - 20:30, Sat, Sun 10:00 - 21:30. Tickets cost
700Rbl for adults, 500Rbl for children (those under 5
years old travel for free), senior citizens and students.

A Russian Masterpiece

What to see
Churches

Museums

St. Petersburg is home to many different churches and
monasteries, all with beautiful architecture.
Armenian church
QD-3, Nevsky pr. 40/42, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 571
99 90, www.armenian-church.org. Open 09:00 - 20:00.
Admission free.
Chesma Church
QUl. Lensoveta 12, MMoskovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 373
61 14, www.chesma.spb.ru. Open 09:00 - 19:00. Daily
services 10:00 and 18:00 (except Mon). Admission free.
Smolny Cathedral
QF-2, Pl. Rastrelli 3, MChernyshevskaya, tel. (+7) 812
710 31 59, www.cathedral.ru. Open 10:30 - 18:00. Closed
Wed. Admission 50 - 150Rbl, concerts 200 - 700Rbl. Belltower 100Rbl.

St. Petersburg has been described as a ‘living museum under the open skies’, and for good reason! There is something
for everyone!
Artillery Museum
QD-2, Aleksandrovsky park 7 (entrance from Kronverkskaya nab.), MGorkovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 232 02 96, www.
artillery-museum.ru. Open 11:00 - 18:00. Closed Mon,
Tue and last Thu of the month. Admission 100 - 400Rbl.
Museum of the St. Petersburg
Avant-garde (Matyushin house)
QD-1, Ul. Professora Popova 10, MPetrogradskaya,
tel. (+7) 812 347 68 98, www.spbmuseum.ru. Open
11:00 - 18:00, Tue 11:00 - 17:00. Closed Wed. Admission
60 - 100Rbl.
Museum of Political History of Russia
QD-2, Ul. Kuibysheva 2-4 (entrance from Kronversky
pr.), MGorkovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 233 70 52, www.
polithistory.ru. Open 10:00 - 18:00, Wed 10:00 - 20:00.
Closed Thu and last Mon of the month. Admission
200Rbl.
Russian Etnographic Museum
QE-3, Inzhenernaya ul.
4/1, MNevsky pr., tel.
(+7) 812 570 54 21, www.
ethnomuseum.ru. Open
10:00 - 18:00, Tue 10:00
- 21:00. Closed Mon and
last Fri of month. Admission 50 - 350Rbl.
Vodokanal Museum
QF-2, Shpalernaya ul. 56, MChernyshevskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 438 43 75, www.vodokanal-museum.ru.
Open 10:00 - 19:00. Closed Mon and Tue. Admission
50 - 250Rbl.

St. Nicholas Cathedral
QC-3, Nikolskaya pl. 1/3, MSennaya pl., tel. (+7) 812
714 70 85, www.nikolskiysobor.ru. Open 06:30 - 19:30.
Daily services 07:00, 10:00, 18:00. Admission free.
Troitsky Cathedral
QD-4, Izmailovsky pr. 7a, MTekhnologichesky Institut, tel. (+7) 812 251 89 27, www.izmsobor.ru. Open
08:00 - 19:00. Daily services 10:00, Fri - Sun 17:00.

Palaces

The masterpiece ‘Ship Grove’ (1897) is a portrayal of
surroundings familiar to the artist Shishkin since his
childhood. Ship Grove depicts a bright, calm summer
afternoon in the forest, brought to life by the artist’s
exceptional use of colour. Look upon Shishkin’s intricate
brushstrokes and escape into the towering pine trees
glowing in the lingering sun, contrasted to the butterflies fluttering in the foreground. This piece is a dichotomy of both the enduring strength and delicate fragility
of nature; truly, it is a testament to the master Shishkin.
You can see this painting at the Russian Museum.
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Menshikov Palace
QC-3, Universitetskaya nab. 15, MSportivnaya, tel. (+7)
812 323 11 12, www.hermitage.ru. Open 10:30 - 18:00,
Wed, Fri 12:00 - 21:00. Admission 300Rbl.
Sheremetev Palace
QE-3, Nab. reky Fontanky 34, MMayakovskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 272 44 41, www.theatremuseum.ru/ru/brn_
shr.html. Open 11:00 - 19:00, Wed 13:00 – 21:00. Closed
Tue, last Wed of month. Admission 250Rbl.
Tavrichesky Palace
QF-2, Shpalernaya 47, MChernyshevskaya, tel. (+7) 812
326 69 11. Open 9:00 – 18:00. Closed Sun, Sat.
Yusupov Palace
QC-3, Nab. reky Moiky 94,
MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812
314 98 83, www.yusupovpalace.ru. Open 11:00 17:00. Group tours should
be booked in advance by
phone (+7) 812 314 98 83.
Excursions 150 - 800Rbl.

Anna Akhmatova Museum
QE‑3, Liteiny pr. 53, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 579
72 39, www.akhmatova.spb.ru. Open 10:30 - 18:30,
Wed 12:00 - 20:00. Closed Mon. Admission 100Rbl. Audioguide 200Rbl.
Alexander Blok Museum
QC‑3, Ul. Dekabristov 57, MSadovaya, tel. (+7) 812 713
86 16, www.spbmuseum.ru. Open 11:00 - 18:00, Tue
11:00 - 17:00. Closed Wed. Admission 100 - 150Rbl.
Nabokov Museum
QD‑3, Bol. Morskaya ul. 47, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7)
812 315 47 13, www.nabokov.museums.spbu.ru. Open
11:00 - 18:00, Sat 12:00 - 17:00. Closed Mon, Sun. Admission free.
Pushkin Museum
QD‑2, Nab. reky Moiky 12, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812
571 35 31, www.museumpushkin.ru. Open 10:30 - 18:00.
Closed Tue and last Fri of the month. Admission 70 200Rbl. Audioguide 190Rbl.

st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com
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Теперь и в России!
Городские экскурсии
на двухэтажных автобусах
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What to see
Russian Vodka Museum
This small museum presents the long history of
Russia’s national drink,
from 12th Century peasants through to 20th
Century
presidents.
Display cases full of
vodka bottles in unusual
shapes, old advertising
campaigns and some
funny dioramas explain the evolution of the Russian
firewater. An official excursion is recommended as the
exhibits are in Russian only. In the tasting room, there’s
also a chance to try out three different vodkas and
traditional Russian snacks.QC-3, Konnogvardeisky
bul. 4, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 570 64 22, www.
vodkamuseum.su. Open 12:00 - 19:00. Admission
150Rbl. Excursion 300Rbl. Degustation 300Rbl. Excursion with degustation 450Rbl.

hidden museums
It is no secret that St. Petersburg is one of the richest cities
in the world in terms of culture. The Kunstkamera Museum,
the Russian Museum and of course the State Hermitage are
compulsory attractions for almost every tourist. There are
also relatively unknown gems are often overshadowed by
their bigger brothers, but now the time has come for them
to enter the limelight and steal the show!
Arctic and Antarctic Museum
Situated in Avraam Melnikov’s Church, this museum is currently the largest one dedicated to polar exploration in the world.
Various scale models of famous Russian atomic ice breakers
decorate the rooms. Full-sized replicas of Russian tents, hovels
and equipment show how it is possible for researchers to survive under such harsh conditions. The museum also showcases some of the most impressive mounted animals you will ever
see, giving you the opportunity to stare a polar bear straight
in the eye with impunity. QE-3, Ul. Marata 24A, MVladimirskaya, tel. (+7) 812 571 25 49, www.polarmuseum.ru.
Open 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Mon, Tue and last Fri of the
month. Admission 70 - 280Rbl.
Bread Museum
The bread museum in St. Petersburg is the only one of its kind
in Russia and one of just thirteen in the world. The museum
focuses on the role of bread in St. Petersburg, showing a wide
range of baked products commonly prepared by bakers and
confectioners in the nineteenth century. In more recent history, the importance of bread is magnified in a small corner
showing the rations during the time of World War II and the
siege of Leningrad. QE-3, Ligovsky pr. 73, MLigovsky pr.,
tel. (+7) 812 764 11 10. Open 10:00 - 16:00. Closed Sun,
Mon and last Tue of the month. Admission 60 - 100Rbl.
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GrandMaket Russia
Trying to fit the Russian Federation into one room is madness,
surely? The creators of Grand Maket Russia thought so too,
so they used two rooms instead. Covering 800-odd square
metres, this grand layout of Russia is the second largest of its
kind in the world. Over four hundred artists, modellers and
computer scientists helped create this all-encompassing, yet
surprisingly detailed representation of Russia. Nifty day and
night system integrated into the exhibit: when the sun sets in
the west, the eastern part of Russia will gradually be bathed
in the red light of the morning sun.QTsvetochnaya ul. 16,
MMoskovskie Vorota, tel. (+7) 812 495 54 65, www.
grandmaket.ru. Open 10:00 - 20:00. Admission 400 450Rbl. Audioguide 150Rbl + 500Rbl deposit.
Fabergé Museum
Pride of place goes, naturally, to nine Easter Eggs
crafted for the last two Russian tsars, but the collection
includes over 4,000 other
items of all shapes, sizes and
materials, some created by
Fabergé’s contemporaries
who, while they may have
lacked his flair for PR, were certainly masters in their own right.
Notwithstanding the intrinsic and financial value of some of
the pieces, they are not hidden away behind velvet ropes, in
fact you can get right up to the display cases, and we suspect
that the cleaners spend most evenings wiping nose-prints
off the glass. QE-3, Nab. reky Fontanky 21, MNevsky pr.,
tel. (+7) 812 600 11 44, www.fabergemuseum.ru. Open
10:00 - 18:00 (excursions only), 18:00 - 20:45 (non-excursion). Closed Fri. Admission 450Rbl.
Sigmund Freud’s Dream Museum
Close your eyes and wander off into a world of dreams
when you are in Sigmund Freud’s museum. Do not keep
them closed for too long though, or you might bump into
something. In the first of the two rooms you will find information about Freud himself and drawings of the dreams
he described. The second room is a long hallway with glass
walls on each side and a bright screen at the end. Behind the
walls are many objects which seem to have no relation to
one another. Or do they? It is up to you to find out. QC-1, PS,
Bolshoy pr. 18A, MSportivnaya, tel. (+7) 812 456 22 90,
www.freud.ru. Open Tue, Sat, Sun 12:00 - 17:00. Admission 100 - 150Rbl.

Dostoevsky’s
St. Petersburg
‘You seldom come across
places that have so many
gloomy, harsh and strange
influences on the soul of
man as there are in St. Petersburg. The mere influences of climate means so
much. And it’s the administrative centre of all Russia so
its character must be reflected on the whole country.’
Despite the fact that the tour of ‘Dostoevsky’s St. Petersburg’
is mostly attended by lovers of the writer’s work, students
and teachers, it is interesting for a wide range of people, even
those who know little of Russian literature. After all, the program takes you to houses in which Dostoevsky and his characters lived, as well as ancient temples, former brothels, beer
halls, famous shopping streets and beautiful squares. Along
with the entertaining descriptions and stories given by the
tour guide, you will discover a vivid picture of middle-class
life in St. Petersburg in the 19th century.
The city offers a large number of different Dostoevsky tours,
varying in focus, length and format of the tour. The main
thing to consider is to choose the tour that’s right for you.
After looking at different programs available on tour agency
websites, we’ve opted for a four-hour walking tour, which we
believe is the most comprehensive, covering several areas of
the city, including the Alexander Nevsky Monastery, where
Dostoevsky is buried. As well as that, we feel that a walking
tour allows you to gain a better sense of the how the characters lived in the writer’s imagination. If the weather is clear
and sunny, is there really a better option?

Zoological museum
This museum has a collection of 30,000 exhibits of fauna
from every continent and climactic zone all stuffed and
displayed in scenes depicting their natural habitat. There
is also a small collection of live insects while it is the huge
skeleton of a 44,000-year-old Mammoth that is a real highlight.QC‑2, Universitetskaya nab. 1, MAdmiralteiskaya,
tel. (+7) 812 328 01 12, www.zin.ru/museum. Open
11:00 - 18:00. Closed Tue. Admission 100 - 200Rbl. Free
entrance third Thu of month.

The tour begins on Rimsky-Korsakov Avenue (which was
known as Ekateringofsky during Dostoevsky’s time). We met
with the guide in the lobby of the four-star Ambassador Hotel, on pr. Rimskogo-Korsakova 5. We went directly to house
number 3 where the writer once lived. Set in a courtyard
typical of St. Petersburg, the house, particularly in contrast
with the hotel, looked especially dull.
After looking at the sacred window on the third floor, we
continued. The main districts of Dostoevsky’s ‘Crime and
Punishment’ are considered to be between Sennaya pl.
(Haymarket Square) and the Griboedov Canal and the area
around Vladimirskaya pl. (Vladimir Square).
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As we crossed to the other side of the canal, an elderly man,
who as it turned out, was a neighbour of the people who
currently live in Dostoevsky’s apartment, approached us.
Upon hearing that we were talking about Dostoevsky, the
elderly man made a clarification, as if knowing our guide
would not have told us. He explained that in fact, Dostoevsky
lived in another house, but this one was built in its place. A
line from Crime and Punishment came to mind,
“With a sinking heart and a nervous tremor, he went up to a
huge house which on one side looked on to the canal, and
on the other into the street”.

It seems in this excerpt from ‘Crime and Punishment’ that
Dostoevsky was describing the house of the old moneylender, which was located on the waterfront of the Griboedov Canal, number 104, in close proximity to the writer’s house. In
general, Dostoevsky often described the homes of his characters to be near to his own, and in one instance described
his own house. The conditions in the houses, and the dark,
inner world in which the characters lived, often contrasted
with the clear sunshine of St. Petersburg.
Therefore, for this tour we had to try to use our imaginations to replicate the writer’s artistic license. Imagine inhaling the fresh scents from the river, then almost suffocating
from the unbearable stinking smell in the hallway where the
old woman lived. From there we went to the apartment on
the 4th floor, in which the murder in ‘Crime and Punishment’
took place, which is now home to a young family. The scene
of the crime is now a child’s room, with coloured wallpaper
and toys. We did not bother the family who lived there, and
continued on our way.

Take note that most
museum ticket offices close one hour
before the official closing time.
Also remember most museums ask you
to buy an extra photography ticket if you
would like to take photos or videos
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What to see
Fyodor Dostoevsky
Museum
The museum dedicated to the author of Notes from the
Underground dips into the basement, then leads you
all the way up. The main attraction here is Dostoevsky’s
apartment, where he lived with his young, dutiful wife
Anya Snitkina and their four children. Luckily for Anglophones, every room is accompanied by a laminated page
explaining the items and function of the space, including Dostoevsky’s personal study, the family kitchen and
Anya’s office.QE-3, Kuzhnechny per. 5/2, MVladimirskaya, (+7) 812 571 40 31, www.md.spb.ru. Admission 100 - 200Rbl. Guided tours should be booked
in advance by phone. Open 11:00 - 18:00, Wed 13:00
- 20:00. Closed Mon and on public holidays.

We then walked along the Griboedova canal to Sonya
Marmeladova’s house, examining features of the architectural style of the homes we saw on the way. During the time
of Dostoevsky, there was a direct correlation between how
the houses looked, and how much money the owners had.
If you look closely at the houses, you can see how each former owner sought to stand out, to outdo their neighbours,
as much as they could afford to. Yet, in spite of its modern
exterior, the tourists are most curious about number 73, believed to be the home of Sonya Marmeladova (according to
researchers). However, the exact address of the heroine is not
stated in Dostoevsky’s novel. There is also a theory that Sonya
lived at Kaznacheiskaya ul. 7.
The highlight of the walk however, was perhaps the next
house we visited. Next to it stood a group of tourists and a
couple of curious onlookers. It was not possible to enter the
house but some people were waiting to try to slip into the
building if they had the opportunity. One can only imagine
how the residents might feel. Some, perhaps, enjoy the attention, especially when it is that of foreign tourists! As you
may have guessed, Rodion Raskolnikov, perhaps the most
famous of Dostoevsky’s characters lived here.
“At the beginning of July, during a spell of exceptionally hot
weather, towards evening, a certain young man came down
on to the street from the little room he rented from some tenants in S- Lane and slowly, almost hesitantly, set off towards
K-n Bridge” as begins Dostoevsky as he opens the novel.
Dostoevsky himself lived in this area for a long time, only
moving house from number one to seven to nine on Kaznacheiskaya ul. (which in those days was known as the
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‘Little Bourgeoisie’). Here he
wrote ‘Crime and Punishment’, ‘The Player’ and ‘The
House of the Dead’. Editorial
board meetings for the ‘Time’
magazine which Dostoevsky
and his brother published,
were also held here. And
the fate of the number one
Treasury Street? It is now a little three-star hotel, known as
‘House of Dostoevsky’, simple
but popular with tourists.
The next destination was the Sennaya pl. (Haymarket
area) - a hot spot in St. Petersburg during the 19th century.
Raskolnikov often wandered about there and the image of
shops, pubs, B&Bs and brothels appeared in our mind as
our guide described them. The Church of the Saviour also
stood for a long time here but it was destroyed in 1961 and
plans to restore it have not yet been put in place. In its place
now stands the Saviour metro station. We went from there
through Vladimirskaya pl. district, passing the square’s main
architectural attraction, which is of course the Cathedral,
which Dostoevsky often visited. Just a few steps from there is
the final house of Dostoevsky. Our tour guide told us Dostoevsky liked renting houses near to churches and cathedrals,
and we were led to number 5/2 Kuznechny per. to see the
apartment.
Although a detailed tour of the museum in Dostoevsky’s former house is not included in the programme, we advise you
to visit it all the same. It will definitely not leave you feeling
indifferent! You can learn things about what kind of father
Dostoevsky was, what kind of husband he was, what habits
he had at home. The guides at the museum are always able
to surprise you with unusual stories and facts. In the apartment, you can still find many of Dostoevsky’s own possessions, such as his hat, his writing utensils, a note written by
his child addressed to Dostoevsky himself (complete with
spelling errors). By removing twenty layers of wallpaper, restorers were able to uncover the original wallpaper. Now the
apartment looks almost exactly as it did at the time the writer
lived there, until his death on February 9th, 1881.
Fyodor Dostoevsky was buried at the Tikhvin cemetery
of the Alexander Nevsky
monastery, along with Tchaikovsky, Mussorgski, Kuindzhi,
Krylov and other greats of
Russian culture. It was near to
the monastery that the tour
came to an end.
We would like to take the opportunity to thank our wonderful guides for the tour of
St. Petersburg.
Tours are conducted in Russian, English, French, German and
Spanish. The cost depends on the number of people in the
group.
We thank for the tour www.bestguides-spb.com
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

Whether you are visiting St. Petersburg for a night or a
month, you should stay in a hotel which lets you make the
most out of your visit. We have a selection of hotels ranging from luxury five star hotels to boutique mini-hotels
filled with charm. You can find out where these hotels are
located and what market they cater to. The traveller looking to stretch their budget will appreciate the centrally
located hostels and dormitories just as much as the high
flying business executive who is looking for a quiet place
to unwind after a hectic day of negotiations and cultural
programmes.

5 Stars
Angleterre Hotel
QD-3, Mal. Morskaya ul. 24, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7)
812 494 56 66, www.angleterrehotel.com. 193 rooms.
belmond Grand Hotel Europe
QD-3, Mikhailovskaya ul. 1/7, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812
329 60 00, www.grandhoteleurope.com. 276 rooms.
Corinthia Hotel St. Petersburg
QE-3, Nevsky pr. 57, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 380
20 01, www.corinthia.com. 388 rooms.
Domina Prestige Hotel St. Petersburg
QС-3, Nab. reky Moiky 99, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7)
812 385 99 00, www.dominarussia.com. 109 rooms.
Four Seasons Hotel Lion Palace
QD-3, Voznesensky pr. 1, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7)
812 339 80 00, www.fourseasons.com/stpetersburg/.
183 rooms.
Golden Garden boutique Hotel
QE-3, Vladimirsky pr. 9, MDostoyevskaya, tel. (+7) 812
334 22 33, www.goldengarden.ru. 23 rooms.
Hotel Astoria
QD-3, Bol. Morskaya ul. 39, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7)
812 494 57 57, www.thehotelastoria.com. 188 rooms.
Kempinski Hotel Moika 22
QD-2, Nab. Reky Moiky 22, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 335 91 11, www.kempinski.com/stpetersburg.
197 rooms.
Radisson Royal Hotel
QE-3, Nevsky pr. 49/2, MVladimirskaya, tel. (+7) 812 322
50 00, www.radisson.ru/hotel-stpetersburg. 164 rooms.
SOLO Sokos Hotel Palace Bridge
QC-2, Birzhevoy per. 4, MVasileostrovskaya, tel. (+7)
812 335 22 00, www.sokoshotels.com. 324 rooms.
Taleon Imperial Hotel
QD-3, Nevsky pr. 15, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812
324 99 11, www.taleonimperialhotel.com. 89 rooms.
W St. Petersburg
QD-3, Voznesensky pr. 6, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7)
812 610 61 61, www.wstpetersburg.com. 137 rooms.

U menya zabronirovan nomer –
I have a reservation
www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket

4 Stars
Courtyard by Marriott St. Petersburg
Center West Pushkin Hotel
QC-4, Nab. kan. Griboedova 166 (entrance via
Kanonerskaya ul. 33), MSennaya pl., tel. (+7) 812 610 50
00, www.courtyardstpetersburgpushkin.ru. 273 rooms.
Courtyard by Marriott St. Petersburg
Vasilievsky
QC-2, 2-ya liniya 61/30 A, MVasileostrovskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 380 40 11, www.courtyardsaintpetersburg.ru.
214 rooms.
Crowne Plaza St. Petersburg Airport
QStartovaya ul. 6, bldg. A, MMoskovskaya, tel. (+7)
812 240 42 00, www.cpairport.ru. 294 rooms.
Crowne Plaza St. Petersburg - Ligovsky
QE-3, Ligovsky pr. 61, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. (+7) 812
244 00 01, www.crowneplaza.com/ligovsky. 195 rooms.
DOM boutique hotel
QE-2, Gangutskaya ul. 4, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 245
10 40, www.domboutiquehotel.com. 60 rooms.
Holiday Inn Moskovskye Vorota
QMoskovsky pr. 97A, MMoskovskie Vorota, tel. (+7)
812 448 71 27, www.hi-spb.com. 557 rooms.
Hotel Indigo St.Petersburg Tchaikovskogo
QE-2, Ul. Tchaikovskogo 17, MChernyshevskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 454 55 77, www.ihg.com. 119 rooms.
Novotel St. Petersburg Centre
QE-3, Ul. Mayakovskogo 3A, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7)
812 335 11 88, www.accorhotels.com/5679. 233 rooms.
Park Inn by Radisson Nevsky
QE-3, Nevsky pr. 89, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. (+7) 812 406 73
10, www.parkinn.com/hotel-stpetersburg. 269 rooms.
Park Inn by Radisson Pulkovskaya
QPl. Pobedy 1, MMoskovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 740 39 00,
www.parkinn.com/hotelpulkovskaya-stpetersburg.
841 rooms.
Radisson Sonya Hotel
QE-2, Liteiny pr. 5/19, MChernyshevskaya, tel. (+7) 812
406 00 00, www.radisson.ru/sonyahotel-stpetersburg.
173 rooms .
Sokos Hotel Vasilievsky
QC-3, 9-ya Liniya 11-13, MVasileostrovskaya, tel. (+7)
812 335 22 90, www.sokoshotels.com. 255 rooms.
Sokos Hotel Olympia Garden
QD-4, Bataisky per. 3a, MTekhnologichesky institut, tel. (+7) 812 335 22 70, www.sokoshotels.fi. 348
rooms.
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Ask the Concierge
Interview with Dalia Sharagina, concierge of Kempinski Hotel Moika 22, member of Les Clefs d’Or.
Tell us few words about
your career. What do you
like the most about being a
concierge? I studied hospitality management at the Saint Petersburg State University
of Economics and since my fifth year of study I have been
working at Kempinski Hotel Moika 22. My journey to the
position of concierge was quite simple. My first position
at the hotel was Guest Relations Agent, which was a really
good introduction to the hotel industry and gave me an
idea of what a concierge does. I was lucky to be promoted
rather quickly and became the hotel concierge. In my day
to day work, I enjoy being a part of the team that is always
on the go and ready to make the impossible, possible. For
us it is not just a job, but a lifestyle. This job gives me the
opportunity to constantly develop and learn new things
every day but more importantly to share my knowledge.
Work really can be fascinating if you are a concierge!
Each season has its advantages, what would you
recommend to tourists for a real Russian summer
experience? This summer season is supposed to be very
successful for our hotel and the city overall. We are planning to host an impressive number of tourists this season,
and we feel ready to assist them in organising different
trips and activities. Museums will extend their working
hours – the Hermitage adds special entrances to reduce
waiting time in queues, and theatres have amazing playbills, which will soon be released. For a real Russian sum-

3 Stars
AZIMUT Hotel Saint Petersburg
QC-4, Lermontovsky pr. 43/1, MBaltiskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 740 26 40, www.azimuthotels.com. 1037
rooms.
Herzen House
QD-3, Bol. Morskaya ul. 25, MAdmiralteiskaya,
tel. (+7) 812 315 55 50, www.herzen-hotel.ru. 29
rooms.
IBIS St. Petersburg Centre
QE-3, Ligovsky pr. 54, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. (+7) 812
622 01 00, www.ibishotel.com/6157. 221 rooms.

mini-hotels
1th Corner Hotel
QE-3, Zagorodny pr. 13, MVladimirskaya, tel. (+7) 812
380 81 81, www.5ugol.ru. 52 rooms.
Art-hotel Rachmaninov
QD-3, Kazanskaya ul. 5, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 571
97 78, www.hotelrachmaninov.com. 24 rooms.
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Shopping
mer experience, I would recommend either taking a trip to
Peterhof by boat or taking a river cruise in the city centre
with one of our very special hotel boats, whilst sipping on
a glass of sparkling champagne.
Which touristic city route and trips around the city
would you advise to guests who come only for a
weekend? St. Petersburg is one of the most beautiful
and spectacular cities in the world and there are so many
things to see here that guests will always have a reason to
come back. If they arrive only for a weekend, “must visit”
places are our beloved Hermitage Museum and definitely
the Mariinsky theatre to see a world famous ballet. Trips to
Peterhof in the summer period and trips to Pushkin during
winter are also highly recommended. In addition, I would
like to suggest that it is always important to remember that
a leisurely walk in the city centre will help you feel the spirit
of the city much better than constant visits to museums.
Summer is the high season for cultural events in St.
Petersburg. What is at the top of your list of June/
July events that tourists should definitely attend? It
is worth mentioning annual events such as the ‘Summer
ballet’ at the Mikhailovsky theatre. Here, for two months
guests can enjoy the best of the classical repertoire performed by leading soloists of the Mikhailovsky Theatre and
stars of world ballet as well as the Musical Festival ‘Stars
of the White Nights- 2016’ This is the largest international
musical forum in Russia, which takes place at the Mariinsky
Theatre, led by maestro Gergiev. This summer St. Petersburg will also hold the 15th International Music Festival
“Steroeleto – 2016” and the 18th International Festival of
Contemporary Dance “Open Look” at the main stage of the
Alexandrinsky theatre. Last but not the least is definitely
the long anticipated return of the legendary cruiser “Aurora” which is scheduled for the 24th of July.
Austrian Yard
QE-2, Furshtatskaya ul. 45, MChernyshevskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 579 82 35, www.austrianyard.com. 4 rooms.
Comfort Hotel
QE-3, Bolshaya Morskaya ul. 25, MAdmiralteiskaya,
tel. (+7) 812 314 65 23, www.comfort-hotel.org. 18
rooms.
Nevsky Inn
QD-3, Kirpichny per. 2, kv.19, code 19B, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 315 88 36, www.nevskyinn.com.
7 rooms.
Stony Island Hotel
QD-3, Ul. Lomonosova 1, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812
740 15 88, stonyisland.com. 17 rooms.

Registrations: all foreign visitors to Russia are obliged
to register within seven working days (this excludes
weekends and public holidays). Remember your hotel
is obliged to register you as staying in their hotel. If a
hotel refuses to register you make sure you complain –
the registrations is their responsibility, not yours!
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

Gifts and Souvenirs
Chocolate Museum
QD-3, Nevsky pr. 17, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812
315 13 48, www.muzeyshokolada.ru. Open 11:00 21:00. A
Gallery Mikhailov
QD-2, Bol. Konyushennaya ul. 10, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7)
812 571 06 69, www.vmikhailov.ru. Open 11:00 - 21:00. A
La Petite Opera Gallery
QD-3, Grand Hotel Europe, Mikhailovskaya ul. 1/7,
MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 329 65 89, www.lacquerbox.
net. Open 09:00 - 21:00.
Lomonosov Porcelain Factory
QPr. Obukhovskoy Oborony 151, MLomonosovskaya,
tel. (+7) 812 326 17 44, www.ipm.ru. Open 10:00 20:00. A
Nevsky Souvenir Shop
QD-2, Nevsky pr. 22-24 (entrance at Bol. Konyushennaya
ul. 12), MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 954 78 53, www.
nevskysouvenir.com. Open 09:00 - 22:00. A
Pavloposadskie Platki Shop
QE-3, Nevsky pr. 87/2, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7) 963
329 12 63, www.platki.ru. Open 10:00 - 22:00. A
Souvenirs Fair
QD-2, Nab. kan. Griboedova 1, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7)
812 962 26 13. Open 09:00 - 18:00. A

DLT Department store
Dom Leningradskoi Torgovli
(DLT, House of Leningrad
Trade) is one of the oldest
department stores in St.
Petersburg and a legendary
name for Russian market.
Since 2005, the building has
been under control of Mercury, a leading luxury goods
distribution company. In 2012, after a long-term restoration, DLT became the flagman of TSUM, Moscow based
department store. Since DLT opening, St. Petersburg finally
got its own world-class fashion center. DLT stands in a row
with top Moscow and European stores with its developed
infrastructure, excellent service and wide range of luxury
goods. It is without a doubt a must-visit place of the city.
DLT building has 6 floors with a total area of 32 000 sq. m.
Each floor is assigned for a special category of goods: jewelry, accessories, cosmetics, perfumery and interior items
are represented on the 1st floor; men’s and women’s clothing by luxury brands – on 2nd and 3rd floor respectively,
women’s clothing by modern designers, denim and luggage – on the 4th floor. On the 5th floor you will find kids
clothing and accessories department, one of the largest of
its kind in Europe. QD-2, Bol. Konyushennaya ul. 21-23,
MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 648 08 48, www.dlt.
ru. Open 10:00 - 22:00. AKW

Galeria

Shopping centres
Bolshoy Gostiny Dvor
QD-3, Nevsky pr. 35, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 710 54
08, www.bgd.ru. Open 10:00 - 22:00. AK
GALERIA QE-3, Ligovsky pr. 30A, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel.
(+7) 812 643 31 72, www.galeria-spb.ru. Open 10:00 23:00. ALK
Nevsky Centre
QE-3, Nevsky pr. 114-116, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. (+7) 812
313 93 13, www.nevskycentre.ru. Open 10:00 - 23:00.
AKW
Passage
QD-3, Nevsky pr. 48, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 315 52
57, www.passage.spb.ru. Open 10:00 - 21:00, Sun 11:00
- 21:00. AK
Eliseevsky Store
QE-3, Nevsky pr. 56, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 456 66
66, www.kupetzeliseevs.ru. Open 10:00 - 22:00.
www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket

The largest shopping mall in the centre of the city and
a stone’s throw away from the Moscow Railway Station,
Galeria cannot be missed. The huge and beautiful building fits remarkably well here. Inside, it’s everything you
would expect from your modern shopping mall and
more. It boasts the largest selection of brands in St.
Petersburg, from high street brands like Topshop, Levis,
Mexx and French Connection to more local Russian designer brands as well. It also features a huge supermarket, food court, movie theatre, bowling alley and some
very good restaurants. When with children, head to
the top floor where there is a huge entertainment area
for the young and young-at-heart.QE-3, Ligovsky pr.
30A, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. (+7) 812 643 31 72, www.
galeria-spb.ru. Open 10:00 - 23:00. ALK
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Russian Souvenirs
Russia is full of beautiful souvenirs – and we are not
just talking about Russian dolls and Lenin badges. If
you are looking to take some extra special gifts home
with you we recommend you consider buying some
of the following:
Birch wood crafts
The silver birch is the
national tree of Russia, the further in to the
countryside you get, the
more you notice that the
world’s largest country is
covered in them. It then
comes as no surprise that Russians have been experts
at producing items carved out of the bark of their favourite tree. Birch wood combs are particularly popular as they are said to be very good for your hair.
Dymkovo toy
The Dymkovo toy is an old
Russian Handicraft, which
comes from the region
of Kirov and is nearly 400
years old. They all share
a certain motif, and are
often ironic manifestations of brightly coloured
animals wearing clothing,
or people with cartoonish features, though every doll is handmade and no
two are alike. They began as whistles in the shapes of
various animals. The craft went into decline in the late
19th century but after the revolution they were granted
government assistance, and the craftsmen were able
to continue their art and the toys took on newer, urban
themes of human life–while remaining loyal to their defining characteristic style of bright, contrasting colours,
and multi-part clay constructions.
Platok
A perfect present for any
female friend or relative.
These beautifully designed
and colourful scarves can
either spruce up the outfit
of a young lady by being
worn around the neck or
serve to make your grandma look even cuter than
usual by being worn around the head. Orenburgsky platok is another highly desirable type of scarf made from
the down hair of goats. The real hand spun ones are very
warm and yet also so delicate and silk-like that the whole
scarf can be pulled through a woman’s wedding ring.
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Bookshops

Expat Contacts

Do you prefer knigi (books) to
Kindles? Have some kilograms
to spare in your carry-on? Then
it’s time to start your Russian
library!
Bukvoed (literally, “Book Eater”)
is the best place to chow down
on any genre - this chain can be
found throughout the city, and has a wide selection and
frequent discounts. Dom Knigi (House of Books), located
right near the Nevsky metro station, is excellent both inside
and out: it is located in one of the city’s finest Art Nouveau
buildings, originally constructed for the Singer Sewing Machine Company. If you’re looking for privacy, Podpisnye
Izdaniya has a lovely second-floor seating area with barstools, the perfect place to retreat with a chosen volume.
Do you take sugar with your Shakespeare? Anglia British
Bookshop right off of the Fontanka Embankment will help
restore your English accent.
Perhaps what you’re really searching for, though, is not
only literature but a literary salon. Poke around the courtyard until you find Vse Svobodny, a hip hole-in-the-wall
bookstore with a tea room and regular schedule of concerts and readings. Poryadok Slov also fills the role of a
cultural center, hosting readings and film screenings. Check
out the ‘art club’ Knigi i Kofe for those things - books and
coffee- and then some: author talks, lecture series, exhibits
and more.
And if you’re still learning your АБВ’s and just want to fill out
the crossword, buy a map or try reading the local newspaper – Pervaya Polosa kiosks dot every metro station.

Dutch Club St. Petersburg
Qwww.nlvpetersburg.com.
English Communication Club
Qtel. (+7) 911 163 56 45, www.encc.ru.
International Women’s Club
Qwww.iwcstpete.com. General meetings are held
once a month, in different locations in the city. Additional member based activities, events and groups are
organised daily.
internations
Qwww.internations.org.

Cultural Centres

Anglia British Bookshop
QE-3, Nab. reky Fontanky 38, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7)
579 82 84, www.britania-spb.ru. Open 11:00 - 20:00,
Sun 12:00 - 19:00. A
Bukvoed
QD-3, Nevsky pr. 46, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 601 06
01, www.bookvoed.ru. Open 24hrs. For other locations
check the website. AKW
Dom Knigy
QD-3, Nevsky pr. 28, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 448 23
55, www.spbdk.ru. Open 09:00 - 24:00. AK
Knigi i kofe
QE-2, Gagarinskaya ul. 2, MChernyshevskaya, tel. (+7) 812
272 49 90, www.bookcoffee.ru. Open 10:00 - 22:00. A
Podpisnye Izdaniya
QE-2, Liteiny pr. 57, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 273
50 53, www.podpisnie.ru. Open 10:00 - 21:00. A
Poryadok Slov
QE-3, Nab. reky Fontanky 15, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7)
812 310 50 36, www.wordorder.ru. Open 11:00 - 22:00,
Sun 12:00 - 21:00. A
Vse Svobodny
QD-2, Nab. reky Moiky 28 (entrance through the courtyard), MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 911 977 40 47, www.
vse-svobodny.com. Open 12:00 - 22:00. A

British Book Centre
QD-4, Izmailovsky pr. 18 (Library im. Lermontova),
MBaltiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 251 12 43, www.britaniaspb.ru. Open 12:00 - 20:00, Sat 10:00 - 18:00. Closed
Sun.
Danish Cultural Institute
QD-3, Nab. reky Moiky 42, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812
571 74 66, www.dki.spb.ru. Open 10:00 - 18:00. Closed
Sat, Sun.
Estonian Cultural Center Jaani Kirik
QC-3, Dekabristov ul. 54A, MSennaya pl., tel. (+7) 812
710 84 46, www.jaanikirik.ru. Open 14:00 - 19:00, Sat
11:00 - 19:00.
Finnish Institute
QD-2, Bol. Konyushennaya ul. 8, 3rd floor, MNevsky
pr., tel. (+7) 812 606 65 65, www.instfin.ru. Open 11:00 17:00, Fri 11:00 - 16:00. Closed Sat, Sun.
Foreign Literature Library
QD-3, Nab. reky Fontanky 44/46, MNevsky pr., tel.
(+7) 812 571 08 56, www.pl.spb.ru. Open 11:00 - 20:00,
closed Sun. Foreign literature department 11:00 - 19:00,
closed Sun.
Goethe Institute
QD-3, Nab. reky Moiky 58, MSennaya pl., tel. (+7) 812
363 11 25, www.goethe.de/stpetersburg. Open 08:15
- 20:00, closed Sat. Library open 14:00 - 17:00, closed
Sun.
Institut Francais
QD-3, Nevsky pr. 12, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 571
09 95, www.ifspb.com. Open 09:30 - 18:30, Fri 09:30 17:00. Closed Sat, Sun.
Istituto Italiano di Cultura
QC-3, Teatralnaya pl. 10, MSennaya pl., tel. (+7) 812
718 81 89, www.iicsanpietroburgo.esteri.it. Open 09:00
- 13:00, 14:00 - 17:00, Fri 09:00 - 15:00. Closed Sat, Sun.
The Japan Center
QE-3, Ul. Marata 69-71, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7) 812
326 25 50, www.jpcenter.spb.ru. Open 09:00 -18:00.
Closed Sat, Sun.
The Netherlands Institute
QE-2, Kaluzhsky per. 3, MChernyshevskaya, tel. (+7)
812 327 08 87, www.nispb.ru. Open 10:00 - 18:00.
Closed Sat, Sun.Closed Sat, Sun.
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LEARN russian
Dictionary for expats:
“A sparrow that has been shot at” –
“Strelyany vorobey”
The idiom «a sparrow that has been shot at» is an expression used to describe a very experienced person,
which is difficult to draw. The English equivalent is: «a
knowing old bird».
Liden & Denz
The school in ideally located
close to the famous shopping street, Nevsky Prospekt, close to two charming parks and the Russian
Museum. The course centre
has facilities which will allow you to learn Russian in
good conditions. For when you want a bite to eat, you
will find vending machines in the hall. With the metro,
which is located only five minutes’ walk away, you will
easily access the various attractions of the city. During
your breaks, you will be able to go for a walk along
the banks of the Fontanka river where magnificent
residences of the former Russian nobility tower up.
The school also offers free internet access to the students as well as IPads at the reception area. A tourist
information and reservation service is available to you
within the course centre.QD-3, Italyanskaya ul. 17,
MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 334 07 88, www.lidenz.
ru. Open 09:00 - 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Religious Services
Buddhist Temple
QPrimorsky pr. 91, MStaraya Derevnya, tel. (+7) 911
224 68 79, www.dazan.spb.ru. Open 11:00 - 19:00.
Closed Wed.
Catholic Church of St. Catherine
QD-3, Nevsky pr. 32-34, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 571
57 95, www.catherine.spb.ru. Open 08:00 - 20:00.
Evangelical Lutheran Parish
of St. Maria Church
QD-2, Bol. Konyushennaya ul. 8A, MNevsky pr., tel.
(+7) 812 314 71 61, www.elci.ru. Open 10:00 - 18:00.
Grand Choral Synagogue
of St. Petersburg
QC-3, Lermontovsky pr. 2, MSennaya pl., tel. (+7) 812
713 81 86, www.jewsp.ru. Open 10:00 - 18:00 Open for
visitors 09:00 - 18:00. Daily services 09:00, 21:00.
Lutheran Church of Peter and Paul
QD-3, Nevsky pr. 22/24, MNevsky pr., tel. (+7) 812 312
07 98, www.petrikirche.ru. Open Tue - Fri 10:00 - 18:00.
Mosque
QD-1, Kronversky pr. 7, MGorkovskaya, tel. (+7) 812
233 98 19, www.russian-mosques.com. Open only for
services (5 times a day).
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The Expat Experience
Interview with Stepan Slezak, Golf
PRO, GORKI Golf
Club.
Tell us few words
about yourself and
your career. When
did you move to
St. Petersburg and
why?
I started to play golf
almost 30 years ago
in 1987. I have been a
member of the Czech Republic Professional Golf Association since 1996. In 2001, I received a diploma in
higher education in Professional Golf from the PGA.
In 1994 and 1996 I won the Czech championship
golf. I was also involved in large-scale events such
as the Eisenhower Trophy World Championship, the
European Team Championship, the European PGA
Tour, the Challenge Tour and many more. For around
16 years, I worked as an assistant golf director and
Head Pro at the Royal Golf Club Mariánské Lázně
and for two years as a golf coach in the German golf
club Haus Leythe. I moved to St. Petersburg in April
2014, as when I worked in the Czech Republic, I had
many students from St. Petersburg. When Gorki Golf
Club opened, I was offered a contract here. I speak
four languages: Czech, English, German and Russian,
which allows me to work with students from different countries.
Can you give some advice to our readers? If someone wants to learn to play golf - where and how
would you recommend they start?
If someone is interested in learning golf in St. Petersburg, then the best place is, of course, Gorki Golf
Club, because our club provides the best conditions
for playing golf.
Do you believe golf is a game for everybody? Or do
you need talent to play?
Golf is for everyone, of any age, not just for those
who have a special talent for it.
What does golf mean to you? How long have you
been playing it?
Golf is not just a game, but a lifestyle. I started playing golf at the age of 13 and now I cannot imagine
my life without it.
What are your plans for the next five years? How
are you going to spend this summer?
It is difficult to say, life itself will be the judge of that.
While I am here, I will try to fully pass on the experience of golf to others. In terms of summer plans,
for now I am completely devoted to working in Gorki
Golf Club, that’s why I’m here.
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Moscow
International Schools
Cambridge International School
QLakhtinsky pr. 40/2, MStaraya Derevnya, tel. (+7)
812 244 50 44, www.cisrussia.com.
German School
QB-2, Ul. Odoevskogo 19A, MVasileostrovskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 441 21 59, www.deutscheschule.ru.
British International Infant School
QF-3, Nevsky pr. 136, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. (+7) 812 714
77 74, www.infantschool.ru.
Mandarina Day
(Preschool Child Development Center)
QF-3, Nevsky pr. 147A, MPl. Al. Nevskogo, tel. (+7) 812
924 24 98, www.mandarinaday.ru.

Accountants
Acsour
QD-3, Nevsky pr. 10, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel. (+7) 812
454 44 24, www.acsour.com.
Deloitte Touche CIS
QC-2, VO, Sredny pr. 36/40, lit.K, business center
Gustaf, MVasileostrovskaya, tel. (+7) 812 703 71 06,
www.deloitte.com.
EMG
QС-4, 10-ya Krasnoarmeiskaya ul. 22, off. 69, MBaltiskaya, tel. (+7) 812 313 77 81, www.emg-russia.com.
Ernst and Young
QD-3, Ul. Mal. Morskaya 23A, MAdmiralteiskaya, tel.
(+7) 812 703 78 34, www.ey.com.
KPMG
QE-4, Ul. Marata 69-71A, MLigovsky pr., tel. (+7) 812
313 73 00, www.kpmg.ru.
Mannheimer Swartling
QD-2, Ul. Mal. Konyushennaya 1/3A, MNevsky pr., tel.
(+7) 812 335 23 00, www.mannheimerswartling.se.

Derzhavin Institute
The Derzhavin institute is a great place to throw yourself into the romance of Russian culture. Situated in one
wing of the refurbished 18th Century Derzhavin mansion, the school has a beautiful setting. There are seven
classrooms, all with high-ceilings and large windows.
There’s also a library, common rooms and computers with free internet access for students. Short-term,
long-term, intensive and private lessons are available at
all levels of proficiency. They also offer special courses
for expats. Classes are kept small, with a maximum of
8 students per group. The staff speak many different
languages and have experience in teaching at both
Russian universities and abroad. They can also organise
accommodation, excursions and other social activities
for students.QTroitskу pr. 6, MTekhnologichesky institut, tel. (+7) 812 578 53 98, www.derzhavin.com.
Open 09:00 - 18:00, classes till 21:45. Closed Sat, Sun.
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

Fast-paced Moskva is Russia’s political, historical and business capital and a magnet for the adventurous and ambitious from across the country and further afield. In all
senses, this mega city of more than 12 million inhabitants
is a melting-pot and its outstanding dining scene and vibrant nightlife reflect its cosmopolitan population. A city of
contrasts, Moscow’s busy streets all bear witness to Russia’s
turbulent history and dynamic future and while it’s not for
the faint-hearted, the Russian capital is a cultural experience not to be missed.

The Kremlin

The centre of Moscow and indeed the heart of Russia, Red
Square has seen it all. From the mass executions of Peter
the Great’s day to the huge military parades started by
Stalin, not to mention the looting of Napoleon’s troops,
the protests of Perestroika and a certain Paul McCartney.
Every stone of every building here has a story or two to
tell. Standing proud at the top of Red Square is the iconic
St. Basil’s Cathedral topped by a swirl of fantastically coloured domes. At the other end you will find the State
Historical Museum which details the long and turbulent
history of the nation. Shopaholics will delight in strolling
round the beautiful 19th Century arcades of the GUM
department store whilst the Red Square ice rink is the
perfect place to let off some steam whilst enjoying the
magnificent view.
GUM
QRed Square, MPl. Revolutsy, tel. +7 495 788 43 43,
www.gum.ru. Open 10:00 - 22:00. AK
St. Basil’s Cathedral (Pokrovsky Sobor)
QRed Square, MOkhotny Ryad, tel. (+7) 495 698 33
04, www.saintbasil.ru. Open 11:00 - 16:00. Admission
250Rbl.
State Historical Museum
QRed Square 1, MOkhotny Ryad, tel. (+7) 495 692 37
31, www.shm.ru. Open 10:00 - 18:00, Thu 11:00 - 21:00.
Closed Tue and first Mon of the month. Admission 60
- 440Rbl.

The street plan of central Moscow forms an impressively
ordered pattern of concentric circles, clearly marking
the city’s development outwards over the centuries. In
the middle of this great Catherine wheel is the Kremlin,
the fortified hill which formed the heart of the ancient
city, and which to this day houses the political HQ of
the planet’s largest nation. Within the world-famous red
walls nestles a collection of buildings of various architectural styles, ranging from ancient Russian ecclesiastical,
through Romanov imperial classicism, to 1960s Soviet
modernism. While much is out of bounds to tourists, being part of the Government and Presidential estate, there
are easily enough treasures open to the public to make the
citadel an essential conquest.
Unlike Napoleon, who stayed here after his forces took
Moscow in 1812, you will need a ticket to enter. There
are a number of ticket booths, the most important being located in Alexandrovsky Sad (on the west side of
the Kremlin), which in itself is a great people watching
place. Having bought your tickets, leave any large bags
in the cloakroom located near the ticket office, under
the gate.
A ‘Kremlin Territory’ ticket gets you into the site itself,
along with all of the cathedrals and the more ancient
buildings. To visit the Kremlin Armoury (where all the sparkly diamonds, jewels and so on are stored) you must buy a
separate - and considerably more expensive - ticket, which
will have an entrance time on it. This ticket can only be
purchased before you enter the Kremlin.
Note that some buildings - in particular the Patriarch’s
Palace - sometimes host special exhibitions, entrance for
which you must pay extra. The tickets for special exhibitions can usually be bought at the entrance to the buildings in which they are held, although it is advisable to
check before you enter the Kremlin.
QC-3, Alexandrovsky sad, MAlexandrovsky Sad, tel.
(+7) 495 697 03 49, www.kreml.ru. Open 10:00 - 17:00.
Admission 250 - 500Rbl.
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Moscow

Moscow
getting there
Dozens of different night trains run to Moscow every day
from Moskovsky vokzal, so there’s little excuse for not
making the effort to visit. If you have less time you can
also take advantage of the new super fast Sapsan train,
which leaves St. Petersburg six times a day and gets you
there in just under four hours. Local airlines also fly to
Moscow and the journey takes about one hour. Once at
one of Moscow’s three airports, hop on the aeroexpress
train which brings you right to the centre.

Aeroexpress Trains

Churches

hotels

Cathedral of Christ the Saviour
QUl. Volkhonka 15, MKropotkinskaya, tel. (+7) 495 637
28 47, www.xxc.ru. Open 10:00 - 18:00. Mon 13:00 18:00. Admission free. Guided tours in English for groups
for up to 10 people 6,000Rbl (pre-booking required call
(+7) 495 637 28 47).
Novodevichy Monastery
QNovodevichy proezd 1, MSportivnaya, tel. (+7) 499
246 85 26. Open 09:00 - 17:00. Admission 250Rbl.
Pokrovsky Monastery
QUl. Taganskaya 58, MMarksistskaya, tel. (+7) 495 911
49 20, www.pokrov-monastir.ru. Open 07:00 - 20:00.
Admission 350Rbl.

Hilton Moscow Leningradskaya
QKalanchevskaya ul. 21/40, MKrasnye Vorota, tel. (+7)
495 627 55 50, www.moscow.hilton.com. 273 rooms
(Room prices start at 6,000Rbl). hhhhh
Hotel Baltschug Kempinski Moscow
QUl. Baltschug 1, MNovokuznetskaya, tel. (+7) 495
287 20 00, www.kempinski.com/en/moscow. 227
rooms (Room prices start at 12,000Rbl). hhhhh
Hotel National
QMokhovaya ul. 15/1, bldg.1, MOkhotnyy Ryad, tel.
(+7) 495 258 70 00, www.national.ru. 202 rooms (Room
prices start at 8,500Rbl). hhhhh
Marriott Moscow Grand Hotel
QTverskaya ul. 26/1, MMayakovskaya, tel. (+7) 495
937 00 00, www.marriott.com/mowgr. 386 rooms
(Room prices start at 8,000Rbl). hhhhh
Metropol
QTeatralny proezd 2, MTeatralnaya, tel. (+7) 499 501
78 00, www.metropol-moscow.ru. 388 rooms (Room
prices start at 9,440Rbl). hhhhh
Sheraton Moscow Sheremetyevo
Airport Hotel
QMezhdunarodnoye shosse 28B, bldg. 5, MPlanernaya,
tel. (+7) 495 229 00 10, www.sheratonmoscowairport.com.
342 rooms (Room prices start at 5,000Rbl). hhhhh
Holiday Inn Lesnaya
QLesnaya ul. 15, MBelorusskaya, tel. (+7) 495 783
65 00, www.moscow-hi.ru. (Room prices start at
4,500Rbl). hhhh
Holiday Inn Suschevsky
QUl. Suschevsky Val 74, MRizhskaya, tel. (+7) 495
225 82 82, www.holidayinn.com. (Room prices start at
4,500Rbl). hhhh
Marriott Moscow Tverskaya
Q1-ya Tverskaya-Yamskaya ul. 34, MBelorusskaya,
tel. (+7) 495 258 30 00, www.marriott.com/mowtv. 162
rooms (Room prices start at 6,000Rbl). hhhh
Novotel Moscow Centre
QNovoslobodskaya ul. 23, MMendeleevskaya, tel.
(+7) 495 780 40 00, www.accorhotels.com. 255 rooms
(Room prices start at 4,602Rbl). hhh
Ibis Moscow Centre Bakhrushina
QUl. Bakhrushina 11, MPaveletskaya, tel. (+7) 495 720
53 01, www.accorhotels.com. 190 rooms (Room prices
start at 3,990Rbl). hhh
Comrade Hostel
QUl. Maroseyka 11, MKitay Gorod, tel. (+7) 495 628 31
26, www.comradehostel.com. (Prices start from 600Rbl).
iVan Hostel
QPetrovsky per. 1/30, app. 23, MChekhovskaya, tel.
(+7) 916 407 11 78, www.ivanhostel.com. (Prices start
from 700Rbl).

Museums

All international airports in Moscow have a fast train
connection to the capital’s city centre. All? Yes, all!
Aeroexpress trains run between Belorussky Rail Terminal and Sheremetyevo airport, Kievsky Rail Terminal
and Vnukovo airport, and Paveletsky Rail Terminal
and Domodedovo airport. Each rail terminal is connected via the metro circle line. It takes 35-45 minutes
to get to the airports from the centre of Moscow.
Aeroexpress tickets can be bought at Aeroexpress ticket
counters or at automatic machines in the rail terminals,
through the websites of partner airlines, travel agencies,
and via air ticket agencies, either in Moscow, or indeed
almost any other region of Russia. A list of sales outlets
can be found on the company’s website where you can
purchase e-tickets using Visa, MasterCard, or PayPal. You
can buy an electronic ticket from the official website
www.aeroexpress.ru/en where you can also view
train timetables. Download their free mobile app and
you will be able to purchase Aeroexpress tickets using
your smartphone with no need to print out the ticket:
the turnstiles at the airport are able to read the ticket’s
QR-code directly from your smartphone/tablet screen.
If you are a Master Card PayPass or VISA PayWave holder, you can easily pay for the
fare directly at the turnstiles
Aeroexpress.
The Aeroexpress hotline is
(+7) 800 700 33 77 (calls
from within Russia are free).
60 St. Petersburg In Your Pocket

All-Russian Decorative Art Museum
QDelegatskaya ul. 3, MTsvetnoy Bulvar, tel. (+7) 495
609 01 46, www.vmdpni.ru. Open 10:00 - 18:00, Thu
10:00 - 21:00, Sat 11:00 - 19:00, Sun 10:00 - 18:00. Closed
Tue and last Mon of the month. Admission 20 - 200Rbl.
GULAG History Museum
QUl. Petrovka 16, MKuznetsky Most, tel. (+7) 495
621 73 46, www.gmig.ru. Open 11:00 - 19:00, Thu
11:00 - 20:00 Closed Mon, last Fri of the month. Admission 150Rbl.
Museum of Russian Icon
QGoncharnaya ul. 3/1, MTaganskaya, tel. (+7) 495 221
52 83, www.russikona.ru. Open 11:00 - 19:00. Closed
Wed. Admission free.
Skryabin Museum
QBol. Nikolopeskovsky per. 11, MSmolenskaya, tel.
(+7) 499 241 19 01, www.anscriabin.ru. Open 11:00 19:00, Thu 13:00 - 21:00. Closed Mon, Tue and last Fri of
the month. Admission 200Rbl. Free entrance third Sun
of month. NW
State Central Museum of Contemporary
history of Russia
QTverskaya ul. 21, MTverskaya, tel. (+7) 495 699 67 24,
www.sovr.ru. Open 10:00 - 18:00, Thu 12:00 - 21.00, Sat,
Sun 11:00 - 19:00. Closed Mon. Admission 70 - 250Rbl.
The Gogol House
QNikitsky bul. 7A, MArbatskaya, tel. (+7) 495 695
92 56, www.domgogolya.ru. Mon, Wed and Fri 12:00
- 20:00, Thu 14:00 - 21:00, Sat and Sun 12:00 - 18:00.
Closed on Tue and last working day of the month. Admission 40 - 120Rbl. NW
The Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts
QUl. Volkhonka 12, MKropotkinskaya, tel. (+7) 495
609 95 20, www.artsmuseum.ru. Open 10:00 - 19:00,
Thu 10:00 - 21:00. Closed Mon. Admission 300 - 400Rbl.
Admission may vary according to the exhibition.
Tretyakov Gallery
QLavrushinsky per. 10, MTretyakovskaya, tel. (+7)
495 951 13 62, www.tretyakovgallery.ru. Open 10:00 18:00, Thu, Fri 10:00 - 21:00. Closed Mon. Admission 150
- 400Rbl. English audio guide 250Rbl.
st-petersburg.inyourpocket.com

river cruises
These huge fancy yachts
are the only river cruisers running all year
around. The round trip
journey takes two and
a half hours and floats
past all the big sights
like the White House,
Novodevichy monastery
and the Kremlin. There’s a large open air observation
deck up top, while the main body of the ship houses
a restaurant with a dance floor for a romantic post
dinner dance. For a particularly romantic experience
take one of the evening boats and admire the bright
lights of the city skyline at night. Note that you can also
join and depart the cruise from the pier in Gorky Park
(metro Park Kultury), although it is advisable to check
the departure times first. QA-3, Taras Shevchenko
nab., Hotel Ukraina pier, MKievskaya, tel. (+7)
495 228 55 55, www.radisson-cruise.ru. From Pier
Ukraina and from pier Gorky Park boats leave every day starting from 13:00. It is advisable to book
tickets well in advance (tickets can also be bought
online). Check the full schedule and prices online.
PAUKW

Luxury Trains
to Moscow
If you are looking for a comfortable night train to the
capital it is worth considering taking a private train. The
cheerful Megapolis train leaves for Moscow every night
and offers a more hotel-like travel experience. After being shown to your cabin you will find your beds have
already been made up with real duvets rather than
blankets, and all round the carriages are spotless. Hot
breakfast and coffee can be brought to your room in
the morning and if at any moment during the trip you
experience some problems you can call the train attendant from the comfort of your bed and they will come
to you! If you want to wake up in Moscow truly fresh
in the morning, it’s worth the money.QTrains leave
Moskovsky vokzal (M Pl. Vosstaniya) at 22:30 and
arrive in Moscow at 6:00. For reservations call 8-800777-20-19 or book online at www.poezdmegapolis.ru

Don’t forget to pick up a free copy of Moscow
In Your Pocket in your hotel!
www.facebook.com/StPetersburgInYourPocket
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Rostov-on-Don

By Luc Jones
Several cities in southern Russia describe themselves as being the gateway to the Caucasus although it’s Rostov-onDon which can probably lay the greatest claim. You only
have to pop into the bus station and take a glance at the
departures board to see plenty on non Russian-sounding
place names which Muscovites view as practically being in
a foreign country. Yet Rostov (as locals prefer to call it) itself
is very Russian and is one of the country’s more attractive
‘millionnik’ places to visit. It’s a worthy choice for a weekend
away in a warmer climate, even if only slightly. Its full name
in Russian is Rostov-na-Donu; be sure the stress the final ‘u’!
After having been selected as one of the cities to host the
2018 World Cup, Rostov has been enjoying something of a
makeover, which includes (not surprisingly) the building of
a new football stadium but also a brand new airport, which
is scheduled to open sometime in 2017. Additionally, the
promenade along the river is enjoying a mini construction boom, with new hotels and restaurants springing up
although we are sure that it’ll look infinitely better once it’s
finished!
Hardly surprisingly, it’s the river Don which is Rostov’s
main feature. Its source is almost 2,000 KMs north, in the
Tulskaya oblast and it’s at its widest once it reaches Rostov before emptying into the sea of Azov. Join the locals
for walks along the river’s banks before heading into the
centre where the real action is. There is a fairly steep slope
upwards from the Don but Rostov’s main streets conveniently run parallel to the river allowing for easy strolling, and
be sure to visit a revamped Gorky Park. You won’t fail to
notice that Rostov is one of Russia’s wealthier spots, given
the number of top-end shopping outlets – the city has experienced considerable economic growth in recently years,
and this is also reflected in a higher-than-usual assortment
of luxury apartment blocks and upscale eateries, particularly in the downtown area.

Whilst Rostov has enough to keep you occupied for a day
or two, it can hardly be said to be over-burdened with
must-see sights but is an extremely handy staging post for
half-day trips, the star of which is a 45 minute drive east
out to Starocherkasskaya. The Resurrection (Voskresensky)
Cathedral, completed in 1719 can be seen from miles away
as you approach the town – it’s pretty flat in these parts,
is the best place to kick off a walk around the dozens of
noteworthy cultural historical sights. Whilst time seems to
have passed much of the place by, there are a few restaurants, cafes and mini-souvenir shops but unless you have
your own car, you’ll need a cab to reach Starocherkasskaya.
Expect to pay around 1,500Rbl one way, and either ask the
driver to wait for you or take his number and call him to
drive you back to Rostov as you won’t find any transport
locally.

A journey of similar distance but in completely the opposite direction is Azov, which on the surface is a fairly
non-descript mid-sized town on the banks of the (yes, you
guessed it) sea of Azov. Its main feature is the Azov fortress
which is currently being restored but can be explored and
offers pleasant views out to sea. Cheapskates can catch a
bus which takes around an hour but costs less than 100Rbl
each way and are frequent. There is a train station but it was
closed when we visited.

Staying there
Rostov’s best example of a boutique hotel is called ‘Izvolte’,
on ul. Suvorova 25; centrally located, friendly and with beautifully designed rooms on an old-fashioned style. You’ll pay
around 5,000Rbl for a double room but that includes a generous breakfast and use of the hotel spa. www.izvolte.com

Getting around
Cabs from the airport to the city centre cost 350Rbl (the
rate is fixed – there’s a booth as you exit the airport; ignore
the jokers saying “taxi, taxi”).

getting there
There are three flights a day from St. Petersburg to
Rostov-on-Don, taking just over two hours and a
half. Trains take about 35 hours, in case you’re not in
a hurry.
62 St. Petersburg In Your Pocket
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Street register
1-28-ya liniya

B-2,3/C-2,3 Konnogvardeysky bul.

C-3

Rubinshteina ul.

E-3

Admiralteisky pr.

D-3

E-2

Ryleeva ul.

E-2

Kovensky per.

Alexandra Nevskogo most

F-3

Krasnogo Tekstilshchika ul.

F-2

Sadovaya ul.

E-2,3

Angliskaya nab.

C-3

Kronverkskaya nab.

D-2

Sampsonievsky most

D-1
E-2

Anichkov most

E-3

Kronversky pr.

D-1

Sapyorny per.

Arsenalnaya nab.

E-2

Kutuzova nab.

D-2/E-2

Shpalernaya ul.

E-2/F-2

Bakunina pr.

F-3

Lermontovsky pr.

C-3/C-4

Shvedsky per.

D-2

Baskov per.

E-2

Letny sad

D-2

Sinopskaya nab.

F-3

Belinskogo ul.

E-2

Leitenanta Shmidta nab.

C-3

Smolnaya nab.

F-2

Birzhevaya liniya

C-2

Ligovsky pr.

E-3/E-4

Solyanoy per.

E-2

Blagoveshchensky most

C-2

Liteiny most

E-2

Sotsialisticheskaya ul.

E-3

Blokhina ul.

C-2

Liteiny pr.

E-2/E-3

Sovetskaya 1-ya - 9-ya ul.

E-3/F-2,3

Bol. Konyushennaya ul.

D-2

Lomonosova ul.

D-3/E-3

Spassky per.

D-3
B-2,3/C-2

Bol. Morskaya ul.

C-3/D-3

Makarova nab.

C-2

Sredniy pr. (V0)

Bol. Podyacheskaya ul.

D-3

Mal. Konyushennaya ul.

D-2

Starorusskaya ul.

F-3

Bolsheokhtinsky most

F-2

Mal. Morskaya ul.

D-3

Stolyarny per.

D-3

Bolshoy pr. (PS)

C-1,2

Mal. Posadskaya

D-1

Stremyannaya ul.

E-3

Bolshoy pr. (VO)

B-3/C-2

Mal. Sadovaya

E-3

Suvorovsky pr.

F-2,3

Chernyshevskogo pr.

E-2

Maly pr. (PS)

C-1

Sverdlovskaya nab.

F-1,2

Chkalovsky pr.

C-1

Maly pr. (VO)

B-1

Tavricheskaya ul.

F-2

Degtyarnaya ul.

F-3

Manezhnaya pl.

E-3

Chaikovskogo ul.

E-2

Dekabristov ul.

C-3/D-3

Marata ul.

E-3

Teatralnaya pl.

C-3

Dostoevskogo ul.

E-3

Marsovo pole

D-2

Troitsky most

D-2

Dumskaya ul.

D-3

Mayakovskogo ul.

E-2/E-3

Tuchkov most

C-2

Dvortsovaya nab.

D-2

Mendeleevskaya liniya

C-2

Tverskaya ul.

F-2

Efimova ul.

D-3

Mikhailovskaya ul.

D-3

Universitetskaya nab.

C-2,3

Furshtatskaya ul.

E-2

Millionnaya ul.

D-2

Vladimirsky pr.

E-3

Galernaya ul.

C-3

Moskovsky pr.

D-3/D-4

Vosstaniya ul.

E-2,3

Glinki ul.

C-3

Moiky reky nab.

C-3/D-2,3

Vosstaniya pl.

E-3
D-3

Goncharnaya ul.

E-3

Muchnoy per.

D-3

Voznesensky pr.

Gorokhovaya ul.

D-3

Mytninskaya nab.

С-2/D-2

Zagorodny pr.

D-3,4/E-3

Grafsky per.

E-3

Nekrasova ul.

E-2

Zhukovskogo ul.

E-3

Griboedova kan. nab.

C-3,4/D-2,3 Nevsky pr.

D-3/E-3/F-3

Grivtsova per.

D-3

Ostrovskogo pl.

E-3

Inzhenernaya ul.

E-3

Pestelya ul.

E-2

Abbreviations

Isaakievskaya pl.

D-3

Petrovskaya nab.

D-2

Ul. – Ulitsa

Iskusstv pl.

D-3

Pirogovskaya nab.

E-1/E-2

Pr. – Prospekt

Italyanskaya ul.

D-3/D-4

Pochtamtskaya ul.

C-3

Pl. – Ploshchad

Kadetskaya liniya

C-2

Poltavskaya ul.

F-3

Bul. – Bulvar

Kamennoostrovsky pr.

D-1

Pushkinskaya ul.

E-3

Per. – Pereulok

Karavannaya ul.

E-3

Radishcheva ul.

E-2/E-3

Kan. – Kanal

Kazanskaya ul.

D-3

Razyezzhaya ul.

E-3

Nab. – Naberezhnaya

Kirochnaya ul.

E-2/F-2

Rimskogo-Korsakova ul.

C-3,4/D-3

Bol. – Bolshaya

Kolokolnaya ul.

E-3

Robespyera nab.

E-2

Mal. – Malaya
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